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The following book was assembled from teaching materials developed for Syriac lessons. The manuscript has been 
repeatedly reworked on the basis of experience in the seminar room. In this way, the encouragement and 
suggestions for improvement of Prof. Dr. Josef Tropper (Humboldt University, Berlin) have helped shape this book. 
 The process of constant revision of the manuscript could, of course, have continued over many further semesters, 
and it is certain that the book's readers will find that some parts remain deficient. In spite of these reservations, 
however, I have decided to publish this work in its current form in the hope that it will be a useful scholarly resource 
for academic Syriac lessons. Over the course of 15 lessons, it addresses all areas of Syriac grammar, with an 
increasing level of difficulty. The lessons are accompanied by corresponding exercises. The texts used for the 
exercises are drawn from classical Syriac literature, and serve to illustrate the grammatical themes addressed in the 
lesson. Each lesson also contains a table of vocabulary prior to the exercises. Knowledge of the vocabulary presented 
in the lesson is assumed. Beginning with Lesson 8, verb forms are presented separately, following the vocabulary 
table. At the back of the book, you will find a glossary and a bibliography. 
 The original work from 2012 was comprehensively corrected by my teacher, Professor Emeritus Dr. Rainer Voigt, 
for which I owe him particular thanks. I would also like to thank him for including the original German monograph 
in the series Semitica et semitohamitica Berolinensia.  
 This edition is a corrected and heavily revised version of the original, translated into English by Mr. Graham 
Wetherall (M.A.). I am very grateful to him for his dedication and hard work. I would also like to thank PD Dr. Michael 





Berlin, March 2019        Helen Younansardaroud 
  
Lesson 1 
1. 1. Introduction and Classification 
 
Classical Syriac (hereafter Syriac) belongs to the Eastern group of Aramaic languages, which together with the 
Canaanite languages (Phoenician, Hebrew etc.) make up the Northwestern group of Semitic languages. The earliest 
known written examples of Aramaic languages date back to the beginning of the 1st millennium BC. From the 6th 
century BC, Aramaic enjoyed a period of flourishing during the Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid Empires, at which 
time it became the language of trade throughout the whole of the Middle East, advancing from Egypt/Asia Minor to 
India/Central Asia (the era of so-called Imperial Aramaic). Aramaic first went into decline in the West following the 
Muslim conquest of the 7th Century AD. Aramaic languages have survived to the present day in certain parts of Syria, 
the southeast of Turkey, Iraq and Iran. 
 
Syriac is an offshoot of the local Eastern Aramaic dialect of the city of Edessa, which is fairly closely related to Jewish 
Babylonian Aramaic on the one hand, and Mandaic on the other. The oldest evidence of the language are inscriptions 
dating from the 1st century AD. In the wake of the early Christianisation, Syriac Bible translations emerged as early as 
the 2nd century AD (Vetus Syra and Pšīṭtå). As a result, Syriac became a significant Christian literary language in the 
Syrian-Mesopotamian region, with two important centres in Nisibis (under Persian rule) and Edessa (under Roman 
rule). Due to this political and geographical separation, two different written forms of Syriac emerged (East Syriac 
and West Syriac). 
 
Beginning in the 7th century, Syriac was increasingly supplanted by Arabic as a spoken language. Nonetheless, it 
remained in wide usage in the church and amongst scholars until the Mongol invasion of the 13th century. Dialects 
closely related to Syriac have survived to the present day. The most important of these include: a) Ṭūrōyo(spoken in 
Ṭūr ‛Abdīn, South-East Turkey) and related dialects (including Suryōyō., ’Ōrōmōyō, etc.); and b) Northeastern Neo-
Aramaic (spoken mostly in Iran, Iraq and Syria), which incorporates a wide variety of dialects (including ’Ātōråyå., 
Surat. and Swådåyå).  
 
The volume of Syriac literature is far greater than that of any other Aramaic language. It predominantly comprises 
Bible translations and commentaries, legends and other religious texts. Nonetheless, there are also extant works of 
history, profane literature and poetry. 
 
1. 2. Attested Alphabetic Scripts 
Classical Syriac, like other Semitic languages, uses an alphabet composed solely of consonants. There are three 




(1) Esṭrangelå, the oldest script form, 
(2) The Eastern Syriac (Nestorian) script, which arose from a regional variation of Esṭrangelå (traceable to around 
600 AD), 
(3) The Western Syriac script, known as Serṭō., which has a decisively rounded, arched character form (traceable 
to around the 8th Century). 
All three variants are in principle cursive scripts. It is characteristic of the scripts that most (though not all) letters 
are written joined up, and that some letters take a specific form when written at the end of a word. Serṭō. is the most 
fluidly cursive of the scripts. 
 



























                                                                   
1 Typeset: Gentium, Estrangolo Edessa, Serto Mardin, East Syriac Adiabene, Traditional Arabic, SBL Hebrew (Syriac fonts used with the kind 




















































































































     ʾ ܐ a@ @ČÑđÛča 
 
 	  ʾÅlap̄/ ʾŌlap̄ א ﺍ 

       b/ḇ ܒ l @	òîĆi   @ Bȩ̄ṯ ב ﺏ 




 g/ḡ ܓ ê 
@Ýđàčç




     d/ḏ ܕ … Ł†đÛč…  
   Dålaḏ/ Dōlaḏ ד ﺩ 
     h ܗ ô dĆô    Hȩ̄ ה ﺓ 
!    " w ܘ ë ëaë " "  Wå’w/ Wa’w ו ﻭ 






&  '  (  ) ḥ ܚ  @	òîĆy  (  Ḥȩ̄ṯ ח ﺡ 
*  +  ,  - ṭ ܛ Â @	òî" 

,  Ṭȩ̄ṯ ט ﻁ 
%.  %  %.  / j ܝ ð @Ł…þìí ! 0%  Yōḏ/Yūḏ י ﻱ 
1  2     3 k/ḵ   Ù× ČÑč×@ 	   Kåp̄/Kōp̄ כ ﻙ 
  4    5 l ܠ Þ @Ł†đàčÛ  
  Låmaḏ/ Lōmaḏ ל ﻝ 
6 7  7  6 m   áß @ánß8 97  Mīm מ ﻡ 
  :     n   åã @æŁìã!0  Nūn נ ﻥ 
;  <  =  > s ܣ ÷ 
@	òđØàﬂ
  2 = 
Semkaṯ ס ﺱ 





E8  F p/p̄ ܦ Ò @d"Ï E  Pȩ̄ פ ﻑ 
G    H ṣ ܨ ú @a"Ł…úI H  Ṣåḏȩ̄/ Ṣōḏȩ̄ צ ﺹ 
%J  K  L  M q ܩ Ö @ČÒþìÓ F! 0L  Qōp̄/Qūp̄ ק ﻕ 
N    O r ܪ ‰ @”Ć‰P%
9
QO  Rẹ̄š/Rīš ר ﺭ 























1. 4.  Writing the Consonants in the Eastern Syriac and Serṭō Scripts 
Syriac is written from right to left.2 The form of the letters varies according to whether they are written in isolation, 
or occur at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of a word (see the alphabet table → 1. 3.). Most of the letters 
change their form when they are written as part of a word. The table above shows all of these forms for Serṭō.; for 
Esṭrangelå and Eastern Syriac, only the main forms and actual final forms are given. The three consonants Ú /k/, â 












ʾŌlap̄   U     
Bȩ̄ṯ 
       
Gåmal/ 
Gōmal 
       
Dålaḏ/ 





       
Wå’w/ 
Wa’w !  !  "   
                                                                   
2 See the following websites for further information on Syriac notation: <http://learnassyrian.com/aramaic/> and 



















































Zayn/Zȩ̄n #  #  $   
Ḥȩ̄ṯ &  '  (  	 
Ṭȩ̄ṯ *  +  ,  
 
Yōḏ/Yūḏ .    %   
Kåp̄/Kōp̄ 1  2       
Låmaḏ/ 
Lōmaḏ   4     
Mīm 8    7   










































































Semkaṯ ;  <  =   
ʿĒ ?  @  A   
Pȩ̄ 	  C  E   
Ṣåḏȩ̄/ 
Ṣōḏȩ̄ G  G3  H/   
Qōp̄/Qūp̄ J  K  L   
Rẹ̄š/Rīš N  N  O   
Šīn P  S  R   
Tå’w/ 













































































1. 4. 1. Ligatures 













V@ lō »not«  W 





Låmaḏ ÝÛ@  ÝBÜđß mallel »he spoke« 
WS: 
Lōmaḏ, 
Lōmaḏ X   

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Z













1. 5. The Eastern Syriac Vowel System 











dčÔn’Ï@dčàčÛ‹/ @cõûčq‰dč¥‰đa  rḇåṣå ’arrīḵå/zlåmå pšīqå 
dčî’đÓ@dčàčÛ‹/ @cõûčq‰dčíŠđ×  rḇåṣå karyå/zlåmå qašyå 
y@Ł…þìícõûčr  yōḏ ḥḇåṣå 
ëaë@‰ëdč¤  wåw rwīḥå 
ëaë@cõûnÛđa  wåw ’alīṣå 
 
National grammarians such as Bar Hebraeus draw a further distinction in the case of /ē/, distinguishing a closed 
from an open e-vowel. This distinction is also observed in this book: the open variant is transcribed as /ȩ̄/, and the 
closed variant with /ẹ̄/ (traditionally, both are simply written as /ē/). 
This system essentially only distinguishes vowel qualities, even though the Syriac names suggest a distinction 
between long or short sounds – a distinction one would also expect from the language-historical point of view. 
According to this system, the difference between /å/ (Zqåp̄å) (trad. /ā/) and /a/ (Pṯåḥå) does not concern the 
length (quantity), but rather the degree of openness of the vowel. Zqåp̄å is pronounced as an open a, i.e. as /å/ [ɔ]; 
by contrast, Pṯåḥå is pronounced as a closed /a/. Handwritten sources often show up deviations in the 
transcription of vowels (in particular /å/ instead of /a/). 
 The Eastern Syriac vowel system is multifaceted, and is better suited to the learning of the language than the 
Western Syriac system, in which vowels are less clearly distinguished from one another. As such, we encourage 
the use of the Eastern Syriac pronunciation for learners of the language. 
 
1. 6. The Western Syriac Vowel System 
The older variant of Syriac was written entirely without vowel signs. Instead, they made use of plene-writing (→ 
1. 8.) and so-called grammatical dots (→ 2. 4.). Specific vowel signs used in addition to matres lectionis first emerged 







                                                                   




 In the 8th Century, Western Syriac began to make use of Greek vowel signs written above or underneath 
consonants. This system distinguishes between five vowel qualities:  
 
/a/   \   ( 

E  pṯōḥō 
/o/   \   C L$  zqōp̄ō 
/e/   

\   G O  rḇōṣō 
/i/    9\   G (  ḥḇōṣō 
/u/   0\   H GA  ʿṣōṣō 
 
1. 7. Transcription Employed in this Book 
The transcription of vowels in this textbook is based on the Eastern Syriac vowel system. As such, it differentiates 
between the following vowel qualities (cf. → 1. 8.): /a/, /å/, /e/, /ȩ̄/ẹ̄/, /ī/, /ō/, /ū/. 
For historical-etymological reasons, as well as for the sake of the clarity of the syllable structures and various sound 
changes, this book also distinguishes vowel lengths. In this manner, the symbols /a/ and /e/ are understood to be short 
vowels, while the symbols /å/, /ȩ̄/ (open) and /ẹ̄/ (close) denote long vowels. Furthermore, in the case of /u/ and /o/, a 
distinction is made between historically short vowels (/u/, /o/) and long vowels (/ū/, /ō/) . Examples: 
 dč‘Ł…ŁìÓ /quḏšå/ »sanctuary«  
 cČčñŁìTØÜđß /malkūṯå/ »kingdom« 
 Ý× /kol/ (WS  0  /kul/) »every, all« 
 čÓþëŠčÏd  /pårōqå/ »saviour« 
For certain Western Syriac word forms and pronunciation variations, a transcription is occasionally provided, e.g. 
Ý× /kol/ (WS  0  /kul/) »every, all«. Schwa vowels (in the sense of the Hebrew shewa mobile) are not taken into 
account in the notation, e.g. /qṭal/ instead of /qeṭal/. 
In the notation used in this book, unspoken consonants are written in superscript  (with or without linea occultans → 
3. 1.; 7. 3.), e.g.: 
 cČčñTòžãđa /’anttå / »woman, wife« 
 žô@Ł†ﬂrčÇcì  /‛åḇeḏ-hwå/ »he was making« 
 ƒíđa /ʾayḵ/ »like« 
 
1. 8. Vowel Correspondences between ES and WS 
The following table shows vowel correspondences between Eastern and Western Syriac (unequal correspondences 
are shown in bold): 
 
OS /a/ đÀÀÀ /å/ čÀÀÀ /e/ ﬂÀÀÀ /ȩ̄/ ĆÀÀÀ /ẹ/̄ ĆÀÀÀ /ī/ p /o/ō/ þë /u/ū/ Łë 
WS /a/  \ /ō/  \ /e/  

\ /ȩ̄/  






As the table shows, WS is characterised by a tendency towards vowel narrowing (a reduction of the degree of 
openness), as well as by chain shifts. As such, /å/ is no longer present in WS, all /o/ō/ vowels become /u/ū/, and 
all closed /ẹ̄/ vowels become /ī/.  







A /‛al/ on, because of 
O/åﬂß /men/  ]7/
7 /men/ from 
åíĆ… /dȩn̄/  
%  /dȩn̄/ but 
“ni /bīš/ P9 /bīš/ bad 
 
Examples for /å/ (trad. /ā/) > /ō/; /ẹ/̄ (trad. /ē/) > /ī/; /o/ō/ > /u/ū/: 
 
ES  WS   
dčàčÜ‘@ /šlåmå/   4R /šlōmō/  peace 
a‰bĆi@ /bẹ̄ʾrå/ I

OU 9 /bī ʾrō/  a well 
Ý×@ /kol/  0  /kul/ every, all 
úÛcČčñþì @ /ṣlōṯå/  

]D 0!^H /ṣlūṯō/ prayer 
 
The 22 letters of the Syriac script essentially constitute a purely consonantal alphabet. Nonetheless, three letters, 
namely ’ålap̄ (a), wå’w (ë) and yōḏ (ð), are also used to denote vowels (so-called plene-writing), mostly originally long 
vowels: 
• Yōḏ (ð) stands for /ī/ and, in the middle of a word, for (closed) /ẹ/̄ (= WS /ī/) and (open) /ȩ̄/. Examples: åíĆ… 
/dȩ̄n/ »but, by the way, however«, ´"Üô /hålȩ̄n/ »these«, “ni /bīš/ »bad«, íĆ‰č’d  /rẹ̄šå/ (WS  S% 9O /rīšō/) 
»head«. In the case of Ć‰č‘d  /rẹ̄šå/ (WS  9O R  /rīšō/) »head«, spellings without the corresponding vowel letters 
(so-called defective spellings) are common.  
• Wå’w (ë) stands for /u/o/ (= WS /u/), and also not infrequently for historically short vowels. Examples: 
dčÀÀğiŁìy /ḥubbå/ »love«, ‘BñþìğjyÀTòčc  /tešboḥtå/ (WS  _( 0! _RD /tešbuḥtō/) »glory«. Defective spellings are 
common for Ý× /kol/ (older form: Þþì×) (WS  0 /kul/) »every, all« and Ýİﬂß /meṭṭol/ (older form: 
Þþìİß) (WS 0+ 7 /meṭṭul/) »because of«.  
• ’Ålap̄ (a) stands for any /å/ (= WS /ō/), /ȩ̄/ or /ẹ̄/ at the end of a word. Examples: čÀÀTØÜđßd  /malkå/ »king«, 
ĆşÀÀTØÜđßd  /malkȩ/̄ »kings« (pl. → 3. 6. 1.), dĆã /nẹ/̄ (WS 9 /nī/) »I beg!«. 
 
1. 9. Vowel Assimilation 
1. 9. 1. Assimilation /a/ > /e/ 
Before /š/, and occasionally also before /s/, an /a/ vowel sound becomes an /e/, e.g. 




  òﬂiğđ‰  /bestar/ < */bastar/ »behind« 
  aŠﬂi /besrå/ < */basarå/ »flesh« 
 
1. 9. 2. Assimilation /u/ > /o/ (only in ES) 
In ES, preceding a guttural sound, an /r/ or an /l/, /u/ sometimes becomes /o/ (in WS, it remains /u/), e.g. 
  Êþì’m  /Īšō‛/ »Jesus« (WS B 0!S% /Yešū‛/) 
  a‰þìÇ‹ /z‛ōrå/ »small, junior« (WS I O 0!A$ /z‛ūrō/) 
  hčÛþëŁ†ç /gḏōlå/ »plaits of hair« (WS  

V" 0  /gḏūlō/) 
 
1. 10. Diphthongs 





   
ìčßTñčc  /måwtå/ death  
 _






ôï  /håy/ that  
ܝܳܗ /hōy/ that@
/ay/ ð@đÀÀ@ b‹Tòíčc  /zaytå/ olive tree@
/īw/ ìm @ ìnß‰đa /ʾarmīw/ they threw  
/ūhy/ ïžôŁë@ÀÀ@ ïžôŁìyđa /ʾaḥūhy/ his brother@
/ȩ̄why/ ïžôìí@ĆÀÀ@ ïžôìîĆĆßŠﬂã /nermȩ̄why/ he shall throw it@
 
• /å/ followed by the semivowel /w/ (=/±/) results in /åw/ (= /å±/). In ES, /åw/ is always substituted for /aw/ 
(in WS /aw/ remains unchanged), e.g. ES Tñìčßčc  /måwtå/, WS  _D! 7 /mawtō/ »death«, OS dčßìčí /yåwmå/, 
WS  7!% /yawmō/ »day«. In certain cases (such as St. cs. (→ 3. 6. 1.)), /åw/ = /aw/ changes to the 
monophthong o, and /åy/ to /ȩ̄/, e.g. âþìí /yom/ »day« (St. cs. of dčßìčí /yåwmå/), 	òîĆi /bȩ̄ṯ/ »the house 
of« (St. cs. of îđiTòčc  /baytå/). 
• /å/ followed by /y/ or /i/ (also /ī/) results in /åy/ (WS /ōy/), e.g. @ïô /håy/, WS /  /hōy/ »that«. 
• /a/ followed by /y/ or /i/ (also /ī/) results in /ay/, e.g. ES/WS b‹Tòíčc  /zaytå/ »olive tree«, îđiTòčc  /baytå/ 
»house«4. 
• /ī/ or /ȩ̄/ followed by w or u result in /īw/ or /ȩ̄w/ respectively, e.g.  ìnß‰đa /ʾarmīw/ »they threw« (cf. @o’Ó
ìžô /qšī-hw/ [read: qšīw] »it is hard«) ïžôìîĆĆßŠﬂã /nermȩ̄why5/ [read: nermȩ̄w] »he shall throw it« (→ 13. 2.). 
 
 
                                                                   
4 Exception: ƒíđa /’ayḵ/ [Read! aḵ] »like«. 





1. 11. Vocabulary 
A.  for, to /l/ Þ  which /ʾaynå/ dčäíđa 
 not /lå/ dčÛ  if … not  /ʾellå/ hčÛBa 
 it was, it became /hwå/ čìôc   king /malkå/ dčÀÀTØÜđß 
 this /hånå/ dčäô  queen /malkṯå/ cČčòTØÜđß 
 on, because of /‛al/ ÝđÇ  Ishaq /ʾῙsḥåq/ Õčzma 
 from /men/ åﬂß/O  every, all /kol/ Ý× 
 he /hū/ Łìô  by the way, even /gȩ̄r/ Ćç 
 I /ʾenå/ dčãBa  Lord, master /måryå/ dčíŠčß 
 head /rẹ̄šå/ dč’íĆ‰  concerning, because of /meṭṭol/ ﬂßÝİ  
 that /håw/ ìô  also /’åp̄/ ČÒča 
B. house /baytå/ Tòîđičc   together, with /‛am/ áđÇ 
 day /yåwmå/ dčßìčí  earth, land /ʾar‛å/ dčÇ‰đa 
 
1. 12. Exercises 
A. Practise writing the following words until fluent, then transcribe them according to the transcription used in this 
book:  




O 2  

V 3  [ Z24 7 4  " 5 " 0 6 "  7  [ Z24  8   9 

 10  ]7  
 
1 ܪ 2  3  ! 4 "ܘܗ 5  ܼܘܗ 6  ܿܗܘ 7 % !& 8 ܗ 9 ܐ 10   
 
B. Practise writing the following words until fluent, then transcribe them according to the transcription used in this 
book: 





  2 %  3  4 N  5 J '<9% 6  %N 7 7 7
0
+ 8  

 ]F 9 4 7 

[ ]
Z2  10  7! % 11  [V

 12  






1 "'() 2 *ܕ 3 + 4 ,(- 5 ./0*ܐ 6 *, 7 +1 8 ܦܐ 9 "' ! 10 2* 11 





2. 1. Consonants in the ES and Serṭō Scripts 
Syriac consonants can be broken down into three groups according to their manner of articulation (unvoiced, 
emphatic, voiced) as follows:  
 
 unvoiced emphatic Voiced 
Labials ğÒ,   /p/  ğl,  	 /b/ 
Labiodental ČÒ,  
 /p̄/  t,  
	 /ḇ/ 
Dental Tñ,   /t/ Â,  /ṭ/ ğ…,   /d/ 
Interdental 	ñ,  
 /ṯ/  Ł…,   /ḏ/ 
Sibilant ”,  /š/, ÷,  /s/ ú,  /ṣ/ ‹, $ /z/ 
Velar _ğV, ğ`  /k/ Ö,   /q/ ğê,  Z /g/ 
Uvular _ČV, Č`  /ḵ/  Î,  
 /ḡ/ 
Pharyngeal ,   /ḥ/  Ê,  /‛/ 
Laryngeal ô,   /h/, a,  /’/   
 
Syriac resonants/sonorants (nasal, liquid) 
 
 Nasal Liquid 
Bilabial _m,  /m/  
Dental/Alveolar  _n, l /n/ Þ,  /l/, ‰,  /r/ 
 
2. 2. The Two Pronunciations of the Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ-Consonants. 
Depending on its phonetic position, the Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ-sound (	òČÀđÐT×Ł†đÌi) is either plosive. (dčîč‘ŁìÓ quššåyå ğÀÀ 
»hardening«) or spirant, i.e. fricative ( čÀÀT×Łë‰dč‚  rukkåḵå ČÀÀ »softening«). The plosive variant is denoted with a dot 






ES TòğÀđÐT×ğ†ğÀèği@ 	òČÀđÐ	×Ł†đÌq 
WS  _  _C _ _  _ _    C     
 
The variation in the pronunciation of these consonants follows two basic rules: 






(2) A (simple) Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ-sound is always pronounced as a spirant when preceded by any regular vowel, or by a 
murmured vowel which was formerly a short vowel. Otherwise, i.e. following a consonant, it is pronounced as a 
plosive. This rule also applies across the word boundary: e.g. đÀČi@dčäôTòîčc  /hånå ḇaytå/ »this house« (→ 5. 2.). 
When applying rule (2) in the case of a formal Ø-vowel, the reader must distinguish whether it is to be read, in terms 
of the distinction familiar from Hewbrew, as a Shewa quiescens. (i.e. structural or actual vowellessness.), or as a Shewa 
mobile. (i.e. purely superficial vowellessness resulting from a reduced vowel). The following rules of thumb are helpful in 
such cases (consonant here refers to the Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ-consonant): 
• The onset consonant of an isolated word form is always pronounced as a plosive, which is why it is not 
marked with a  dčîč‘ŁìÓ quššåyå ğÀÀ . However, in the context of a sentence,  it is only pronounced as a plosive 
after a consonant at the end of the previous word, e.g. òîđiğčc  /baytå/ »house« (isolated), or Ý×@òîđÀÀğiğčc  /kol 
baytå/ »the whole house«, in contrast to ôđÀČi@dčäòîğčc  /hånå ḇaytå/ »this house«. 
• The second consonant in a formal double consonance at the beginning of a word is pronounced as a spirant, 
e.g. dčqČčò× /kṯåḇå/ »book«; exceptions: ‘ÀTòčc  /štå/ »six«, åmTò‘ /štīn/ »sixty«. 
• Consonants following a closed syllable are not pronounced as spirants, e.g. čÀÀTØÜđßd  /malkå/ »king«. 
• A consonant following a geminate is pronounced as a spirant, e.g. cČčòT×Łë… /dukkṯå/ < */dukkeṯå/ »place«.6 
• Consonants following the diphthongs /åw/ (= WS /aw/) and /åy/ are pronounced as plosives rather than as 
spirants, e.g. ES ìčßTñčc  /måwtå/ »death«, ÀîđiTòčc  /baytå/ »house«; exceptions: ƒíđa /ʾayḵ/ [read: aḵ] »like, 
as«. 
• The onset consonant k which features in various pronominal suffixes to nouns is pronounced as a spirant e.g. 
æþì‚ÓþëŠčÏ /pårōqḵōn/ »your saviour«. This is because there was originally a case ending vowel (V) between 
the final consonant of the noun and the suffix: */påroqV-ḵōn/ (→ 6. 1.). 
• In the case of syllable reduction or the omission of vowels, the consonant is pronounced as a spirant, e.g. 
dčrôđ… /dahḇå/ < */dahabå/ »gold« (→ 3. 4.). 
Note also: 
• The feminine ending /-t/ (→ 3. 6. 1.) is generally pronounced as a spirant (so long as it is not geminated as a 
result of assimilation, e.g. ğ†BÜčíTñčc  /yålettå/ < */yåledtå/ »begetter, mother«) e.g. cČčòTØÜđß /malkṯå/ »queen«, @
ČččòyŁì’ßc  /mšuḥṯå/ »measure«. This is because there is usually an underlying */-aṯ/. There are however 
several exceptions (as well as deviations in pronunciation), e.g. ë	òiÀÛŁTòčc  /bṯultå/ »virgin«, Àyþìğj‘BñTòčc  
/tešboḥtå/ »glory« (→ 3. 1. 1.).7 
Additionally, the spirantization of the Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ-sound occurs. when the proclitic particles l /b-/ (preposition »in«), 
Þ /l-/ (preposition »for, to«), … /d-/ (determinative pronoun.) or ë /w-/ (conjunction »and«) occur before nomina 
with a vowelless onset consonant e.g. dčqČčò‚đi /ba-ḵṯåḇå/ »in the book«, as well as in the case of accumulation of these 
proclitics., e.g. òîđÀrqđ…ğčc  /daḇ-ḇaytå/ »(he) who (is) in the house«.  
                                                                   
6 Conversely, in such cases, the spirant points to the gemination of the preceding consonant.  
7 Occasionally, words that would otherwise be pronounced the same are distinguished by varying the pronunciation of a Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ-consonant, e.g. 
dčÀÀğiŠđç /garbå/ »leprous« in contrast to dčqŠđç /garḇå/ »Leprosy«. 
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2. 2. 1. Writing Geminate Consonants 
Syriac uses both simple and geminate (lengthened) consonants. This difference, however, is not denoted in the written 
script. Geminate consonants are not denoted using double letters, as is usually the case in semitic languages. However, 
in the case of đÌi	òČÀđÐT×Ł†  Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ-consonants, it is possible to draw this distinction, since geminate consonants are 
never pronounced as spirants. Examples:  
 čbnğèđc  /saggī ʾå/ »much, many« 
 hčÜčÀÀT×Łì /sukkålå/ »meaning, sense« 
 Tòﬂča‰  /settårå/ »protection« 
 dčänTØđ /sakkīnå/ »knife« 
 
2. 2. 2. The ʾÅlap̄ 
In the following cases, the glottal stop ʾÅlap̄ is not vocalized. Although it is not articulated (cf. the shewa quiescent. 
from Hebrew grammar), it is nonetheless preserved in written form8: 
• ʾÅlap̄ in the syllable onset.:  
 cbčß /måʾ/ »100« [read: må] (→ 13. 3.) 
 ačŁ†mbi /b-ʾīḏå/ »in the hand« [read: b-īḏå] (also across the morpheme boundary) 
 dčbđÜđß /malaʾḵå/ »angel« [read: malaḵå] 
 
In the following cases, the ʾÅlap̄ is silent, but is usually written with linea occultans (→ 2. 4. 3.), e.g. 
 dč’čãoa /ʾnåšå/ »man, people«9 
 åíĆŠyoa /ʾḥrẹ̄n/ »another«10 
  dčäíĆŠyoa /ʾḥrẹ̄nå/ »another«  
 
2. 3. Prothesis 
In rare cases, particularly before /št/, a prothetic syllable of the form /ʾV/ (ʾÅlap̄ + vowel) is introduced before what 
would otherwise be a double consonant onset, for ease of pronunciation. Examples: 
 
 Baò‘ğčc  /ʾeštå/ »bottom«  
 Baò‘ğčc  /ʾeštå/ »six« (or ò‘ğčc  /štå/) (→ 13. 3.) 
 BaåmTò‘  /ʾeštīn/ »60« (or åmTò‘ /štīn/) (→ 13. 3.) 
 
                                                                   
8 There would otherwise be no difference in the transcription between må (= dčß /må/ »what?«) and /må/ (= cbčß /måʾ/ »100«). 
9 In dictionaries, such words are generally listed according to their written form (i.e. oadč’čã  /’nåšå / is listed under ʾ-n-š). 






2. 4. Graphic Symbols and Punctuation Marks 
As well as diacritical points, (cf. Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ-consonants. → 2. 2.), Syriac also makes use of grammatical points denoting 
number and gender. 
Especially in texts without vowel signs, words that are orthographically identical are often marked with a dot above, in 
order to denote a full and dark pronunciation, in contrast to a finer and weaker pronunciation. A dot above is used in 
the following cases: 
• For the active participle (→ 4. 4.) in order to distinguish it from the perfect (→ 7. 1.), e.g. ğÀÀč×ČČBòt  /kåṯeḇ/ 
»writing«, òČÀÀ×2đt  /kṯaḇ/ »he wrote«. 
• For the possessive and object suffixes of the 3.f.sg., to distinguish them from the 3.m.sg. (→ 6. 1.), e.g. fčäm… 
/dīnåh/ »her judgement«, óĆäm… /dīnȩ̄h/ »his judgement«. 
• Above certain words, e.g. æþìäğô /hånōn/ »those«, to distinguish it from æþìäČô /hennōn/ »they«; ⁄ğë /wålȩ̄/ 
»fitting, proper« in distinction to ⁄ë /w-lå/ »and not«; aŁ†rğÇ /‛ḇåḏå/ »work« in distinction to ğ†rČÇa  
/‛aḇdå/ »Slave«. 
In the East Syrian tradition, two dots are occasionally placed under the suffix of the 3.f.sg. to distinguish it from the 
1.sg., e.g. òğÀđi	òB×28  /keṯbaṯ/ »she wrote« in contrast to 	òﬂği	òB× /keṯbeṯ/ »I wrote« (→ 7. 1.). These two dots are also used 
to distinguish the voiced ô in ôì8c  /hwå/ »it was, it happened« (in contrast to cìžô /hwå/). 
 
For Syåmȩ̄-dots, see (→ 3. 6. 1.). 
 
2. 4. 2.  Punctuation Marks 
The following punctuation marks are particularly common: 
• Single dot: N at the end of a sentence. 
• Point above (dčîčÜﬂÇ /‛ellåyå/): ܇  
• Point below (dčíČčòyđñ /taḥṯåyå/): ܆  
• Colon (dşÀÀčíì‘ /šwayyå/): : 
• ܀ is used to denote the end of a paragraph. 
 
2. 4. 3. Linea Occultans 
In words that are orthographically identical, a line (dčäčİôŠđß /marhṭånå/) is drawn above the consonant to indicate 
the absence of a vowel, e.g. ìÔBÜo /ṭleqw/ »they passed away« (cf. → 7. 1.) in contrast to ìÔBÜđ /ṭalleqw/ »they 
finished« (cf. → 9. 2.). This line (linea occultans) is also drawn above consonants within a word which are not 
pronounced, e.g. cìžô /hwå/ [read: wå] »to be, to happen« (→ 7. 3.), čÀÀTØÜđßìžô@d  /malkå-hw/ [read: malkåw] (WS  _2`4 7 
" a /malka-hw/) »he is king«, sžôđí /yahḇ/ [read: yaḇ] »he gave« (→ 14. 2.).  
 In the WS tradition, the linea occultans is also drawn under the consonant (dčäčîèôß /mhaggyånå/), e.g.    /hwō/ 
[read: wō] »be, happen«. A line drawn under also serves to indicate an additional /e/ vowel, e.g. cČčòÜĞyﬂ… /deḥelṯå/ from 
/deḥlṯå/ »fear«. 
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2. 5. Vocabulary 
A. kingdom /malkūṯå/ cČčñŁìTØÜđß B. much, many  /saggī ʾå/ čbnğèđc  
 something /meddem/ âﬂğ†ﬂß 
 
when /kaḏ/ Ł†đ× 
 death /måwtå/ ìčßTñčc  
 
you /ʾantt/ Tòžãđa 
 place   /dukkṯå/ cČčòT×Łë…  one /ḥaḏ/ Ł†đy 
 book /kṯåḇå/ 	ò×ččqd  
 
love /ḥubbå/ dčÀÀğiŁìy 
 son /brå/ aŠi  like, as /ʾayḵ/ ƒíđa  
 
hand /ʾīḏå/ ačŁ†ma  just as /ʾa
yḵ d-/ … ƒíđa  
 
2. 6. Exercises 
A. Sort the following words according to the pronunciation of the Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ, and transcribe them according to the 
transcription used in this book: 
1 âﬂğ†ﬂß~aŠi@~ ìčßñğčc@2 cČčñŁìTØÜđß@~Tòîđičc~@dčqTò×@cČčòT×Łë…@~3@ča@~ČÒačŁ†ma  
 
1 6 _ 7~   !~ 
 " # 2 

$ %" &' #~  
 _ ~  ]

]~   

] _ 0"3  ]F





1 ܡ9~ :,)~ "ܬ2 2 !ܬ2 "~ "'()~ )'~ "'ܘܕ~ 3 ܐܦ~ :9*ܐ  
 
B. Sort the following words according to the pronunciation of the Bḡaḏkp̄aṯ and transcribe them according to the 
transcription used in this book: 
1 Ý×@~ƒíđa~ cČčòT×Łë…@2 Tòžãđa@~Tòîđičc~ čÀÀğiŁìyd@3@åíĆ…@~Ł†đ×~ †đyŁ  
@




$* + %~ 
 Z 0!( 2  *,-

~   
 _ 3 % ~   ~   ]
(  
 






3. 1. Total Assimilation of Consonants (/n/, /l/) 
In most cases, a vowelless /n/ is assimilated to the following consonant (exceptions: /h/, see → 11. 1.). As a 
consequence, the consonant in question is pronounced geminate. The assimilated /n/ is dealt with in various different 
ways orthographically. For nominal word forms, it is usually denoted with linea occultans, e.g. 
 žämŁ†ßÀTòčc  /mḏī nttå/ < */meḏīntå/ < */meḏīneṯå/ »city, town« (in contrast to St. cs. 	òđämŁ†ß /mḏīnaṯ/ (→ 3. 6. 1.))  
 žäđ‘ÀTòčc  /šanttå/ »year« (in contrast to St. cs. 	òđä‘ /šnaṯ/ (→ 3. 6. 1.)). 
 
By contrast, in the case of compounds with ﬂßå  / Čßå  /men/ »from«, a vowelless /n/ it not written (→ 6. 4.), e.g. 
 ÝîĆTØﬂß /mekkẹ̄l/ < */menkẹ̄l/ »from that time, henceforth« 
 dčÀÀTØﬂß /mekkå/ < */menkå/ »from this place« 
 
For the assimilation of /n/ in verbal forms, see Verbs I-n (→ 11. 1.). 
In rare cases, /l/ is assimilated to the preceding syllable; see also (→ 14. 2.), e.g. đßÔđcČčò  /massaqṯå/ < */maslaqṯå/ 
»ascent«. 
In very rare cases, /r/ is not pronounced, but is retained in the orthography, e.g. 
 	ñžŠđi@čÀÀTØÜđßd  /barṯ/ (< */barṯ/) malkå/ »daughter of the king« 
 	ñžŠđi@čàčîÓd  /barṯ/ (< */barṯ/) qyåmå/ »daughter of the holy covenant = nun« 
 
3. 1. 1.  The Assimilation of Dentals 
In some word forms, adjacent dentals give rise to a partial assimilation. In purely consonantal writing, the assimilation 
is not expressed.  
 A common phenomena is the regressive assimilation of dentals in nouns preceding the feminine ending (→ 3. 6. 1.), 
e.g. TòİnğjđÇčc  /‛abbīttå/ < */‛abbīṭtå/ »thick, heavy«, 
Ł†yđTñčc  /ḥḏattå/ < */ḥḏaṯtå/ »New (Testament)«, 
but TñŁ†BÜm  /īlet/ < */īlett/ < */īleḏt/ »he begot« (Pf. Pe.) (→ 11. 3.)  
and Tñ	ònß /mīt/ < */mītt/ < */mīṯt/ »you died« (→ 12. 2.). 
 
 However, in the case of Tòİn’Ïčc  < */pšīṭtå/ (/tt/ < */ṭt/) »simple, the Pšīṭtå «, this book uses the original form of 
transcription, i.e. Tòİn’Ïčc  /pšīṭtå/. 
  
For the partial assimilation of the stem marker /t/ in T-stems, see (→ 9. 1.). 
 
3. 2.  Consonant Dissimilation 
The following are some of the most important consonant dissimilations (transformation or omission of a phoneme) in 
Syriac: /b/ to /ḇ/ to /w/ in:  dčrT×ìđ× /kawkḇå/ < */kawkab/ »star«  
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  /‛/ to /’/ in:  dčÀÀTÐÇđa /’a‛på/ < */‛a‛på/ »double«  
  /‛/ to /Ø/ in:  òč‘ñğđŠđÇ  /tšåta‛sar/ < */tša‛ta‛sar/ »19« 
  /r/ to /n/ in: åíĆ‰ñ /trȩ̄n/ < */tnȩ̄n/ »two«; aŠi /brå/ < */bnå/ »son« 
 
3. 3. Consonant Correspondences: Syriac – Hebrew - Arabic. 
In Syriac (and in Aramaic languages in general), five of the semitic consonants have a different phoneme 
correspondence to Hebrew; namely, the three semitic interdentals /ṯ/, /ḏ/ and /}/ , and the laterals /ś/ and /ṣ́/ (=/ḍ/). 
In classical Arabic, these consonants have all been preserved as distinct phonemes ، ﻅ  ﺫﺙ ،(  and ﺵ ، ﺽ). 
 In Syriac, the interdentals merged with the corresponding dentals (/ṯ/ > ñ, /ḏ/ > …, /ṭ/ > Â), whereas in Hebrew, 
they merged with the sibilants (/ṯ/ > שׁ, /ḏ/ > ז, /ṭ/ > צ). The voiceless lateral ś in Syriac merged with ÷, while in 
Hebrew it remained as ש . The emphatic lateral ṣ́ in Syriac merged with Ê, whereas in Hebrew it merged with צ. As a 
result of this divergence in phoneme merging, Syriac T-consonants sometimes correspond to Hebrew S-consonants. 
Furthermore, the Syriac phonemes ÷  and Ê  correspond to the Hebrew שׂ  and צ respectively. There is still, 




t/š/ṯ @	òčÛñ /tlåṯ/ ָשׁושׁ   ٌﺙَﻼﺛ three  
d/z/ḏ dčrôđ… /dahḇå/@ בָהָז  َﺫ ٌﺐَﻫ  gold 
ṭ/ṣ/Ł ṯ hčÜčÜB /ṭellålå/@ לֵצ  ٌﻞِﻅ shadow 
s/ś/š ŠđÇ/‛sar/@  ַשׂֲר   ٌﺮﺸَﻋ ten 
ʿ/ṣ/} dčÇ‰đa /’ar‛å/@ ץֶרֶא  ٌﺽَﺭﺍ land 
 
3. 4. Syllable Structure and Vowel Reduction 
Ancient semitic languages only contain the following three syllable types: {CV} (short open syllable.), {Cv̅ } (long open 
syllable.) and {CvC (closed syllable., considered as long) (C = consonant; v = any short vowel, v̅ = long vowel). CvW and 
CvY are treated as {CvC}-syllables, e.g. baytå = bay|tå »house«. Syriac has also developed secondary syllable patterns. The 
following four distinctive forms should be noted: 
(1) A short initial syllable {Cv} preceding the tone syllable is reduced to {Ce} – except when it follows (’Ålap̄) . It is 
likely that originally, e was voiced as a murmured vowel corresponding to the Hebrew Shewa mobile, and later 
ceased to be voiced at all.. This gave rise to words with double consonants in the initial sound, e.g. {CCVC}, 
ÝđİÓ /qṭal/ < */qeṭal/ < */qaṭal/ »he killed« (→ 7. 1.).  
(2) Final vowels were dropped, giving rise to secondary double closed syllables of the structure {CVCC} at the end 
of a word, e.g. ×òČđTòq  /kṯaḇt/ < */kṯaḇtå/ »you wrote« (→ 7. 1.). 
(3) Final vowels were no longer stressed, but were still written according to the old orthography, e.g. ïTØÜđß  





(4) In the case of two successive originally untoned syllables of the form {Cv|Cv}, {Cv̅|Cv} or {CvC|Cv}, the vowel of 
the second syllable is reduced, e.g. dčrôđ…  /dahḇå/ < */dahabå/ »gold«, cČčòTØÜđß /malkṯå/ < */malkatå/ 
»queen«.  
(5) A vowelless /y/ (and /ye/) in the initial word sound becomes an ī vowel, resulting in secondary words with an 
initial vowel sound. In the orthography, this is written as Yoḏ, or sometimes as ʾÅlap̄ (as vowel bearer). 
Examples: †m2đÊ  /īḏa‛/ < */yeda‛/ »he knew« (→ 11. 3.) (also sometimes with ʾÅlap̄ †m2đÊ Í), Êþì’m /Īšo‛/ 
»Jesus«, ačŁ†ma  /’īḏå/ < */yedå/ »hand«. 
 
3. 5. Root Structure 
As is generally the case in semitic languages, most syriac word forms have an underlying structure consisting of three 
consonantal or semivowel elements (or radicals). This structure is called the root, and it contains the primary lexical 
meaning of a word (which is usually verbal). Word formation succeeds by means of different patterns of vowels (the so-
called schema), and often also through external affixes (prefixes and suffixes; and in rare cases, infixes).  
 By way of illustration, here is the root k-t-b with the basic meaning ‘write’, together with some important derived 
forms:   
a) Verb forms: 
 Čđò×t  /kṯaḇ/ »he wrote« (Perfect. → 7. 1.) 
 tþëTò‚ﬂã /neḵtoḇ/ »he shall write« (Imperfect. → 8. 1.) 
 
b) Nominal derivatives: 
 òč×Čtﬂ  /kåṯeḇ/ »writing« = »(he) is writing« (active participle → 4. 4.) 
 sm	ò× /kṯīḇ/ »wrote« (passive participle → 7. 4.) 
 dčqČčò× /kṯåḇå/ »handwriting, book« 
 dčqþë	òč× /kåṯōḇå/ »writer« (Nomina agentis → 4. 1. 2. (No. 10)) 
 cČčñŁìqþë	òč× /kåṯōḇūṯå/ »art of writing« 
 dčäčqTò‚đß /maḵtḇånå/ »author« 
 
3. 6. Nominals 
3. 6. 1.  Gender, Number, State 
Nominals – a term which groups together nouns (n.) and adjectives (adj.) – are divided into two genders, masculine and 
feminine. Masculine (m.) nominals are not denoted in any way, while feminine (f.) nominals are generally denoted with 
the phoneme /-t-/, e.g. 
 dčÀÀTØÜđß /malkå/ »king« (m.), cČčòTØÜđß /malkṯå/ »queen« (f.) 
 dčÀÀ’ni /bīšå/ »bad« (m., adj.), ò’Čîiğčc  /bīštå/ »bad« (f., adj.) 
In addition, there are a series of feminine nouns with no corresponding ending, including many parts of the body, as 
well as names for articles of clothing, containers and tools: 
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dčßBa /’emmå / »mother« (f.), cõŒﬂÇ /‛ezzå/ »goat« (f.), dčäččÇ /‛ånå/ »small cattle« (f.), dčäîđÇ /‛aynå/ »eye, fountain« (f.), 
dČčÏb"× /kẹ̄ʾp̄å/ »stone« (WS . 
/0 1+ /kī ʾp̄ō/) (f.). 
A number of nouns with feminine endings are treated as masculine nouns, with the -t- taken to belong to the radical 
(see → 3. 5. and 4. 1.) e.g. òîđiğčc  /baytå/ »house« (m.) from √bwt, Tñìčßčc  /måwtå/ »death« (m.) from √mwt. 
Number distinguishes between singular (sg.) and plural (pl.). There is no specific dual form, nor any distinction 
according to case. There is, however, a remnant of the dual form in the number words  åíĆ‡ñ /trȩn̄/ »two« and  ñbđßČåíĆ 
/ma’ṯȩn̄/ »two hundred« (→ 13. 3.).  
 Syriac uses two dots called dŽàčî /syåmȩ/̄ şÀÀ to distinguish the plural from the singular, e.g. čÀÀTØÜđßd  /malkå/ »king«, 
ĆşÀÀTØÜđßd  /malkȩ̄/ »kings«. In words containing ‰, the plural dots are often written above this letter. In this case, only one 
additional dot is written, leaving two rather than three dots above the letter. For words in which ‰ occurs twice, the 
plural points are usually drawn above the final ‰; otherwise they are written at a random location. Examples: 
  čßŠđ×d  /karmå/ »vineyard« (sg.) : dĆß đˆ× /karmȩ̄/ »vineyards« (pl.) 
  ‰Š‘a  /šrårå/ »truth« (sg.) : aĆ‡Š‘ /šrårȩ̄/ » truths« (pl.)  
In addition, plural points are used: 
• For plurale tantum nominals, e.g. dşÀÀčîđß /mayyå/ »water«. 
• For verbs of the form 3.f.pl., eg. ò×Čđşïq  /kṯaḇy/ »they wrote« (→ 7. 1.), ﬂãåşÀÀčqTò‚  /neḵtḇån/ »they shall 
write« (→ 8. 1.). 
• For collective nouns which have no plural form, e.g. dşÀÀčäčÇ /‛ånå/ »small cattle«. 
Depending on syntactic positioning and function, nominals take one of the following three states: 
(1) Status absolutus (absolute state) (the “free” form of the nominal); abbreviated as: St. abs.  
(2) Status constructus (construct state) (the “bound” form of the nominal preceding an immediately dependent 
genitive expresion); abbreviated as: St. cs. 
(3) Status emphaticus (emphatic state), abbreviated as: St. emph. 
Depending on gender, number and state, nominals take different endings in their singular and plural forms. Dictionaries 
specify the plural building for all nominals. 
 



























The following is an inflection table for the singular and plural forms of the adjective sč /ṭåḇ/ »good«: 
 






şïđÀrč /ṭåḇay/  




črčd  /ṭåḇå/ 






Of these three states, the St. emph. is most common. It is the standard form, and as such the form in which nouns are 
usually cited. Although from a historical viewpoint, its ending /-å/ contains the definite article (cf. the prefix article. 
ha- and its variants in Hebrew), a nominal in the St. emph. form is not necessarily determined.. A noun such as  a‰Łì 
/ṭūrå/ can – depending on context – mean either »the mountain« or »a mountain«.  
Furthermore, it should be noted that the St. abs. f.sg. and the St.nemph. m.sg usually have the same endings. 
Further examples with masculine nouns, using the examples of a‰Łì /ṭūrå/ (m.) »mountain« and dččqČčò× /kṯåḇå/ (m.) 
»book«: 
















@‰ŁìdôčÛđa  /ṭūr ’alåhå / 
»the mountain of God«@
dôčÛđa@ðđ‡Łì /ṭūray ’alåhå / 
»mountains of God« 
dčÀÀTØÜđß@tČčò× /kṯåḇ malkå/ 
»the king’s book«@
dčÀÀTØÜđß@şïđÀqČčò× /kṯåḇay malkå/ 
»the king‘s books« 
a‰Łì /ṭūrå/  
»mountain«  
aĆ‡Łì /ṭūrȩ̄/  
»mountains« 
dččqČčò× /kṯåḇå/  
»book« 
dŽÀqČčò× /kṯaḇȩ̄/  
»books« 
Examples with feminine nouns, using the examples of cČčñŁìß… /dmūṯå/ (m.) »image«, cČčòmŠi /brīṯå/ (m.) »creation«: 
 
















dč‘Ć‰@	ñŁìß… /dmūṯ rẹ̄šå/ 
»the image of the head«@
dč‘Ć‰@	ñìşßﬂ… /demwåṯ rẹ̄šå/ 
»images of heads«@
dčàÜčÇ@	òmŠi /brīṯ ‛ålmå/ 
»creation of the world«@
dčàÜčÇ@	òčíˆﬂi /beryåṯ ‛ålmå/  
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As the table shows, feminine nouns with the (derivational affixes) /-ūṯ/ and /-īṯ/ in the St. abs. sg. end with /-ū/ and /-ī/ 
respectively.  
The St. abs is relatively common for adjectives (including participles) in the predicate function, e.g. @dčî’đİß@dčàzđÛ
qđÀná  /laḥmå (m.) mṭåššyå (m.) ḇassīm/ (m.) »bread eaten in secret is pleasant«. By contrast, an adjective which 
modifies a noun takes the St. emph., e.g. @dčàzđÛqđÀndčà  /laḥmå (m.) ḇassīmå/ (m.) »pleasant bread«. Nouns in St. abs.:  
(1) following Ý× /kol/ » every, all« (actually »the whole of.«), e.g. @âþìí@Ý× /kol yom/ »every day«, “čãoa@Ý× 
/kol ’nåš / »every one« 
(2) sometimes following dčÛ /lå/ »not«, e.g. čÛđđa@hčÛ…ó  /d-lå ’alåh/ »godless« 
(3) in conjunction with numbers, e.g. @cČčòčÛñåmŠrđÀČç  /tlåṯå ḡaḇrīn/ »three men« 
(4) with âﬂğ†ﬂß /meddem/ »something«, cf. also @åíĆŠyoa@âﬂğ†ﬂß@ /meddem ʾḥrẹ̄n/ »something else« 
(5) in distributive phrases. such as åđÀq‹@åđÀqŒđi /ba-zḇan zḇan/ »now and then«, and in other 
(6) adverbial phrases, e.g. áđÜčÈÛ /l-‛ålam/ »for ever«, âþìîÛ@âþìí@O /men yom l-yom/ »from day to day«. 
St. cs. occurs almost exclusively in set phrases and idiomatic sayings, e.g. @ ğl‰ò‘ŁìäT×ğčc  /rab knūštå/ »director of the 
synagogue«. In such cases, we can speak of a construct chain. Such chains can consist of several constituent parts, e.g. 
@şïđäîđÈiğl‰@aĆˆnđa@	òîğĆi  /b-ʿaynay rab bȩ̄ṯ ’assīrȩ̄/ »(Joseph found favour) in the eyes of the prison warden«, literally 
»in the eyes of the leader of the house of prisoners«. Some construct chains are joined to form a single word, e.g. 
dčrčqğ†ÜﬂÈi /bʿeldḇåḇå/ »enemy« (literally »master of slander«). However, in the majority of cases, the connection in 
question is expressed by periphrase (circumlocution). 
 
3. 6. 2.  Irregular Nominals 
The following is a list of important nominals with irregular inflection. The following three things should be noted:  
a) Many of the nominals listed below have a two-consonant basis in the St. emph. singular, which in other forms 
is expanded by a third consonant, e.g. dčßBa /’emmå/ »mother« (sg. St. emph.), cČčòôşßBa /’emmhåṯå/ »mothers« 
(pl. St. emph.). 
b) Several nominals are characterised by irregular plural formation (pl. St. emph.), taking /-ayyå/ instead of /-ȩ̄/, 
e.g. dşÀÀčîđäi /bnayyå/ »sons«, plural form of aŠi /brå/ »son«. 
c) The lexemes dčîđ /šmayyå/ »heaven« and dčîşÀÀđß /mayyå/ »water«, which also take the ending /–ayyå/, are 
used only in the plural.  
d) Several masculine words take the feminine plural form, e.g. sg. dčí‰đa /’aryå/ (m.) »lion«, pl. cČčñìčí‡đa 
/’aryåwåṯå / »lions«. 
e) Several feminine words have the feminine ending in the sg. but not in the pl., e.g. cČčñTòžãđa /’anttṯå/ (f.) »woman, 










 Sg. St. emph. St. cs. Pl. St. emph. 
name 
 






mother dčßBa /’emmå/ (f.) âBa /’em/ cČčòôşßBa /’emmhåṯå/ 
father 
 




čqđaŽôd  /’aḇåhȩ̄/ »parents, fathers« 
čqđaşÀÀČčòôc  /’aḇåhåṯå/ »forefathers« 
brother čyđad  /’aḥå/ (m.) ― Žyđad  /’aḥȩ̄/ 
other 
 




Ćãčˆyoad  /’ḥrånȩ̄/ 
(pl.abs. ³ãčˆyoa /’ḥrånīn/) 
other 
 
ČčñĆŠyoac  /’ḥrẹ̄ṯå/ (f.) 
 
Šyoa	òđîã  /’ḥrånyåṯ/ 
 
Ččòčîãčˆyoac  /’ḥrånyåṯå/ 











a|Ł†ma /’ī4dȩ̄ /  
@åmŁ†şma /’ ī4dīn/ 
lion 
 






man, people dč’čãoa /’nåšå/ (m.) “čãoa /’nåš/ åşn’čãoa /’nåšīn/ (only pl.abs.) 
woman cČčñTòžãđa /’anttṯå/ (f.) òÀžãđağč	ñ  /’anttåṯ/ dŽ’ﬂã /neššȩ̄/ 
son aŠi /brå/ (m.) Šđi /bar/ dşÀÀčîđäi /bnayyå/  
daughter cČčñŠđi /barṯå/ (f.) 	ñžŠđi /barṯ/ cČčòşÀÀčäi /bnåṯå/  
house 
điîTòčc  /baytå/ (m.) 
 
Ći	òî  /bȩṯ̄/ 
 
cĆTòşÀÀči /båtȩ̄/;  
(Pl.abs. åmTòşÀÀči /båtīn/) 
father-in-law dč» /ḥmå/ (m.) ― dŽôč» /ḥmåhȩ̄/ 
sister cČčòčy /ḥåṯå/ (f.) ― cČčñìşyđa /’aḥwåṯå/ 
water 
 
dčîşÀÀđß /mayyå/ (m.) 







aŠčß /mårå/ (m.) 
dčíŠčß /måryå/ (m.) 
aĆŠčß /mårȩ̄ 
 
dčíđ čˆß /mårayyå/ 
æëč čˆß /måråwån/ 









cs. 	òđíŠBÓ /qeryaṯ/ 
and 	òđí‰ŁìÓ 
/quryaṯ/ 







žäđ‘TòÀčc  /šanttå/ (f.) 
 
abs. dčä‘ /šnå/ 
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3. 6. 3. Nominals and Attributive Adjectives 
Attributive adjectives agree in gender, number and state with the noun which they describe. Generally speaking the 
adjective comes after the noun in question, e.g. 
  cČčòrč dČčÏb"× /kẹ̄ʾp̄å (f.) ṭåḇṯå/ (f.) »a precious stone« 
  aTÐđ‘ òîđiğčc  /baytå (m.) šappīrå/ (m.) »the beautiful house/a beautiful house« 
  dčß‰@a‰ŁìİÛ /l-ṭūrå (m.) råmå/ (m.) »into a high mountain« (Mk 9,2). 
Where specific emphasis is placed on the adjective, it may precede the noun, e.g. 
  şïđÜﬂß@ÝnÜđÓ "´Üô /hålȩ̄n qallīl mellay/ »these few words«.  
The adjectives oğèđ /saggī/ »much, many« and åíĆŠyoa /’ḥrẹ̄n/ »other« often precede the noun even when they are 
not emphasised. Further attributive adjectives used in conjunction with them can be placed after the noun, e.g.  
  aĆˆnTÐđ‘@a|Ł†črÇ@c|bnğèđ /saggī ʾȩ̄ ‛ḇåḏȩ̄ šappīrȩ̄/ »many excellent works« (Jn 10,32) 
  cf. however c|bnğèđ@dč’čãoa /’nåšå saggī ʾȩ̄/ »many people« (Jn 10,41) 
  æčbnğèđ@³äqb‹ /zaḇnīn saggī ʾån/ »many times« 
  íĆŠyoačäd@đß	òhčÛ  /’ḥrȩn̄å maṯlå/ »another parable« (Mt 13,24).  
 
3. 6. 4.  Nominals and Apposition. 
An apposition can either precede or follow the noun to which it relates. Generally speaking, honorific appositions 
precede the noun, while explicatory appositions follow it. Examples: 
  áíĆŠ	Ïđa@ðŠčß /måry ’Ap̄rȩ̄m/ »Mår Aphrem«  
  dčäčqŁì@áíĆŠ	Ïđa@ðŠčß /måry ’Ap̄rȩ̄m ṭūḇånå/ »blessed Mår Aphrem« 
  ÀžämŁ†ß@Ł†nßčaTòčc  (WS  2 13#

 ’Amīḏ) /’Åmīḏ mḏī nttå/ »the city of Amid« 
  cČčòmŠÓ@dčîäđÇ@	òîĆi /Bȩ̄ṯ ‛anyå qrīṯå/ »the village of Bethany« (Jn 11,1) 
  ÷þìİđãđa@dčÀÀTØÜđß /malkå ’Anasṭos/ »the emperor Anastasius« 
  @÷þìäđîänqþìíčÀÀTØÜđß@dčÀÀT×b‹dčî  /Yoḇīnyanos malkå zakkåyå/ »the victorious emperor Jovianus«.  
 
3. 7.  Vocabulary  
A.  mother /’emmå / dčßBa  Addai /’Adday / ðđğ…đa 
 mountain /ṭūrå/ cč‰Łì  Jacob /Ya‛qōḇ/ tþìÔÈđí 
 beautiful /šappīrå/ aTÐđ‘  Heaven /šmayyå/ dčîđ 
 Name /šmå/ dč  Street /šūqå/ dčÓŁì‘ 
B. good /ṭåḇå/ dčrč  Holy /qaddīšå/ dč’mğ†đÓ 
 offspring /zar‛å/ dčÇ‰b‹  blessed /ṭūḇånå/ dčäčqŁì 
 apostle /šlīḥå/ dčznÜ‘ C. Anastasius /’Anasṭos / ÷þìİđãđa 
 much, many /saggī/ oğèđ  Mår Aphrem /måry’Ap̄rȩ̄m/ áíĆŠ	Ïđa ðŠčß 






3. 8. Exercises 
A. Give the St. abs./cs. sg. and St. pl. forms of the following words: 
1 ačŁ†ma 2 dčßBa 3 cČčñŁìTØÜđß 4 dčßìčí 5 điîTòčc 6 a‰Łì 7 aŠi@10@dč @
 
B. Rewrite the following words according to the transcription used in this book, and translate: 
1 dčrč@dčÇ‰b‹@2@dčznÜ‘@ðđğ…đa@3 čÓŁì’id 4 tþìÔÈđí@ðŠčß@dč’mğ†đÓ@5 c|bnğèđ@dč’äB× 6 dŽnrã@c|bnğèđ 7@
dčqČčò×@ @
 
C. Read the following words, and practise writing them until they are familiar:  
1 dčäčqŁì@áíĆŠ	Ïđa@ðŠčß 2 tþìÔÈđí@ðŠčß@dč’mğ†đÓ 3 ÷þìİđãđa@dčÀÀTØÜđß@dčîčÀÀT×b‹ 4 aĆˆnTÐđ‘@a|Ł†črÇ@c|bnğèđ 
5 dč’mğ†đÓ@dčyŁë‰  
@
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4. 1. Important Types of Nominal Formation 
The majority of Syriac nominals (nouns and adjectives) are formed according to the patterns listed below. All of them 
begin with a root consisting of three radicals. The following examples are all formed from the root word q-ṭ-l »kill«. All 
nominals are cited in the St. emph. 
 
4. 1. 1.  Monosyllabic Root 
1. qaṭl, St. emph. hčÜİđÓ /qaṭlå/ 
dčÀÀTÐÛđa /’alpå/ »1000«, aŠrđç /gaḇrå/ »man«,  dč’	Ðđã /nap̄šå/ »soul«, aŠÌđÏ /Òpaḡrå/ »body«, dčÇ‰đñ /tar‛å/ »door, 
gate«, dčÀÀTØÜđß /malkå/ »king«, f. cČčòTØÜđß /malkṯå/ »queen«  
 
2. qiṭl, St. emph. hčÜİBÓ /qeṭlå/ 
aŠ	Ðﬂ /sep̄rå/ »book«,  @hčÜËﬂ‰ /reḡlå/ »foot«, dčÀÀğjﬂÇ /‛esbå/ »herb«, dğÀèÜBÏ /pelgå/ »half«  
 
3. quṭl, St. emph. hčÜŁìÓ /quṭlå/ 
dčÀÀT×‰Łìi /burkå/ »Knee«, dč‘Ł…ŁìÓ /quḏšå/ »sanctuary«, †yŁì‘ğča  /šuḥdå/ »bribery«, cČčòT×‰Łìi /burkṯå/ »blessing« 
 
4. 1. 2.  Disyllabic Root 
1. qaṭal, St. emph. hčÜİđÓ /qaṭlå/ 
aŠrđ /saḇrå/ »hope«, dčŠđ× /karḵå/ »city«, aŠrđy /ḥaḇrå/ »companion« 
 
2. qiṭal, St. emph. hčÜİBÓ /qeṭlå/ 
aŠﬂi /besrå/ »flesh«, dČčÐäB× /kenp̄å/ »wing« 
 
3. qaṭål, St. emph. hčÜčİÓ /qṭålå/ 
dôčÛđa /’alåhå/ »God«, dč’čãoa /’nåšå / »man, people«, aŠč» /ḥmårå/ »donkey«, ačŁ†črÇ /‛ḇåḏå/ »action«, dčqŠÓ 
/qråḇå/ »battle«, dčàčÜ‘ /šlåmå/ »peace« 
 
4. quṭål, St. emph. hčÜčİÓ /qṭålå/  
a‰þìÇ‹ /z‛ōrå/ »small«, hčÛþìÈ‘ /š‛ōlå/ »coughing« 
 
5. qiṭål, St. emph. hčÜčİÓ qṭålå 
dčzčrç gḇåḥå »baldheaded«, dčîčä‘ šnåyå »frenzy, infatuation« 
 
6. qaṭil, St. emph. hčÜnİÓ /qṭīlå/ 





7. qaṭūl, St. emph. hčÛŁìİÓ /qṭūlå/ 
òÛŁë	òiğčc  /bṯūltå/ »virgin«, dč‘ŁìrÛ /lḇūšå/ »clothing«, dčßŁìy‰ /rḥūmå/ »loved« 
 
8. qåṭal, St. emph. hčÜİčÓ /qåṭlå/ 
dčß	òčy /ḥåṯmå/ »seal«, dčàÜčÇ /‛ålmå/ »eternity, world« 
 
9. qåṭil, St. emph. hčÜİčÓ /qåṭlå/ 
= active participle of the Base Stem (→ 4. 4.): dčÀÀği	òč× /kåṯbå/ »writing«, dčyŠčÏ /pårḥå/ »flying«, dč»‰ /råḥmå/ 
»loving, friend«, cŠqČčñ /tåḇrå/ »breaking« 
 
10. qåṭōl, St. emph. hčÛþìİčÓ /qåṭōlå/ 
= Nomen agentis: dčíþìÜčç /gålōyå/ »revelator«, dčÓþëŠčÏ /pårōqå/ »saviour« 
 
11. qaṭṭål, St. emph. hčÜčİđÓ /qaṭṭålå/ 
A common pattern for nouns denoting professional activities: dčîčÀÀT×b‹ /zakkåyå/ »victorious«, dčrčäđç /gannåḇå/ »thief«, 
aŠčÀÀğjžäđç /ganbbårå/ »hero« 
 
12. qiṭṭål, St. emph. hčÜčİBÓ /qeṭṭålå/ 
hčÜčÜB /ṭellålå/ »shade«, dčäč’BÛ@  /leššånå/ »tongue, language«, dčîčÜﬂÇ /‛ellåyå/ »upper«, aŠčÔﬂÇ /‛eqqårå/ »root« 
 
13. quṭṭål, St. emph. hčÜčŁìÓ /quṭṭålå/ 
dčàč×Łëa /’ukkåmå / »black«, hčÛčaŁì‘ /šuʾʾålå/ »question«, dčàčÛŁì‘ /šullåmå/ »completion« 
 
14. qaṭṭīl, St. emph. hčÜnİđÓ /qaṭṭīlå/ 
= adjective: dč‚nTØđß /makkīḵå/ »humble«, cčbnğèđ /saggī ʾå/ »much, many«, dčİnÜđ‘ /šallīṭå/ »strong«, aTÐđ‘ 
/šappīrå/ »beautiful« 
 
15. qaṭṭūl, St. emph. hčÛŁìİđÓ /qaṭṭūlå/ 
dčqŁìğiđa /’abbūḇå / »flute«, @ačŁ…ŁìàđÇ /‛ammūḏå/ »pillar«, ačŁ…ŁìÜđí /yallūḏå/ »child« 
 
16. qiṭṭōl, St. emph. hčÛþìİBÓ /qeṭṭōlå/  
dčþì’ﬂy /ḥeššōḵå/ »darkness«, a‰þìğiﬂ… /debbōrå/ »wasp«, f. ñ‰þìğiﬂ…ğčc  /debbōrtå/ »bee« 
 
17. quṭayl, St. emph. hčÜîđİÓ /qṭaylå/  






4. 1. 3. With Prefixes (/ma-/, /mi-/, /ta-/) 
1. maqṭal, St. emph. hčÜİÔđß maqṭlå  
dčÇğ†đß /mad‛å/ »knowledge«, dčäTØ’đß /mašknå/ »place of dwelling«, dčíTò’đß /maštyå/ »drink« 
2. miqṭal, St. emph. hčÜİÔﬂß /meqṭlå/, St. abs. ÝđİÔﬂß /meqṭal/ 
= Infintive base stem (→ 8. 3.): hčÛ‹bĆß /mẹ̄’zlå / »walk«, hčÜbĆß /mẹ̄’ḵlå / »food«, dčí	ñbĆß /mẹ̄’ṯyå/ »arrival« 
 
3. maqṭål, St. emph. hčÜčİÔđß /maqṭålå/ 
hčÜčÓ	òđß /maṯqålå/ »weight«, ačŁ†čÀÀğjÈđß /ma‛båḏå/ »sorcery« 
 
4. miqṭål, St. emph. hčÜčİÔﬂß /meqṭålå/ 
aŠččíŁ†ﬂß /meḏyårå/ »dwelling« 
 
5. maqṭūl, St. emph. hčÛŁìİÔđß /maqṭūlå/ 
dčÇŁìğjđß /mabbū‛å/ »spring«, hčÛŁì’zđß /maḥšūlå/ »storm«, hčÛŁì’‚đß /maḵšūlå/ »offence« 
 
6. taqṭal, St. emph. hčÜİÓđñ /taqṭlå/ 
cČčòÜđÜôđñ /tahlalṯå/ »mockery«, cČčòäđäyđñ /taḥnanṯå/ »fervent prayer«, ò‘ìđñğčc  /taṭwaštå/ »pollution«  
 
7. taqṭål, St. emph. hčÜčİÓđñ /taqṭålå/ 
ñëđñğčdčq  /tawtåḇå/ »settler« 
 
8. taqṭīl, St. emph. hčÜnİÓđñ /taqṭīlå/ 
ačŁ†n½đñ /talmīḏå/ »disciple, pupil«, aŠmğ†Çđñ /ta‛dīrå/ »help« 
 
9. taqṭūl, St. emph. hčÛŁìİÓđñ /taqṭūlå/ 
dČčÏŁìÜyđñ /taḥlūp̄å/ »an exchange«, a‰ŁëTòyđñ /taḥtūrå/ »haughtiness«, dč‘ŁëTòđñ /taḵtūšå/ »conflict, fight« 
 
4. 1. 4.  With Affixes (/ån/, /ōn/) 
1. q-ṭ-l-ån 
dčäčîäﬂi /benyånå/ »building«,@dčãûÛŁëa /ʾulṣånå/ »torment«,  †ÓŁìÏğč@dčã /puqdånå/ »order« 
 
2. q-ṭ-l-ōnå (WS q-ṭ-l-ūnō) (diminutive) 
dčãþìîÜđ /ṭalyōnå/ »little boy«, dčãþëŠi /brōnå/ »little son«, dčãþìTØÜđß /malkōnå/ »a kinglet« 
 
3. Nominals ending in /-åyå/ (relational adjective, nisba) 






4. q-ṭ-l-ūṯ (abstract ending) 
cČčñŁìTØÜđß /malkūṯå/ »kingdom«, cČčñŁëŠčÀÀğjžäđç /ganbbårūṯå/ »heroism«, ò’ﬂßğđcČčñŁìäčÔq  /meštaḇqånūṯå/ 
»abandonment«, cČčñŁìäčîÜđÀğç	òﬂß /meṯgallyånūṯå/ »revelation«, cČčñŁìíŒđÌß /mḡazyūṯå/ »childlessness« 
Alongside nominals with three radicals, Syriac also has some nominals with two radicals  (e.g. dč /šmå/ »name« with 
an irregular plural  (→ 3. 6. 2.) and dčß… /dmå/ »blood«), as well as nominals with multiple radicals. A few examples: 
dčqŠđÔÇ /‛qarḇå/ »scorpion«, aŠğjÓŁìÇ /‛uqbrå/ »mouse«. 
  
4. 2. Particularities of */qVṭl/-Nominals 
Monosyllabic nominals of the type */qaṭl/, */qiṭl/ and */quṭl/ (such as aŠrđç /gaḇrå/ »man«, aŠ	Ðﬂ /sep̄rå/ »book« 
and dč‘Ł…ŁìÓ /quḏšå/ »sanctuary«) in the endingless St. abs. = St. cs. form have a vowel following the second radical, 
while the root vowel is reduced to a schwa. For *quṭl-words, the new vowel always corresponds to the root vowel (ES /o/, 
WS /u/); for *qaṭl and *qiṭl words, the new vowel is usually an /e/, or an /a/ if the third radical which it precedes is 
either guttural or an /r/. Examples: 
 








ƒBÜß /mleḵ/ < */meleḵ/ »king« 
“ﬂÀ	Ðã np̄eš < */nep̄eš/ »soul« 
”þëŁ†Ó /qḏoš/ < */qeḏoš/ »sanctuary« 
ÝﬂÀË‰ /rḡel/ < */reḡel/ »foot« etc. 
 
Ê‰ñ /tra‛/ (due to /‛/ as 3rd radical) »door« 
ŠđÀÀ	Ð /sp̄ar/ (due to /r/ as 3rd radical) »book« 
 
4. 3. The Determinative Pronoun /d-/ 
The primary meaning of the indeclinable Syriac determinative pronoun ğ… /d-/ < */di/ (also known as the relative pronoun) 
is » that of«. It has the following roles: 
a) to introduce a genitive nominal phrase, and 
b) to introduce a whole relative clause (→ 14. 6.).  
The genitive /d-/ is used in paraphrases of the construct state.  
Examples: òîđiğčdčÀÀTØÜđßŁ…@c  /baytå ḏ-malkå/ »the house of the king«. This can also be expressed using the constructus 
state @dčÀÀTØÜđß@	òîĆi /bȩ̄ṯ malkå/ »(those) of the house of king«. Frequently, the first term takes a (proleptic) pronominal 
suffix (→ 6. 1.) in order to denote a genitive construction, e.g. dğÀčØÜđßğ…@ôĆTòîđi /baytȩ̄h d-malkå/, »his house, (that) of 









These three possibilities are summarised in the table below: 
 
Genitive construction:  
[St. emph.] /ḏ-/ḏa-/[St. emph.] 
[St. cs.] [St. emph.] 
[Nomen + Pron.suff.] /d-/da-/ [St. emph.] 
Examples: 
TòîđičdčÀÀTØÜđßŁ…@c  /baytå ḏ-malkå/ »the house of  the king« 
dčÀÀTØÜđß@	òîĆi /bȩ̄ṯ malkå/ »(those) of the house of king« 
dčÀÀTØÜđßğ…@ôĆTòîđi /baytȩ̄h d-malkå/ »his house, (that) of the king« 
 
Sometimes St. cs. connections are also used, in which the second term is preceded by a preposition, e.g. @ðđ‡þìÇ‹
dčäčîäﬂàği /z‛ōray b-menyånå/ »small in number«. 
 
In this context, it is also important to memorize the form Ým… /dīl-/, which is formed from the determinative pronoun 
… /d-/ (base form p… /dī-/) together with the preposition Þ l-. Ým… dīl-, together with the relevant suffixes, denotes 
relations of possession (→ 6. 1.), e.g. ó"Üm… /dīl-ȩ̄h/ »(this) of him« = »his« ( dčqČčò×@ó"ÜmŁ…  /kṯåḇå ḏīl-ȩ̄h/ »his book«). 
 
4. 4. Active Participle (Base Stem) 
The active participle is an adjective derived from a verb. For the simplest verb stem, the so-called base stem, it follows 
the phoneme row K1-å-K2-e-K3 (K1-3 here denote the regular consonantal radicals of the root). It follows the inflection of 
nominals, and is used to express the present. In the following, its forms are demonstrated using the example word 
òğÀÀč×Čtﬂ  /kåṯeḇ/ »writing«. They are as follows: 
 
 Sg. Pl. 
m. St. abs. òğÀÀč×Ş Čt  /kåṯeḇ/   ³ği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbīn/ 
m. St. emph.  dčÀÀği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbå/   dŽÀÀği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbȩ/̄  
f. St. abs.  dčÀÀği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbå/   åčÀÀğiş	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbån/ 
f. St. emph. òğÀÀč×ŞČTòqčc  /kåṯeḇtå/  cČčòÀčÀÀğiş	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbåṯå/ 
 
Note: in ES, č×ğÀÀòČĆt  /kåṯȩ̄ḇ/ (with a secondary lengthening of the stressed final syllable) is sometimes used in place of 
òğÀÀč×Čtﬂ  /kåṯeḇ/. 
 
4. 5. Vocabulary  
A. alive /ḥayyå/ čîđyd  C. doing /ʽåḇeḏ/ ﬂﬂÀrčÇŁ†   
 eternity, world /‛ålmå/ dčàÜčÇ  writing /kåṯeḇ/ 	òč×ﬂt  
 light /nuhrå/ aŠôŁìã  putting /nåseḇ/ sﬂčã 
 image /ṣalmå/ dč½bú  pursuing /råḏep̄/ ČÒBŁ…‰ 





 foot /reḡlå/ hčÜËﬂ‰  saying /ʾåmar/ Šđßča 
 Jesus /Īšō‛/ Êþì’m  witnessing /såheḏ/ Ł†ﬂôč 
B. place of dwelling /mašknå/ dčäTØ’đß D. heart /lebbå/ dčÀÀğjBÛ 
 completion /šullåmå/ dčàčÛŁì‘  soul, life, self /nap̄šå/ dč’	Ðđã 
 goodness /ṭaybūṯå/ cČčñŁìğjîđ E. order /puqdånå/ †ÓŁìÏğčdčã  
 deed /su‛rånå/ dčãŠÇŁì  synagogue director  /rab kåhnå/ čäôčÀÀT×@ğl‰d  
 number /menyånå/ dčäčîäﬂß  law (< gr.) /nåmōså/ dčþìàčã 
 helper /‛åḏōrå/ čÇa‰þëŁ†     
 tongue, language /leššånå/ dčäč’BÛ    
 
4. 6. Exercises 
A. Transcribe and translate the following words: 
 1 dčîđđŁ…@cČčñŁìTØÜđß 2 dğÀčØÜđßğ…@ôĆTòîđi 3 dč’čãoa@ÝBË‰ 4 dčÀÀTØÜđß@şïđqČčò×@5 dčßìčí@ĆÀğiŁ…@	òîaŁč†Üđí 6 
Êþì’mğ…@ó"½bú 7 @dčàÜčÇğ…@ôĆŠôŁìã8@dşĆîđy@ïđßìčí  
 
B. Identify the following nominal forms: 
@~dčäč’BÛ@~aTÐđ‘@~dčàčÛŁì‘@~hčÜËﬂ‰ @~dčäTØ’đßdčãŠÇŁì~ačŁ†n½đñ@~ dčÓþëŠčÏ@ 
 
C. Form the active participle (f.sg. and m.pl. in St. abs.) of the following verbs: 
1 č×ğÀÀtŞ	ò 2 …‰ŁﬂČÒ 3 đßčağÀÀŠ  4 sğﬂčã 5  ğﬂôč†Ł 6 čÇğÀﬂÀr†ŁŁ7  ÖﬂŠğÀÀčÏ 
 
D. Form the St. cs. of the following nominals: 
@~dčàÜčÇ@~dčÀÀTØÜđßdč’	Ðđã  
 
E. Write out the following until familiar: 
1 dčÀÀTØÜđß@şïđqČčò×@ 
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5. 1. Independent and Enclitic Personal Pronouns  
Depending on syntactic usage, we can distinguish between independent and (shortened) enclitic personal pronouns. 
The latter are always enclitic, i.e. unstressed, and follow on from a preceding nominal word form. The forms are as 
follows: 
 






 dčãBa /ʾ enå/ »I«  dčãoa /-ʾnå/  
 Tòžãđa /ʾantt/ »you« đÀÀ@Tñ  /-(a)tt/  
 ðTòžãđa /ʾ antty/ »you« đÀÀ@ðTñ  /-(a)tty/ 
 Łìô /hū/ »he« ìžô /-hū/ or /–w/ 








åđäy /ḥnan/ »we«  åđã /-nan/ 
æþëTòžãđa /ʾanttōn/ »you« 
(WS  0" _a

 /ʾanttūn/) 
æþëTñ /-tōn/  
(WS  0" _D /–tūn/) 
@åíĆTòžãđa /ʾanttȩn̄/ »you« åíĆTñ /-tȩ̄n/ 
æþìäﬂô /hennōn/ »they« 





 Ć´äﬂô /hennȩn/ »they« Ć´ãBa /ʾennȩn̄/ 
 
It is important to note the composite forms ŁìíŁìô /hūyū/ »he is« (</hū/ + enclitic /hū/) and nôo  /hīyī/»she is« (</hī/ 
+ enclitic /hī/). 
The 3rd person m.sg. pronoun can also be used for emphasis; in this case, it occurs before a noun or an enclitic pronoun 
of a different grammatical person, e.g. ô@Č†đ§žŁë@@åČí†Ìč@dôčÛđaåđäžy  /l-ḥad-hū ’alåhå såḡḏīn-ḥnan/ »we adore one God«. 
 
5. 1. 1. The Active Participle with the Enclitic Personal Pronoun as Expression of the Present 
Often, an enclitic pronoun follows a participle. The active participle in St. abs. followed by an enclitic pronoun serves to 




òğÀÀč×Ş Čdčãoa@t  /kåṯeḇ-ʾnå/ òğÀÀč×ŞČdčäq  /kåṯeḇ-nå/ 
dčãoa@dčÀÀği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbå-ʾnå/dčäčÀÀği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbå-nå/ 
»I am writing« 
»I am writing« 
2.m. Tòžãđa òğÀÀč×ŞČt  /kåṯeḇ-ʾantt/ TòđÀği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯb-att/ »you are writing« 
2.f. ðTòžãđa dčÀÀği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbå-ʾantty/ðTòđÀği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯb-atty/ »you are writing« 
3.m. òğÀÀč×Ş Č@tžôŁì  /kåṯeḇ-hū/ Łìği	òč×Ł  /kåṯbū/ @òğÀÀč×ŞČt /kåṯeḇ/ »he is writing« 







åđäžy ³ği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbīn-ḥnan/ @åđänği	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbīn-an/ 
åđäžy åčÀÀğiş	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbån-ḥnan/ @åđäčÀÀğiş	òğÀÀč× /kåṯbån-an/ 
»we are writing « 
»we are writing « 
2.m. æþëTòžãa@³ği	òč× /kåṯbīn-ʾntōn/æþëTònği	òč× /kåṯbī-tōn/ »you are writing« 
2.f. åíĆTòžãa åčÀÀğiş	òč× /kåṯbån-ʾntȩ̄n/åíĆTòčÀÀğiş	òč× /kåṯbå-tȩn̄/ »you are writing« 
3.m. 
3.f. 
æþìãBa@³ğiòč× /kåṯbīn-ʾennōn/ @³ği	òč× /kåṯbīn/ 
Ć´₣ãBa åčÀÀğiş	òč× /kåṯbån-ʾennȩ̄n/ @åčÀÀğiş	òč× /kåṯbån/ 
»they are writing« 
»they are writing« 
 
5. 1. 2. The Enclitic Personal Pronoun as Copula in Nominal Clauses  
Following on from a noun or a pronoun, the enclitic pronoun functions as the so-called copula of a formal noun clause 
comprising three terms, i.e. a sentence without a verb, consisting of a subject (nominal), a predicate and a further 
element which serves to link the subject with the predicate. It corresponds roughly to the English auxiliary verb to be. 
Examples: 
dğÀčØÜđß@bčãoa@dčãBa /ʾenå-ʾnå malkå/ »I am the king« 
ìžô@dğÀčØÜđß@Łìô /hū malkå-hw/ »he is the king« 
@oôïžô@cČčòTØÜđß  /hī malkṯå-hy/ »she is the queen«  
@dğÀčØÜđßñČđŁìžô@åčß  /malkå ṯammån-hū/ »the king is there« 
ñ@cČčòTØÜđßČđožô@åčß  /malkṯå ṯammån-hī/ »the queen is there« 
@æþëTòžãđaTñđ@åčßæþëTòžãđa  /ʾanttōn tammån-ʾanttōn/ »you (m. pl. informal) are there« 
dčàÜčÇŁ…@bčãoa@ôĆŠôŁìã@dčãBa /ʾenå nuhrȩ̄h-ʾnå ḏ-‛ålmå/ »I am the light of the world« (cf. Jn 9,5) 
 
As already noted in lesson one, (→ 1. 10.), /å/ followed by /y /or /i/ (or /ī/) becomes /åy/ (WS /ōy/), e.g.  @ïžô@cČčòTØÜđß
/malkṯå-hy/ < */malkṯå/ + /hī/ »she is the queen«. In ES, /å/ followed by /w/ or /u/ (or /ū/) becomes /åw/; in WS 
however, it remains unchanged as /aw/, e.g. ES ìžô@ dğÀčØÜđß /malkå-hw/ < */malkå/ + /hū/ »he is the king« [read: 
malkåw], WS ` _24 7  a"  /malka-hw/.  
 
In a three-term nominal clause, the copula can take either the second or the third position in the sentence – especially 
where the subject and the predicate are both nouns. »David is my Lord« can thus be expressed in the following ways:  
 (1) @Łìžô@ðŠčß…ğč†mëŁ  /måry-hū D̠åwīḏ/  (predicate – copula – subject) 
 (2) @Łìžô  …@ðŠčßğčŁ†më  /måry Dåwīḏ-hū/  (predicate – subject – copula) 
 (3) @ðŠčß  č…Łìžô@Ł†më   /Dåwīḏ-hū måry/ (subject – copula – predicate) 
 (4) @…ìžô@ðŠčß@Ł†më@Ł  /Dåwīḏ måry-hū/  (subject – predicate – copula) 
Each of these variations involves a subtle shift of emphasis. The specific emphasis depends on which element of the 





 »Who is (David)?« (answer: »He is my Lord«). By contrast, Sentences (3) and (4) are responses to the question »Who is 
(my Lord)?« (answer: »It is David«). Sentence (4) gives the impression of drawing a contrast (»It is David and nobody 
else«). (Of the sentence forms listed here, (2) is especially common in poetry). 
 
The 3rd person enclitic pronoun often functions as a copula in conjunction with a personal pronoun in the 2nd or (less 
commonly) 1st person. In this case, it takes the place of the 1st or 2nd person enclitic pronoun. Examples: 
  Tòžãđa@dčzn’ß@Łìžô  /ʾantt-hū mšīḥå/ »you are the Christ« (Mk 8,29) 
  Tòžãđa@dčÀÀTØÜđß@Łìžô  /ʾantt-hū malkå/ »you are the king« 
  Compare: 
  Tòžãđa dčÀÀTØÜđß Tòžãđa /ʾantt malk-ʾantt/ »you are king« 
  Łìžô dčÀÀTØÜđß Tòžãđa /ʾantt malkå-hw/ »you are king« 
  @æþëTòžãđaæþìãBa@Tñđåčß  /ʾanttōn-ʾennōn tammån/ »you are there« 
  Ba@Łìžô@dčznÜ‘@dčã…ğdôčÛađ  /ʾenå šlīḥå-hw d-ʾalåhå/ »I am the apostle of God« 
  More commonly written as: 
  Ba…@dčznÜ‘@dčãoa@dčãğdôčÛađ  /ʾenå-ʾnå šlīḥå ḏ-ʾalåhå/ »I am the apostle of God« 
   
Nominal clauses consisting of two elements are less common than those with three: 
  dčãoa@dčÀÀTØÜđß /malkå-ʾnå/ »I am king« 
  dčàİBÓë@dčãoa@aŠ	ÐđÇ /‛ap̄rå-ʾnå w-qeṭmå/ »I am dust and ashes.«  
In this form, the enclitic pronoun takes on the role of the subject. 
 
5. 2. Demonstrative Pronouns 
There are two sets of demonstrative pronouns: one for near deixis and one for far deixis. 
The near deixis takes the following forms: 
 
Sg. Pl. 
m.  dčäô /hånå/ »this« (rarely åô /hån/) ô"´Ü  /hålȩ̄n/ »these«  
 f. †ôŁaĆ  /håḏȩ̄/ »this« (rarely †ôŁ  /håḏ/) 
 
Combination with enclitic personal pronouns in the singular results in the forms ìžô@dčäô /hånå-hw/ (WS  " a    
/håna-hw/) and †ôïžô@ačŁ@   /håḏå-hy/ (!), usually to be translated as »this is ...«. 
The demonstratives listed above can be used either as substantives or adjectives (i.e. attributes). In the latter case, they 
can either directly precede or follow the word, e.g. 
 čäôòîđÀq@dğčc  /hånå ḇaytå/ »this house« 
 or 






The far deixis takes the following forms: 
 
Sg. Pl. 
m.  ôğčë /håw/ »that« ôğčæþìã  /hånōn/ (WS  4 %"-  /hōnūn/) »those« 
f. ôğčð  /håy/ »that« ôğčĆ´ã  /hånȩ̄n/ »those«@
 
 ôğğ…@ëč /håw d-/ (m.sg.), ôğğ…@ðč  /håy d-/ (f.sg.) are used to express »he/she, who«, whereas in the plural ´"Üôğ…@  /hålȩ̄n d-
/ »those, who« is usually used. »This one (m.)/(f.), who« is expressed using čäôd  ƒíađ… /d-’ayḵ hånå/, a"Ł†ô ƒíađ… /d-’ayḵ 
håḏȩ̄/.  
 
5. 3. Interrogative Pronouns and Adverbs 
Substantive pronouns: 
 åđÀğß /man/ »who?« with an enclitic:  ŁìäđÀğß /manū/ (< */mann-hū/) »who is it?« 
 dčß /må/, åğÀčß /mån/, dčäčß /månå/ »what?« 
 With an enclitic:  ìčäčß /månåw/ (WS "5 # /mōnaw/)  
 
• Adjective pronouns: 
   m.sg. dčäíđa /ʾaynå/ »Which?« 
   f.sg. †íđağča  /ʾaydå/ »Which?« 
   pl. ´"Üíđa /ʾaylȩ̄n /»Which?« 
 
• Important interrogative adverbs: 
 dčÀÀTØíđa /ʾaykå/ »Where?« 
 ð	òđßBa /ʾemmaṯy/ »When?« 
 dččäđÀÀTØíđa /ʾaykannå/, @@åđÀÀTØíđa /ʾaykan/ »How?« 
 dčäčč½ /l-månå/ »Why?« 
 
5. 4. Words for »Somebody« and »Something« 
The expression »somebody« or »one« is denoted using “čãoa /’nåš/ (eig.: »a man«); “čãoa@hčÛ /lå ’nåš/ means »nobody«; 
the plural åşn’čãoa /’nåšīn/ (St. abs.) means »some (people)«. »Some« can also be expressed with ğ…@ 	òma /ʾīṯ  d-/ 
(literally: »there is (someone), who«). 
 »Something« is denoted using âﬂğ†ﬂß /meddem/ (< */mnd‛m/, derived from the root y-d-‛ »to know«). When it is followed 
by an accompanying noun, it can be written in St. abs. (e.g. @@“nği@âﬂğ†ﬂß /meddem bīš/ » something evil«) or in St. emph. 






5. 5. kol »every, all« 
The noun Ý× /kol/ (WS d /kul/), which has the basic meaning »every, all« (e.g. Ý@aĆŠčß /mårȩ ̄ḵol/ »The Lord of 
all«), takes a geminate /l/ when preceding a pronominal suffix (e.g. ´ĆôÜ× /kollhȩ̄n/ »they all«) and functions as an 
indeterminate word with the meaning »whole«, »every«, »all«. It can either precede or follow a substantive, either in St. 
cs or in combination with a pronominal suffix: 
 
 a) Ý× /kol/ in St. cs. before determined substantives in sg. oder pl.:  
  @Ý×@ßžämŁ†ÀTòčc /kol mḏī nttå/ »every city« 
  a‰	ñđa Ý× /kol ʾaṯrå/ »every place« 
  TÙşîÀčîđy@ïđßìčí@Ý× /kol yåwmay ḥayyåyk/ »every day of my life« 
 
  b) Ý× /kol/ with a pronominal suffix: 
  æþì‚Ü× /kollḵōn/ »you all« 
  åđÜ× /kollan/ »we all« 
  ´ĆôÜ× /kollhȩ̄n/ »they all« 
 
  c) Ý× /kol/ with a pronominal suffix. preceding a substantive in the sg. or pl.: 
  ğóčÜ×@ßžämŁ†ÀTòčc  /kollåh mḏī nttå/ (f.) »the whole city« 
  dŽ’mğ†đÓ æþìôÜ× /kollhōn qaddīšȩ̄/ (m. pl.) »all the saints«  
  cČčòčßşìčí æþìôÜ× /kollhōn yåwmåṯå/ (m. pl.) »every day« 
  "´Üô@hÜﬂß ´ĆôÜ× /kollhȩ̄n mellȩ̄ (f. pl.) hålȩ̄n/ »all these words« 
 
  d) Ý× /kol/ with pronominal suffix following a substantive in the sg. oder pl.: 
  žämŁ†ßÀTòčğóčÜ	×@c  /mḏī nttå ḵollåh/ »the whole city« 
  ğóčÜT×@ï’	Ðđã /nap̄šy (f.) kollåh/ »my whole soul« 
   
Also note: @ğ…@Ý× /kol d-/ »everyone who«; Ł…@dčäíđa@Ý× /kol ʾaynå ḏ-/ »everyone who«; ğ…@âğﬂ†ﬂß@Ý× /kol meddem d-/ 
»everything which«. 
 
5. 6. Reflexive Expressions 
Syriac has no reflexive pronouns. Instead, the nouns dč’	Ðđã /nap̄šå/ »soul, self« and dčßþìäÓ /qnōmå/ »self, nature« are 
used in place of reflexive pronouns e.g.  
 @Tòžãđa@Ł†ğÀﬂÀrčÇdôčÛđa@ƒč’	Ðđã  /‛åḇeḏ-ʾantt nap̄šåḵ ʾalåhå/ »(because you, being a man,) make yourself God« (Jn 10,33) 








5. 7. Vocabulary  
A.  It is I /ʾenå-ʾnå/ dčãoa@dčãBa  What? /mōn/ æþìß 
 father /ʾaḇå/ dčqđa  Which? /ʾaynå/ dčäíđa 
 if not /ʾellå/ hčÛBa  he wrote /kṯaḇ/ 	ò×đt  
 Flesh /besrå/ aŠﬂi  you /ʾantt/ Tòžãđa 
 testament (< gr.) Ł /dyåtẹ̄qȩ̄/ čí…d"Ó"ò   bad, evil /bīš/ “ni 
  God /ʾalåhå/ đađŁdôčÛ   Why? /l-månå/ dčäč½ 
 What? /månå/ dčäčß  just /kẹ̄ʾnå/ čãb"×d   
 it is he who /hūyū/ ŁìíŁìô  truth /šrårå/ a‰Š‘ 
 Nazarene /nåṣråyå/ dčí‰ûčã  salt /melḥå/ dčzÜﬂß 
     
 
5. 8. Exercises 
A. Write the following sentences according to the transcription used in this book, and translate:  
1 dčàÜčÇğ…@ôĆŠôŁìã@dčãoa@dčãBa@(Jn 8,12) 
2 @dčÀÀTØÜđß@Łìžô@Tòžãđa@ @
3 TòžãđaTòžãđa@dčäô@åČß@æþëdčàÜčÇ@æþë@(Jn 8,23) 
4 ğŞ	òč×t @Łìô…d"Ó"òčí@ @
5 dčàÜčÇğ…@ó"ÓþëŠčÏ@a‰Š’đi@ŁìíŁìô 
6 …@dčãoa@ŠğÀÀđßča@dčãBaŁ@ìžô@dčnrãđ(Jn 9,17) 
7 Ł…@dčãoa@dčãBağﬂôčdčãoa@Ł† (Jn 8,18) 
8 Či@Łìô@TòžãđaôĆŠ@…ğđ@dôčÛa(Mk 3,11) 
9 @dčí‰ûčã@Êþì’m@ìžô@dčãBa…ŁTòžãađ@Č…‰ﬂžãđa@ČÒ@Tò(Ac 22,8) 
10 @dčzÜﬂß@ïžô@aTÐđ‘(Mk 9,50)@ @
11@dčãoa@Ł†ﬂÀğÀrčÇ@hčÛ@ò’ni@æþì¢ğča@åmŠğßča@æþìß@dč’ô@hčÛBa@c@_oÛ@æþëTòžã (AMS 432) 
12 @dčzn’ß@Łìžô@Tòžãđa(Mk 8,29) 
 





C. Read the following sentences, and practice writing them until fluent: 
1 dčãoa@Ł†ğﬂôčŁ…@dčãoa@dčãBa (Jn 8,18) 
2 ôĆŠČi@Łìô@Tòžãđa@…ğđ@dôčÛa(Mk 3,11) 










 (Jn 8,18) 
2  _e 

 N  " 0e 

  _ @(Mk 3,11) 






O _e     %

OG B 0!S% "@(Ac 22,8) 
 
1 ̱ܐ ܕKGܕ ̱ܐ ܐ (Jn 8,18) 
2 "K%ܐܕ ܗ,) ܘ̱ܗ '̱ܐ@(Mk 3,11) 





6. 1. Pronominal Suffixes (Possessive Suffixes) 
Like several other semitic languages, Syriac makes use of pronominal suffixes which can be attached to nouns, 
prepositions or verbs. When attached to a noun, they usually serve to indicate possession (= possessive suffixes); in 
conjunction with verbs, they serve to indicate the object (= object suffixes).  
 At the formal level, possessive suffixes are attached to nominals in the St. emph without a final vowel, except for 
nouns in the masc. plural, in which case they are attached to the St. cs. with the ending /-ay/.  
We can distinguish between two main sets of personal pronouns, set A and set B. Roughly speaking, set A can be 
considered the singular set, and set B the plural set:  
 
•  Set A is used with most (formally) masculine nominals in the singular (for exceptions, see  → 6. 3.), and with 
all feminine nominals in both the singular and the plural. In some suffixes, the final vowel has lost its stress 
and is no longer pronounced, although they are still written according to the old orthography, e.g ïTØÜđß  
/malky/ < */malkī/ »my king«, m… /dīny/ »my judgement«. The initial consonant k common to many 
pronominal suffixes attached to nouns is pronounced spirant in the singular, e.g. ƒčäm… /dīnåḵ/ »your 
judgement« (→ 2. 2.). 
• Set B is used only for nominals in the masc. plural. In the endings cited here, the element /-ay-/ is the St. cs 
ending; exceptions to this are the 3. Person sg. in set B: 3.m.sg. /-åwhy/ and 3.f.sg. /-ȩ̄h/.  
 




Sg.3.m. ôĆ    /-ȩ̄h/  
(WS  \ /-ȩ̄h/) 
ïžôëč    /-åwhy/ 
(WS / e c"
\ /-awhy/) 
3.f. ô@č    /-åh/ fşîĆÀÀ   /-ȩ̄h/ 
2.m. „ č    /-åḵ/ TÙşîđÀÀ   /-ayk/ 
2.f. ï‚ĆÀÀ   /-ȩ̄ḵy/ ïTØşîđÀÀ   /-ayky/ 
1.c. ð    –Ø   (< /- y/) şïđÀÀ   /-ay/ 
Pl.3.m. æþìô  /-hōn/ 
(WS  0" /-hūn/)  
æþìôşîđÀÀÀ   /-ayhōn/ 
(WS  0"c% \ /-ayhūn/) 
3.f. Ć´Ćô   /-hȩ̄n/  Ć´ôşîđÀÀÀ   /-ayhȩ̄n/ 
2.m. æþì   /-ḵōn/ 
(WS  0! ] /-ḵūn/)  
æþìTØşîđÀÀ  /-aykōn/ 
(WS  0! Z2c% \ /-aykūn/) 
2.f. Ć´À   /-ḵȩ̄n/  Ć´TØşîđÀÀ   /-aykȩn̄/ 





Taking the example of dčäm… /dīnå/ »judgement«, the full paradigm is as follows (in all cases, the vowel of the final 
syllable is stressed, e.g. åđäm… /dīnan/ »our judgement«, TÙşîđäm… /dīnayk/ »your (m.) judgements«, đäm…æþìTØşî  
/dīnaykōn/ »your (m.) judgement«). 
Nouns in the singular (masc.) with suffixes (set A): 
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. 
 
óĆäm… /dīnȩ̄h/ »his judgement«@ æþìôäm… /dīnhōn/ »their judgements« 
(WS  0":% 9 /dīnhūn/)@
3.f. fčäm… /dīnåh/ »her judgement« Ć´Ćôäm… /dīnhȩ̄n/ »their judgements«@
2.m. 
 
ƒčäm… /dīnåḵ/ »your judgement« 
@
æþì‚äm… /dīnḵōn/ »your judgements« 
(WS  0! ]2:% 9 /dīnḵūn/)@
2.f. ï‚Ćäm… /dīnȩ̄ḵy/ »your judgement«@ ĆÀ‚äm…´  /dīnḵȩ̄n/ »your judgements«@
1.c. m… /dīny/ »my judgement« åđäm… /dīnan/ »our judgements« 
 
Nouns in the plural (masc.) with suffixes (set B):  
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. 
 
ïžôşìčäm… /dīnåwhy/ »his judgements« 
(WS   c!:% 9/ /dīnawhy/)@
æþìôşîđäm… /dīnayhōn/ »their judgements« 
(WS  0":% 9 /dīnhūn/)@
3.f. şîĆäm…f  /dīnȩ̄h/ »her judgements«@ đäm…şîĆ´Ćô  /dīnayhȩ̄n/ »their judgements«@
2.m. TÙşîđäm… /dīnayk/ »your judgements«@ m…đäşîTØæþì  /dīnaykōn/ »your judgements«@
2.f. TØşîđäm…ï  /dīnayky/ »your judgements«@ đäm…ğ"Øşî´  /dīnaykȩ̄n/ »your judgements«@
1.c. đäm…şï  /dīnay/ »my judgements« đäm…şîå  /dīnayn/ »our judgements« 
 
6. 2. */qVṭl/-Nominals with Possessive Suffixes 
Pronominal suffixes attached to monosyllabic nominals of the form */qVṭl/ are always attached to the base form of the 
St. emph. 
The paradigm for */qVṭl/-nominals with possessive suffixes are as follows, illustrated using the example word 
dčÀÀTØÜđß /malkå/ »king«, i.e. /malk-/:  
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. óĆTØÜđß /malkȩ̄h/ »his king«@ ïžôşìčÀÀTØÜđß /malkåwhy/ »his kings«@
3.f. ğóčÀÀTØÜđß /malkåh/ »her king«@ fşîĆÀTØÜđß /malkȩ̄h/ »her kings«@
2.m. ƒčÀÀTØÜđß /malkåḵ/ »your king«@ TØÜđßđÀÀTÙşÀÀîÀ  /malkayk/ »your kings«@
2.f. ï	ØĆTØÜđß /malkȩ̄ḵy/ »your king«@ TØÜđßđÀÀïTØşÀÀîÀ  /malkayky/ »your kings«@






6. 3. Irregular Nominals with Possessive Suffixes 
Many of the nominals cited in → 3. 6. 2. take irregular forms when a possessive suffix is attached. A few examples: 
• For many nominals, the attachment of suffixes is based on the St. cs, e.g. cČčòTØÜđß /malkṯå/ »queen« (sg. St. 
emph.): eČčòTØÜđß /malkṯåh/ »her queen«, in contrast to æþìô	òđÀTØÜđß /malkaṯhōn/ (St. cs. + Suff.) »their (pl.) 
queen«. 
• Nominal forms with several consonants are often subject to vowel reductions when suffixes are attached, e.g. 
dčäTØ’đß /mašknå/ (sg. St. emph.): fčäTØ’đß /mašknåh/ »her place of dwelling« in contrast to æþìô	òđäTØ’đß 
/mašknaṯhōn/ (St. cs. + Suff.) »their (pl.) place of dwelling«. 
• For some nominals, such as đačqd  /ʾaḇå/ »father«, dčyđa /ʾaḥå/ »brother«, dč» /ḥmå/ »father-in-law« and 
dč /šmå/ »name«, the attachment of a suffix in the 1.sg. ( čaqï  /ʾåḇy/, ïyča /ʾåḥy/, Ćyïà  /ḥȩ̄my/, ïàĆ‘ 
/šȩm̄y/) results in a lengthening of the stem vowel; the nominals đačqd  /ʾaḇå/ »father«, dčyđa /ʾaḥå/ »brother«, 
dč» /ḥmå/ »father-in-law« take /u/ as a final vowel prior to all possessive suffixes (except for the 1.sg.); (cf. 
e.g. žôŁìqđaï  /ʾaḇūhy/ »his Vater« in contrast to ó" /šmȩ̄h/ »his name« and the suffixes which begin with 
consonants, e.g. æþìŁìqđa /ʾaḇūḵōn/ »your father« and æþì‚àﬂ‘ /šemḵōn/ »your name«). 
 
The paradigm for irregular nominals with possessive suffixes is as follows, taking đačqd   /ʾaḇå/ »father« as our 
example: 
 
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. 
 
žôŁìqđaï  /ʾaḇūhy/ 
 
æþìôŁìqđa /ʾaḇūhōn/ 
(WS ܢܽܘܗ ܽܼ ܰܐ /ʾaḇūhūn/) 
3.f. ôŁìqđa /ʾaḇūh/ Ć´ôŁìqđa ʾaḇūhȩ̄n 
2.m. 
 




ܼ ܽܼ ܰܐ /ʾaḇūḵūn/) 
2.f. ïŁìqđa /ʾaḇūḵy/ Ć´ÀÀŁìqđa /ʾaḇūḵȩ̄n/ 
1.c. ïqča /ʾåḇy / æŁìqđa /ʾaḇūn/ 
 
The paradigm of čqđaŽôd  /ʾaḇåhȩ̄/ »parents«, the plural of dčqđa /ʾaḇå/ »father«, is as follows: 
 
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. čqđaôşìïžôŁ  /ʾaḇåhūhy/ čqđaæþìôşîô  /ʾaḇåhayhōn/ 
3.f. čqđaôşìôŁ  /ʾaḇåhūh/ čqđaĆ´ôşîô  /ʾaḇåhayhȩ̄n/ 
2.m. čqđaôşì	ÚŁ  /ʾaḇåhūḵ/ čqđaæþìTØşîô  /ʾaḇåhaykōn/ 
2.f. čqđaôşìï	×Ł  /ʾaḇåhūḵy/ čqđaşîôĆÀTØ´  /ʾaḇåhaykȩ̄n/ 






6. 4.  Prepositions with Pronominal Suffixes 
Pronominal suffixes are often attached to prepositions. Some prepositions take the suffixes from set A (singular set), 
while others take the suffixes from set B (plural set). Examples: 
A. Prepositions with suffixes from set A:   
 
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. ﬂßóĆä  /mennȩ̄h/ »from him«@ ﬂßæþìôä  /menhōn/ »from them«@
3.f. ﬂßfčä  /mennåh/ »from her«@ ﬂßĆ´Ćôä  /menhȩ̄n/ »from them«@
2.m. ﬂßƒčä  /mennåḵ/ »from you«@ ﬂßæþì‚ä  /menḵōn/ »from you«@
2.f. ﬂßï‚Ćä  /mennȩ̄ḵy/ »from you«@ ĆÀÀ‚äﬂß´  /menḵȩ̄n/ »from you«@
1.c. ﬂß  /meny/ »from me« ﬂßåđä  /menan/ »from us« 
 
It is important to note that with an attached suffix in 1.sg, l /b-/ »in, with« and Þ /l-/ »to, for« become io  /bī/ and . 
Ûo  /lī/ respectively (full vowel /i/!), and that preceding a suffix, the /n/ of the preposition åČß /men/ »from« is 
geminate (→ 3. 1.). 
 
• Here are some important prepositions with suffixes from set A: 
l /b-/ »in, with«, Þ /l-/ »to, for«, áđÇ /‛am/ »together with«, åČß /men/ »from«, òčiČ‰đ  /båṯar/ »after«, òﬂiČ‰đ  /bestar/ 
»after, behind«, 	ñìÛ /lwåṯ/ »beside, by« @	ñŁì	ÐÛ /lp̄uṯ/ »according to, corresponding«; also: ÝđÀÀğjÓŁìÛ /luqbal/ 
»against, facing« and ÝqŁìÔÛ /lquḇl-/ (e.g. ó"ÜqŁìÔÛ /lquḇlȩ̄h/ »against him«). 
 
B. Prepositions with suffixes from set B:   
Many prepositions are combined with suffixes from set B. In some cases, it is possible for suffixes from both sets to 
appear alongside one another. Certain prepositions take a particular form when attached to pronominal suffixes (e.g. 
the form with an additional /-åṯ-/), which are not identical with their basic form (without a suffix), e.g. 	ñìđa /ʾaḵwåṯ/ 
(without suffix: ƒíđa /ʾayḵ/ »like«), 	òčÜİﬂß /meṭṭolåṯ/ »on your account« (without suffix: Ýİß /meṭṭol/), 	òčäîđi 
/baynåṯ/ »between« (without suffix: 	òîĆi /bȩ̄ṯ/).  
 
• Here are some important prepositions with suffixes from set B: 
ÝđÇ /‛al-/ »on, by« (e.g. ïđÜÇ /‛lay/ »on him«, æþìTØîđÜÇ /‛laykōn/ »upon them«; without suffix: ÝđÇ /‛al/), Ł†í₣ú /ṣȩ̄ḏ/, 
…aĆú /ṣȩ’̄ḏ/ »beside, next to«, ČÑčÜy /ḥlåp̄/ »instead of«, âčŁ†Ó /qḏåm/ or âŁ…ŁìÓ /quḏm/ »before« (without suffix: âčŁ†Ó 
/qḏåm/), Ł…þìzÜđi /ba-lḥoḏ/ »alone« (e.g. …þìzÜđiŁđð  /ba-lḥoḏay/ »I only«), Ł†čÈÜﬂi /bel‛åḏ/ »without«, 	ñþìyñ /tḥoṯ/ 
»under« (without suffix: 	òîĆyñ /tḥẹṯ/ and 	ñþìyñ /tḥoṯ/), Ć´ÈÛ /l‛ẹn̄/ »in full view of«, ð‰čŁ†y /ḥḏåray/ »around«, 
đ´i /bayn-/ »between« (e.g. æþìôîđäîđi /baynayhōn/ »between them«; without suffix: 	òîĆi /bȩ̄ṯ/; cf. also 	òčäîđi 





C. Prepositions which do not take suffixes: 
Certain prepositions never take a pronominal suffix, and can only precede nouns.  These are, for the most part, 
compound word forms. 
• The following prepositions are never combined with pronominal suffixes: 
Šđİ /sṭar/ »except«, ÝﬂÈÛ /l-‛el/ »above«, òÛČTòyđ  /l-ṯaḥt/ »under«, åČß@ìČč /l-ḡåw men/ »within« and ŠđÀrÛ /l-ḇar/ 
»outside«.  
	òîĆi /bȩṯ̄/ »between« and †ÇŁđdčß  /‛ḏammå/ »until« are also frequently not directly suffixed. Instead, periphrase with 
Þ /l-/ »to, for« is common, e.g. †ÇŁđæþì¨@dčß  /‛ḏammå l-ḵōn/ »unto you«. 
 
D. Prepositions which can be combined with one another, for example: 
óĆäﬂß@ÝﬂÈÛ /l-‛el mennȩ̄h/ »above him« 
ŠđÀrÛ@æþìôäﬂß  /l-ḇar menhōn/ »outside of them« 
 
6. 5. Pronominal Suffixes (Object Suffixes) 
The object suffixes attached to verbs are presented in full later in this book (→ 10. 3.; 10. 4.; 10. 5.; 10. 6.; 10. 7.). However, 
it is important to note at this stage that the object suffix 1.c.sg. takes the form -(a)ny (e.g. ò×ČòqđČđïã  kṯaḇṯany < *katabat-
anni »she wrote me«), and that enclitic personal pronouns are used in place of object suffixes in the 3.m./f.pl. forms (e.g. 
æþìãBa@ÝđİÓ /qṭal-ʾennon/ »he killed her (m.pl.)«, not: qṭal-hōn). 
 
6. 6. The Verb of Existence /ʾīṯ/ 
Syriac employs a word,  	òma /ʾīṯ/, whose basic function is to denote existence. It is used without a suffix (usually 
followed by the preposition Þ /l/ »to, for« + pronominal suffix) to mean »there is«, e.g. 
dčàčÜ‘@åđÛ@	òma /ʾīṯ-lan šlåmå/ »we have freedom« (literally: »there is peace for us«) 
…@	òmağč…@	òmaë@NNNåmŠßağčåmŠßa  /ʾīṯ d-ʾåmrīn ... w-ʾīṯ d-ʾåmrīn/ »there are those who say ... and there are those who 
say« (= »some claim…but others claim«).  
 
	òma /ʾīṯ/ is mostly used in conjunction with pronominal suffixes, taken from set B. The paradigm is as follows: 
  
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. amëČčòžôï  /ʾīṯåwhy/ »he is« amòČđæþìôí  /ʾīṯayhōn/ »they are« 
3.f. amòČíĆf  /ʾīṯȩ̄yh/ »she is« amòČđĆ´Ćôí  /ʾīṯayhȩ̄n/ »they are« 
2.m. amòČđíTÙ  /ʾīṯayk/ »you are« amòČđíTØæþì  /ʾīṯaykōn/ »you are« 
2.f. amòČđíTØï  /ʾīṯayky/ »you are«@ amòČđíğ"Ø´  /ʾīṯaykȩ̄n/ »you are«@









 òmaČđdčÜTØîôği@æþìôí  /ʾīṯayhōn b-hayklå/ »they are in the temple« 
 dčÜTØîôČi@dčÀÀTØÜđß@ïžôëČčòma /ʾīṯåwhy malkå ḇ-hayklå/ »the king is in the temple« 
 òma@ĆÀČç@dčãBaČđdčrč@ð  /ʾenå ḡȩ̄r ʾīṯay såḇå/ »for I am an old man« (LK 1,18). 
The corresponding negative form of 	òma /ʾīṯ/ is 	òma@hčÛ /lå ʾīṯ/ or (more frequently) TòîđÛ /layt/ (< */lå/ + /ʾīt/) »there 
is not«; it also takes suffixes from set B, e.g.: 
  dčÀÀşîđß@òîđÛğčïžôë  /mayyå laytåwhy/ »there is no water« 
  òma@hčÛČdčzn’ß@TÙíđ   Tòžãđa@æBa /ʾen ʾantt lå ʾīṯayk mšīḥå/ »if you are not the Christ« (Jn 1,25). 
 
	òma /ʾīṯ/ and TòîđÛ /layt/ can also be used in combination with the preposition Þ /l/ »to, for« together with 
pronominal suffixes (from set A) to express belonging (or non-belonging), e.g. 
   …@dŽîđäği@ó"Û@TòîđÛ@åíĆğ…@æBaŁﬂaĆˆ /ʾen dȩn̄ lay-lȩ̄h bnayyȩ̄ ḏeḵrȩ̄/ »if he has no male children ...« (SR § 1,4) 
  ačŁ…ŁìÜđí@dčäô@ƒíđa@ï‚"Û@ 	òmağ…@ZdčnßëBa@ï	Ø"Û@dčqŁì /ṭūḇå-lȩ̄ḵy ʾEwmiyå d-ʾīṯ-lȩ̄ḵy ʾayḵ hånå yallūḏå/ »you are 
lucky, ʾEwmīyå, to have such a son« (AMS 435). 
 
6. 7. Vocabulary  
A. if /’en/ æBa  woman, wife /’anttṯå / cČčñTòžãđa 
 son /brå/ aŠi  I was /hwẹ̄ṯ/ 	òíĆìô 
   (pl. /bnayyå/ čÀÀşîđäid )  or /’åw/ ëča 
 male (pl.) /deḵrȩ/̄ aĆˆBŁ…  either ... or /’åw …’åw / ëča@@  … ëča 
 daughter  /barṯå/ cČčñŠđi  under /tḥȩ̄ṯ/ ñ	òîĆy  
   (pl. /bnåṯå/ cČčòşÀÀčäi)   authority /šulṭånå/ dčäčİÛŁì‘ 
 he answered (→ 13. 1.) /‛nå/ dčäÇ  mother /ʾemmå/ dčßBa  
 he inherited (→ 11. 3.) /īreṯ/ 	ñﬂŠČí  (those) which /ʾaylȩ̄n/ "´Üíđa 
B. leaving /šåḇeq/ ﬂÀrğÀÀč‘Õ   The Gospel /sḇarṯå/ cČčñŠđÀČj@  
 brother /ʾaḥå/ dčyđa  house /baytå/ Tòîđičc  
   (pl. /ʾaḥȩ/̄ dŽyđa)    (pl. /båtȩ̄/ cĆTòşÀčÀÀi) 
 fear /deḥelṯå/ cČčòÜĞyﬂ…  old /såḇå/ dčrč 
 sister /ḥåṯå/ cČčòčy C. strength /ḥaylå hčÜîđy 
    (pl.  /ʾaḥwåṯå/ cČčñìşyđa)  till /‛ḏammå/ †ÇČđdčß  
 there is /ʾīṯ/ 	òma  after /båṯar/ 	òčiđ‰  
 there is not /layt/ TòîđÛ  deluge (< akkad.) /ṭåwpånå/ čìdčäčÀÀTÏ  
 village, field   /qrīṯå/ cČčòmŠÓ  temple /hayklå/ dčÜTØîô 
   (Pl. /quryå/ dčí‡ŁìÓ) 
 
Amen /ʾåmẹ̄n/ čaĆ´ß  






6. 8. Exercises 
A. Add vowels to the following:  
1 àÜÇ…@bãoa@ôŠôìã@dãadN@(Jn 8,12)@ @
2 dôÛa@Ù’Ðã@òžãa@†ğÀÀjÇN  
3 aÌÛ@µ@æñˆí@ôòäi@aˆ…@dÀşîäi@µ@òîÛ@åí…@æaN@(SR § 1,4) 
4 æìôìia…@dia…@däİÛì‘@òîyñ@dÀşîäi@µ@òía@åÏaëN@(SR § 2) 
 
B. Rewrite the following using the transcription used in this book, and translate:  
1@×Ý@ﬂßNŁìžô@ïÜmğ…@ïqbčÛ@	òmağ…@âﬂğ† (Jn 16,15)@ 
2@òma@ĆÀË@dčãBa@NNN@dčbđÜđ½@dčíŠđÀ‹@ŠđßaĆëČ@Ndčrč@ðđ (Lk 1,18) 
3 @bčí‰ûčã@Êþì’m@ìžô@dčãBa…Łđa…‰@TòžãŁﬂTòžãđa@ČÒN@(Ac 22,8) 
4 Êþì’m@dčäÇ@æþì¨@dčãoa@Šđßča@³ßđa@ŠđßaĆë܆@cČčñìşyđa@ëča@dŽyđa@ëča@cĆTòşÀčÀÀği@ÕﬂrğÀÀč‘ğ…@“čãoa@TòîđÛğ…܇@@dčqđa@ëča
dčßBa@ëča܇@ëča@cČčñTòžãđa@ëča@dčÀÀÀşîđäğiëčaN dčí‡ŁìÓNð	ñŠđÀÀČj@Ýİßë@ð	òčÜİﬂßN (Mk 10,29-31)  
5 @ æþìôÛ@ TòîđÛ@ dčþìàčãğ…@ "´ÜíhđÛëòma@ hčÛ@ Ł†đÀÀT×@÷þìàčã@ hčÛğ…@ ƒíđa@ 	òíĆìôČ@hčÛBa@÷þìàčã@ hčÛŁ…@ dôčÛbđÛ@ ðđ
@óĆþìàčäq…ğđdčzn’ßN@(1. Cor 9,21) 
C. Rewrite the following using the transcription used in this book: 




5 @hčÜîđyë@cČčñŁìTØÜđß@ožô@ƒčÜmŁ…ğ…@Ýİß(Mt 6,13) 
D. Write out the following until familiar: 
 
1 dčàčÜ‘@åđÛ@	òma@ @
2 …@dŽîđäği@ó"Û@TòîđÛ@åíĆğ…@æBaŁﬂaĆˆ  (SR § 1,4) @ @
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7. 1. The Perfect: Basic Stem 
In Syriac, the perfect indicates past action, making it a preterite tense. It is also known as the suffix conjugation, since 
inflection is achieved using specific endings. The perfect (abbreviation: pf.) of the basic stem is formed on the basis of the 
morpheme types */qaṭal/, */qaṭil/ oder */qaṭul/ (see also → 9. 1.), which in Syriac correspond to ÝđİÓ /qṭal/, ÝBİÓ 
/qṭel/ and ÞþìİÓ /qṭol/, owing to vowel reduction. The variable vowel is known as the thematic vowel. Of the 
morpheme types listed, /qṭal/ is the most common, above all for transitive verbs, while /qṭel/ and /qṭol/ (WS 5 0!+L 
/qṭul/) are for the most part limited to intransitive verbs. The type qṭol is used with very few verbs (e.g. ÓŁ…þì	Ð  /qp̄oḏ/, 
WS  CL 0!   /qp̄uḏ/ »to bristle«); as such, it will not be further considered in the following.  
 The specific personal endings correspond to the suffix conjungation endings in other semitic languages. Particular 
note should be taken of the ending of the 1st person sg., /-eṯ/ (in contrast to hebr. -ti and arab. -tu). In the 2.f.sg., 3.m.pl. 
and (in part) the 3.f.pl., the written form indicates the former presence of a final vowel (*/-ti/, */-ū/, */-ī/), which is no 
longer pronounced. 
 
An overview of the personal endings:  
 
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. 
 
Ø  ë          /-w/, 








şð        /-  y/, 
åşîĆÀ      /-ȩn̄/ (newer Form)@
2.m. Tñ      /-t/@ æþëTñ  / -tōn/ 
2.f. ðTñ   /-ty/@ åíĆTñ   /-tȩn̄/@
1.c. 	ñ@ﬂÀÀ    /-eṯ/@ æ         /-n/,  
åđã       /-nan/ (newer Form)@
 
Endings which begin with a vowel  (3.f.sg. and 1.sg.) take an auxiliary vowel, /e/, between the 1st and 2nd radicals, e.g. 
3.f.sg. 	òđÜİBÓ /qeṭlaṯ/ < */qaṭVlaṯ/, 1.sg. 	òBÜİBÓ /qeṭleṯ/ < */qaṭVleṯ/. 
All verb forms in the 3.f.pl. are written with plural dots, e.g. ò×Čđşïq  /kṯaḇy/ »they wrote«. 









The following table presents the paradigm for the types ÝđİÓ /qṭal/ and ÝBİÓ /qṭel/, taking the verbs ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ 
»to write« and áﬂy‰ /rḥem/ »to love« as examples. 
 






ò×Čtđ  /kṯaḇ/ »he wrote« 
òB×Č	òđÀği  /keṯbaṯ/ »she wrote« 
ò×ČTòqđ  /kṯaḇt/ »you wrote« 
ò×ČðTòqđ  /kṯaḇty/ »you wrote« 
òB×Č	òﬂği  /keṯbeṯ/ »I wrote« 
áﬂy‰ /rḥem/ »he loved« 
	òđ»ﬂ‰ /reḥmaṯ/ »she loved« 
Tòàﬂy‰ /rḥemt/ »you loved« 
ðTòàﬂy‰ /rḥemty/ »you loved« 










ò×Čqđì  /kṯaḇw/ »they wrote« 
ò×ČæŁìqđ  /kṯaḇūn/ 
ò×Čtđ  /kṯaḇ/ »they wrote« 
ò×Čşïqđ  /kṯaḇ y/  
ò×ČåşîĆÀqđ  /kṯaḇȩ̄n/ 
ò×ČæþëTòÀqđ  /kṯaḇtōn/ »you wrote« 
ò×ČåíĆTòqđ  /kṯaḇtȩ̄n/ »you wrote« 
ò×Čqđå  /kṯaḇn/ »we wrote« 
ò×Čåđäqđ  /kṯaḇnan/  
ìàﬂy‰ /rḥemw/ »they loved« 
æŁìàﬂy‰ /rḥemūn/   
áﬂy‰ /rḥem/ »they loved« 
ïàﬂy‡ /rḥemy/ 
Ć´àﬂy‡ /rḥemȩn̄/  
æþëTòàﬂy‰ /rḥemtōn/ »you loved« 
åíĆTòàﬂy‰ /rḥemtȩ̄n/ »you loved« 
åàﬂy‰ /rḥemn/ »we loved« 
åđäàﬂy‰ /rḥemnan/  
 
In the purely consonantal script, the following forms are always identical, as already noted above: 
  3.f.sg.  òiò× /keṯbaṯ/ »she wrote« ò»‰ /reḥmaṯ/ »she loved« 
  2.m.sg.  òiò× /kṯaḇt/ »you wrote«   ò»‰ /rḥemt/ »you loved« 
  1.c.sg.  òiò× /keṯbeṯ/ »I wrote« ò»‰ /reḥmeṯ/ »I loved« 
In the absence of a transcription or vowel signs, the sense must be decided on the basis of context.  
Note.: In ES 	òB×Ćği	ò  /keṯbȩ̄ṯ/ (with a secondary lengthening of the stressed final syllable) is sometimes used in place of 
	òﬂği	òB× /keṯbeṯ/. 
 The 3.m.sg. perfect is identical to the verb stem, and takes no ending. As such, it is the form in which verbs are cited, 
functioning as an infinitive ( ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ »write«), i.e. it is the basic form of the verb which is listed in dictionaries. In 
addition to this, all verbs have a true infinitive form (s. e.g. Pe. Inf. ò‚ﬂßğđt  /meḵtaḇ/ → 8. 3.). Since in most dictionaries, 
the perfect form is given with the infinitive, we adhere to this principle in the vocabulary section of this chapter for the 
sake of simplicitly.  
 
7. 2. The Preposition /l-/ 
The Syriac preposition Þ /l-/ has several syntactic functions. It is used:  
(1) to introduce an indirect object, and 






Examples for (1) and (2): 
(1) ò×Č†ÓŁìTÏ@æþì	ØÛ@tđğčdčäô@bčã  /kṯåḇlḵōn puqdånå hånå/ »he wrote you this commandment« (Mk 10,5) 
(2) ó"Ü@dč’äB¨@Êþì’m@aŠÓë (√qrʾ Pf.) /wa-qrå Īšō‛ l-ḵenšå ḵollȩ̄h/ »And Jesus called the people to him« (Mk 7,14). 
 
7. 3. The Perfect Form of the Verb of Being /hwå/  
The perfect of the verb cìô /hwå/ »to be, to happen« (√hwy) is used very frequently. As a verb with a so-called weak 
third radical (y), its flexion is as follows (cf. → 13. 1. Verben III-y): 
 
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. cìô /hwå/ »he was« şëìô /hwåw/ »they were« 
3.f. 	ñìô /hwåṯ/ »she was« şðìô /hway/ »they were« 
2.m. Tòíìô /hwayt/ »you were« æþëTòşíìô /hwaytōn/ »you were« 
2.f. ðTòíìô /hwayty/ »you were« åşíĆTòíìô /hwaytȩ̄n/ »you were« 
1.c. 
 
	òíĆìô /hwẹ̄ṯ/ »I was« 
(WS  ]% 9" /hwīṯ/) 
åşíìô /hwayn/ »we were« 
 
 
When used in the enclitic form, the initial consonant /h/ is not pronounced, but is preserved in the orthography, 
written with a linea occultans, e.g. žô@Ł†ﬂrčÇcì  /‛åḇeḏ-hwå/ »he was making«, žô	ñì  rčÇ†ğča  /‛åḇdå-hwåṯ/ »she was making« 
(active participle ( → 5. 1. 1.)+ cìô /hwå/). 
The verb cìô /hwå/ »to be, to happen« is used above all:  
 a) as an independent verb denoting the present, e.g. 	òíĆìô /hwẹ̄ṯ/ »I am« in  
 @hčÛ@dčãBa	òíĆìô@dčàÜčÇ@dčäô@åČß  /ʾenå lå hwẹ̄ṯ men hånå ‛ålmå/ »I am not of this world« (Jn 8,23).  
 
 b) in the enclitic form following an active participle; in this case, the addition of žôcì  /hwå/ determines the  
continuous form expressed by the participle as past; e.g. 
 @Ł†ğﬂÀÀrčÇ@cČčòôşnßTñ@ "´ÜôëžôČì	ÐČi@c†ÓŁìğčdôčÛđaŁ…@dčã  /w-hålȩ̄n tmīhåṯå ‛åḇeḏ-hwå ḇ-p̄uqdånå ḏ-’alåhå/ »he performed  
 this miracle on God’s command« (AMS 446). 
 
 c) in combination with the forms of the perfect or imperfect to build the so-called compound tenses (→ 11. 6.), e.g. 
 ğèđëŽÀn…@cbŁđëìžô@ìÈđ@ëìžô@ìäﬂàîô@cČčòÜﬂß  /w-saggīʾȩ̄ ḏa-šma‛w-hwåw mellṯå haymenw-hwåw/ »But many of  
 those who had heard the word believed« (Ac 4,4). 
 
7. 3. 1. Indicating Focus with the Enclitic /-hū/ 
The enclitic personal pronoun in the 3.m.sg. often follows a sentence element (either a nominal or a verb) with the sole 
purpose of stressing the element in question.. Examples: 
 åđämğ†Ìč@dôčÛđa@Łìžô@Ł†đ§  /l-ḥaḏ-hū ʾalåhå såḡdīnan/ »we worship but one God«  





 @Łìžô@Þﬂ‹ /zel-hū/ »go!«. 
7. 4. The Passive Participle 
Two participles can be built using the basic stem:  
a) an active participle (abbreviated as: Part. Act.);  
b) a passive participle (abbreviated as: Part. Pass.).  
 
The active participle forms (basic form: /qåṭel/) have already been listed at → 5. 1. 1. The passive participle has the basic 
form ÝnİÓ /qṭīl/ (< */qaṭīl/), e.g. sm	ò× /kṯīḇ/ »written«. It is inflected in the same way as a nominal: 
 
 Sg. Pl. 
m. St. abs. sm	ò× /kṯīḇ/ rm	ò×åşn  /kṯīḇīn/ 
m. St. emph. črm	ò×d  /kṯīḇå/ rm	ò×dŽÀ  /kṯīḇȩ̄/ 
f. St. abs. črm	ò×d  /kṯīḇå/ şm	ò×črå  /kṯīḇån/ 
f. St. emph. rm	ò×Tòčc  /kṯīḇtå/ şm	ò×črcČčò  /kṯīḇåṯå/ 
 
7. 5. Adverbs ending in /-åʾīṯ/ 
Syriac makes productive use of the ending čÀÀb	òm  /-åʾīṯ/, which does not feature in other semitic languages. On the basis 
of adjectives in the singular St. abs. f./St. emph. m. (ending /–å/), it can be used to build corresponding adverbs. 
Analogously, (secondary) adverbs can also be directly turned into nouns (on the basis of the St. emph. m. auf /–å/). This 
gives rise to what can be loosely considered a specific adverbial ending, a	òm  čÀÀ /-åʾīṯ/. 
Examples: 
 
aTÐđ‘ /šappīrå/ »beautiful« 	òmaTÐđ‘ /šappīråʾīṯ/ »beautifully« 
(Adv.) 
aŠmŠđ‘ /šarrīrå/ »true« 	òmaŠmŠđ‘ /šarrīråʾīṯ/ »truly« 
dčãŠÌđÏ /paḡrånå/ »carnal« 	òmbčãŠÌđÏ /paḡrånåʾīṯ/ »carnally« (Adv.) 
dôčÛđa /ʾalåhå/ »god« 	òmbôčÛđa /ʾalåhåʾīṯ/ »divinely« (Adv.) 
 
In addition, some other adverbial lexemes take the feminine ending /-aṯ/ (mostly likely from the St. abs. with the /ṯ/ 
retained), e.g. 	òđîđy /ḥayyaṯ/ »alive«, 	òđîčßŁ†đÓ /qaḏmåyaṯ/ »at first«. Certain Lexemes are also used as adverbs without 
a specific ending in the St. abs.m. 
 
7. 6.  Vocabulary  
A. blessed /brīḵ/ ƒmŠi  one /ḥaḏ/ Ł†đy 
 without /bel‛åḏ/ Ł†čÈÜﬂi  family /šarbṯå/ cČčòğiŠđ‘ 
 free, noble /ḥẹ̄rå/ a‰bĆy  he came near /qreḇ/ tﬂŠÓ 





 day /yåwmå/ ìčídčß  C. he set in order /sḏar/ †2đ‰  
    (pl. /yåwmåṯå/ cČčòčßşìčí)  that is to say  /’amīrå/ aßđa 
 In the beginning /b-rẹ̄šīṯ/ ĆŠií	òn’   he heard /šma‛/ Éđ 
 word /mellṯå/ cČčòÜﬂß  excellent (→ 11. 3.) /myattar/ Tòđîßđ‰  
    (pl. /mellȩ̄/ h|Üﬂß)  three /tlåṯå/ cČčòčÛñ 
 service /tešmeštå/ BñTò’Bčc   helper /‛åḏōrå/ ‰þëŁ†čÇa  
 rich /‛attīrå/ aŠmTòđÇ  no, not /låw/ ìčÛ 
 nature /kyånå/ dčäčî×  elephant /pīlå/ hčÜnÏ 
 man /gaḇrå/ đçaŠr   teacher /mallp̄ånå/ Üđß	ÐdčäčÀÀ  
 true /šarrīrå/ aŠmŠđ‘   sea /yammå/ dčàđí 
 with, near /lwåṯ/ 	ñìÛ  disciple /talmīḏå/ ½đñačŁ†n  
 he feared /dḥel/ Ćy…Ý   month /yarḥå/ dčyŠđí 
 believer /mhaymnå/ dčäàîôß@   two /trȩ̄n/ åíĆ‰ñ  
 family (< pers.) /ṭohmå/ dčàôþì@   hour /šå‛ṯå/ cČčòÈč‘ 
 that is /’åwkȩ̄ṯ/ 	òîĆT×ëča  he made  /s‛ar/ ŠđÈ  
B. he went out /np̄aq/ ÕđÀ	Ðã D. he dwelt /‛mar/ ŠđàÇ 
    he ordered /pqaḏ/ Ł†đÔÏ 
    he saved /praq/ ÏÖŠ  
 
7. 7.  Exercises 
A. Translate the following:  
1 ëìžô@åmŠßaë܆@NdčÀÀTØÜđß@Łìžô@ƒmŠği(Lk 19,38) 





4 …@cČčñŁëğ†ôčğ…@sm	òT×@åíĆğ…@æþì‚Łìàčäqë2đNïžô@aŠmŠđ‘@åmˆrđÀÀğç@åíĆ‡	ñ (Jn 8,17) 
 5NğôŠği@ƒíđa@cČìžô@ïžôëČčòmağ…@Ýİﬂß (AMS 436) 
B. Translate the following:  
1 @ìqﬂŠÓ@dŽÀhđÜđß@dôë(Mt 4,11) 
2 Ndčàđí@	ñìÛ@tŁëTñ@ÕđÀÀ	Ðãë(Mk 2,13) 
3 @ğl‰ğ…@ôĆğ†rđÈÛ@dŽäôčÀÀT×(Mk 14,47) 
4@ò	×ëČ@ŠđßaĆë@tđ@åčäđyþìíNó"@Łìžô (Lk 1,63) 













D. a) Build the passive participle (f. St. abs./sg. and m. St. emph./pl.) of the following verbs: 
3 ò×Čtđ 4 Ł†đÔÏ 5 …‰ŁđČÒ  ŠđàÇ 2 ÖŠÏ 1 
 
b) Build the perfect (3.f. and 2.f. sg./pl.) of the following words, and give their definition: 
2 ò×Čtđ 3 Ł†đÔÏ 4 …‰ŁđČÒ 5 đÀ	ÐãÕ 6 @tﬂŠÓ  ŠđÈ 1 
E. Add vowels to the following: 
1 @åí…@æa@NæìØi@aŠğàÇ@dôÛa…@óyë‰@òíaŠíŠ‘@æa@ëŠi@⁄a@NŠji@æëòíìžô@⁄@åí…@æëòžãa
NóÜí…@cìžô@⁄@däô@dzî’ß…@óyë‰@ói@òîÛ@“ãoa(Rm 8,9) 
 2@NdôÛa…@ô†jÇ@dčàčß@dãoa@dãa(AMS 447) 
3@Nd¹@ñìÛ@lëñ@ÕÀÐČãë (Mk 2,13) 
F. Write out the following until familiar: 
 
1 ò×Č†ÓŁìTÏ@æþì	ØÛ@tđğčdčäô@bčã(Mk 10,5) @ @
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1  9@2> ܢ2 % ܒ'(Mk 10,5) 




8. 1. The Imperfect: Basic Stem 
In Syriac, both future states of affairs and actions as well as modal verbs (should, must, may, can etc.) are generally 
expressed using the imperfect (abbreviate as : impf.). This conjugation is also known as the prefix conjugation, since its 
flexion is mostly achieved using prefixes, though it sometimes also makes use of suffixes.   
 In Syriac, the imperfect of the basic stem is built on the basis of the morpheme types /Keqṭol/ (WS /Keqṭul/), /Keqṭal/ or 
/Keqṭel/ (K = prefix consonant). Of these, /Keqṭol/ is the most common, and /Keqṭel/ the least common (only five verbs 
take /Keqṭel/: ÈﬂãﬂğjŁ†  /ne‛beḏ/ »he shall make«, Œﬂãﬂğiå  /nezben/ »he shall buy«, ﬂãÝﬂTÐ  /neppel/ < */nenpel/ »he shall fall 
down«, ûﬂTÐﬂã /neppeṣ/ < */nenpeṣ/ »he shall shake off«, ﬂãtﬂTò  /netteḇ/ < */newteḇ »he shall sit«). /Keqṭol/ is particularly 
common for transitive verbs, while /Keqṭal/ is common for intransitive verbs (including verbs of movement) on the one 
hand (e.g. ﬂãƒđßŁ†  /neḏmaḵ/ »he shall sleep«), and verbs with a guttaral as 3rd radical on the other (e.g. ﬂãÉđà’  /nešma‛/ 
»he shall hear«). 
 The thematic vowels in the perfect and imperfect are thus often opposed. Typical transitive verbs are characterised by 
the opposition  a : u (ÝđİÓ /qṭal/ : ÞþìİÔﬂã /neqṭol/ (WS 5 0!+K /neqṭul/) »to kill«; ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ : tþëTò‚ﬂã /neḵtoḇ/ 
(WS    0" _ 2 /neḵtuḇ/) »to write«, and typical intransitive verbs by the opposition  e : a (e.g. ƒﬂß… /dmeḵ/ : ƒđßŁ†ﬂã 
/neḏmaḵ/ »to sleep«, áﬂy‰ /rḥem/ : áđyŠﬂã /nerḥam/ »to love«).  
The pairing a : a is also common, above all for verbs with a guttaral as 3rd radical (e.g. Éđ /šma‛/ : Éđà’ﬂã /nešma‛/ 
»to hear«, ÉđÀČj /sḇa‛/ : ÉđÀğjﬂã /nesba‛/ »to be satisfied«). 
By contrast, the oppositions a : e (e.g. Ł†đÀČjÇ /‛ḇaḏ/ : ÈﬂãﬂğjŁ†  /ne‛beḏ/ »to make«), e : e (tŞ	òm /īṯeḇ/ : tﬂTòﬂã /netteḇ/ »to 
sit«) and e : o (e.g. tﬂŠÓ /qreḇ/ :  tþëŠÔﬂã /neqroḇ/ (WS   0"NK /neqruḇ/) »to come near«) are rare. As such, we can 
speak of the /a-o/-conjugation, the /e-a/-conjugation, the /a-e/-conjugation, the /e-e/-conjugation and the /e-o/-
conjugation. 
 In principle, the specific personal prefixes and endings (2.f.sg. and 3./2.pl) correspond to the affixes of the prefix 
conjugation in other semitic languages. However, all grammatical persons which take a /y-/ prefix in other languages 
take the consonant /n-/ in Syriac (e.g. tþëTò‚ﬂã /neḵtoḇ/ »he shall write« in contrast to arab.  ُُﺐﺘﻜَﻳ /yaktubu/ and hebr. 
בֺתְּכ̣י /yiḵtoḇ/).  
 In contrast to older aramaic (and other semitic) languages, which distinguish between a long form (imperfect) and a 
short form (jussive), syriac knows only one formal variant of the prefix conjugation. Its function corresponds to that of 













The following is an overview of the personal prefixes and the endings of the imperfect: 
 
 Sg. Pl. 
3.m. 
 
ãﬂÀ  ― Ø 
/ne/ ― Ø 
ãﬂÀ  ― æŁë 





Bñ ― Ø 
/te/ ― Ø 
Bñ ― ð 
/te/ ―  /y/ 
ãﬂÀ  ― åÀşÀ 





Bñ ― Ø 
/te/ ― Ø 
Bñ ― æŁë 
/te/ ― /ūn/ 
2.f. 
 
Bñ ― åm 
/te/ ― īn 
Bñ ― åÀč 
/te/ ― /ån/ 
1.c. 
 
Ba ― Ø 
/’e/ ― Ø 
ãﬂÀ  ― Ø 
/ne/ ― Ø 
 
Below is the paradigm for the types /Keqṭol/ and /Keqṭal/, using the verbs ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ »to write« and áđy‰ /rḥem/ »to 
love« as examples: 
 







tþëTò‚ﬂã /neḵtoḇ/ »he shall write« 
BñtþëTò  /teḵtoḇ/ »she shall write« 
BñqþëTòï  /teḵtoḇy/ »she shall write« 
BñtþëTò  /teḵtoḇ/ »you shall write« 
BñTòq³  /teḵtḇīn/ »you shall write« 
BatþëTò  /’eḵtoḇ/ »I shall write« 
ﬂãáđyŠ  /nerḥam/ »he shall love« 
Bñáđy‰  /terḥam/ »she shall love« 
Bñïàđy‰  /terḥamy/ »she shall love« 
Bñáđy‰  /terḥam/ »you shall love« 
Bñ³»‰  /terḥmīn/ »you shall love« 






Tò‚ﬂãqæŁì  /neḵtḇūn/ »they shall write« 
ﬂãTòş‚čqå  /neḵtḇån/ »they shall write« 
BñTòqæŁì  /teḵtḇūn/ »you shall write« 
BñTòşčqå  /teḵtḇån/ »you shall write« 
tþëTò‚ﬂã /neḵtoḇ/ »we shall write« 
@ﬂãæŁì»Š /nerḥmūn/ »they shall love« 
/ @ﬂãåč»ˆ nerḥmån/ »they shall love« 
@BñæŁì»‰ /terḥmūn/ »you shall love« 
Bñåč»‡  /terḥmån/ »you shall love« 










In the purely consonantal script, the following forms are identical: 
 3.m.sg. Øãëòl  »he shall write«  áyŠã »he shall love« 
 1.c.pl. Øãëòl  »we shall write«  áyŠã »we shall love« 
and 
 3.f.sg. ×ñlëò  »she shall write«  áy‰ñ »she shall love« 
 2.m.sg. ×ñlëò  »you shall write«  áy‰ñ »you shall love« 
In the absence of a transcription or vowel signs, the meaning must be determined on the basis of context.  
 
From this point onward, all verbs listed in the vocabulary section at the end of each chapter will be given in two forms: 
3.m.sg. perfect and 3.m.sg. imperfect, e.g. »to write« ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ : tþëTò‚ﬂã /neḵtoḇ/. 
  
8. 2. The Imperative: Basic Stem. 
The imperative (abbreviation: imp.) largely corresponds to the 2nd person imperfect without prefixes. The thematic 
vowels are identical. Below is the paradigm for the types ÞþìİÓ  /qṭol/ (WS 5 0!+L /qṭul/) (which corresponds to the 
imperfect Keqṭol) and ÝđİÓ /qṭal/ (corresponding to /Keqṭal/), using the verbs ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ »write« and áﬂy‰ /rḥem/ 
»to love« as examples (there are two variants of the plural forms): 
 
 o-Type (transitive) a-Type (often intransitive) 
sg.m. 
f. 
	ò×tþë  /kṯoḇ/ »write!« 
	ò×qþëï  /kṯoḇy/ »write!« 
áđy‰ /rḥam/ »love!« 





	ò×qþëì  /kṯoḇw/ »write!« 
þë	ò×qæŁì  /kṯoḇūn/ »write!« 
	ò×qþëşï  /kṯoḇy/ »write!« 
×þë	òqåşîĆÀ  /kṯoḇȩ̄n/ »write!« 
ìàđy‰ /rḥamw/ »love!« 
æŁìàđy‰ /rḥamūn/ »love!« 
ïàđy‡ /rḥamy/ »love!« 
Ć´àđy‡ /rḥamȩ̄n/ »love!« 
Imperatives cannot be negated. Instead, negation is expressed using hčÛ /lå/ + the 2nd person imperfect. ( = jussive.). 
Examples: 
@ĆÀË@ŁìäđßdĆÀÀTØrﬂã@hčÛğ…  /manū ḡȩ̄r d-lå neḇkȩ̄/ »who should not cry?« (√bk’ »to weep«) 
ñ@hčÛ2dčãČčòßŁëŠ@dŽÀÀTÏđa@ČÑmûđ§@cŠrđyë@dč»‰@cĆìôﬂ  /lå ṯehwȩ̄ råḥmå w-ḥaḇrå l-ḥaṣṣīp̄ ’appȩ̄ ḵrūmṯånå/ » you should 
not be a friend to insolent, impertinent people« (√hw’ »to be«) (EA, KdD 11/10). 
 
8. 3. The Infinitive: Basic Stem 
The nominal formation type ÝđİÔﬂß /meqṭal/ (→ 4. 1. 3.) serves as the infinitive (abbreviation: inf.) of the basic stem, 
e.g. ò‚ﬂßğđt  /meḵtaḇ/ and áđyŠﬂß /merḥam/. Infinitiv.es are often used in final clauses, usually following the 
preposition. Þ  /l-/ »to, for«, e.g. 
 ò‚B½ğđt  /l-meḵtaḇ/ »to write« 





8. 4. The So-Called dativus ethicus 
In Syriac, verb forms (especially verbs of movement) are often followed by the preposition Þ /l-/ with a pronominal 
suffix referring back to the actor (the so-called dativus ethicus). This reference to the actor can in most cases not be 
captured in English translations. As such, constructions of this kind are generally not translated. Examples: 
 ó"Û@ÕđÀÀ	Ðã /np̄aq-lȩ̄h/ »he went out«  
 fčÛ@	òđİôﬂ‰ /rehṭaṯ-låh/ »she ran« 
 ƒčÛ@âŁìÓ /qum-låḵ/ »arise!«  
 æþìôÛ@	ònß /mīṯ-lhōn/ »they died« 
 †ma@	òîğĆi@åČß@óBÛ@ÕđÀÀ	ÐãëČđæþìôí@Þb‹Baë@åčãğ…‰þìíŁ…@aŠrﬂÈÛ@óBÛ  /wa-np̄aq-lȩ̄h men bȩ̄ṯ ʾīḏayhōn w-’ezallȩ̄h l-‛eḇrå  
 ḏ-yordnån/ »but he escaped from their hands. He went away again across the Jordan« (Jn 10,39-40). 
 
8. 5. Negation of Words and Clauses 
In Syriac, the general word used to express negation is hčÛ /lå/ »no, not«. It can be used both to negate single words (e.g. 
æþìô	ñŁìäčàîô@hčÛ /lå haymånūṯhōn/ »your faithlessness«) or to negate any kind of clause. In verbal clauses, hčÛ /lå/ 
usually comes immediately before the verb.. Examples: 
†ÓŁìTÏ@ ëŠđÀÀČjČÇ@ hčÛ@æþìTØşîôčqđağ…@ÝİﬂßğčdčÀÀTØÜđßŁ…@ dčã  /meṭṭol d-’aḇåhaykōn lå ‛ḇarw puqdånå ḏ-malkå/ »since your 
parents have not disobeyed the king’s order « (AMS 432) 
@hčÛ@ZŁ†ﬂÌğÀÀč@hčÛğ…ô̤@ëñ@hčÛë2@ïžôşëčŁ†n½đd|½bûÛ  /d-lå såḡeḏ lå hū w-lå ṯalmīḏåwhy l-ṣalmȩ̄/ »neither he nor his students 
have worshiped the images« (AMS 436) 
@æŁìÈğBñ@æBa@ dč’ôë†ÓŁìTÏğč@æþìØq@dčãoa@ Ł†ğﬂÀrčÇ@ hčÛ@ Zşïđã’nğiTòčc  /w-håšå ’en tešm‛ūn puqdånay lå ‛åḇeḏ-’nå-ḇḵōn 
bīštå/ »and now, if you heed my command, I will do you no evil (literally: I will not do you evil)« (AMS 432). 
 
Nominal clauses are also usually negated using hčÛ /lå/:  
³Èğàč‘@hčÜ	Ïčaë@³ÜÜđ¾@hčÛŁ…@dĆ‘ đˆy@d|½bČČûÛ@ëČìžô@æŁëŁ†ğèﬂãŁ…ë /wa-ḏ-nesgḏūn-hwåw l-ṣalmȩ̄ ḥaršȩ̄ ḏ-lå mmamllīn 
w-åp̄-lå šåm‛īn/ »such that they worshiped the silent images, which could neither speak nor hear« (AMS 431). 
     
In such clauses, the negation is often followed by the enclitic cìô /hwå/ (√hwy, Pf. Pe.), which generally serves to 
achieve a particular emphasis: 
aŠčÀÀğèđãğ…@ôĆŠČi@dčäô@cìžô@hčÛ /lå-hwå hånå ḇrȩh̄ d-naggårå/ »Is not this the carpenter’s son?« (Mt 13,55) 
…@dčãBaŁcČčñŁëğ†ôč@dčãoa@sﬂğÀÀčã@dč’ččãoa@ŠđÀÀği@åČß@cìžô@hčÛ@åíĆ  /ʾenå ḏȩ̄n lå-hwå men bar-ʾnåšå nåseḇ-ʾnå såhdūṯå/ »But I 
receive not testimony from man« (Jn 5,34). 
 
cìžô@hčÛ /lå-hwå/ is also found in nominal question clauses: 
@dčàzđÛ@ÝđÇ@cìžô@hčÛğ…@æþëTòÜđÀÀT×đòBa@hčÛ@åđÀTØíđa@ 	ñﬂŠßBaæþì¨  /ʾaykan lå ʾestakkaltōn d-lå-hwå ‛al laḥmå ʾemreṯ-lḵōn/ 






In ES, the negation hčÛ /lå/ followed by the enclitic personal pronoun /–ū/ or /–w/ is written ìčÛ /låw/; in WS, it is 
written !  /law/, e.g. @@dôčÛđa@ìčÛìžô  /låw ʾalåhå-hw/ (WS !  " a  
 
  /law ʾalōha-hw/) »he is no God «.  
 
	òma /ʾīṯ/-nominal clauses are negated with either hčÛ 	òma  /lå ʾīṯ/ or @TòîđÛ  /layt/ e.g. @òîđÛ@ dčÀÀşîđßğčïžôë /mayyå 
laytåwhy/ »there is no water« 
aŠčÔﬂÇ@ó"Û@cìžô@TòîđÛ /layt-hwå- lȩ̄h ‛eqqårå/ »he had no root« (Mt 13,6).  
 
8. 6.  Vocabulary  
A. magician /ḥarråšå/ dč‘Šđy B. barley /s‛årȩ̄/ Ć čˆÈa  
 governor /hẹ̄ḡmōnå/ dčãþìàÌĆô  wheat /ḥeṭṭṯå/ cČčòİﬂy 
 faith /haymånūṯå/ ČčñŁìäčàîôc      (pl. /ḥeṭṭȩ̄/ d|İﬂy) 
 silver, money /kespå/ dčÐB×  sin /ḥṭåhå/ ôčİyd   
 eat /ʾeḏnå/ dčãŁ…Ba     (pl.  /ḥṭåhȩ̄/ dŽôčİy) 
    (pl.  /ʾeḏnȩ̄/ dŽãŁ…Ba)  stone /kẹ̄ʾp̄å/ dČčÏb"× 
 way  /ʾurḥå/ dčy‰Łëa  they went /ʾezalw/ ì	Ûb‹Ba 
 boy /ṭalyå/ dčîÜđ  dream /ḥelmå/ dčàÜﬂy 
 Satan /såṭånå/ dčäčİč  bread /laḥmå/ dčàzđÛ 
 defectiveness /ḥassīrūṯå/ cČčñŁëđy  bone /garmå/ dčßŠđç 
 man, people /bar ʾnåšå/ đidč’ččãoa@Š      (pl. /garmȩ/̄ đçĆßˆd ) 
    (pl.  /bnaynåšå/ idč’čäşîđä )  Lord, master /mårå/ aŠčß 
    word  (< pers.) /peṯḡåmå/ čàČčç	òBÏd  
 
Verb Forms 
Pe. to choose  /neḡbȩ̄/ ğĆjČèﬂãd  : /gḇå/ dčrç 
Pe. to say, to speak (→ 11. 2.) /nẹ̄ʾmar/ ŠđßbĆã : /ʾemar/ ŠđßBa 
Pe. to take (→ 11. 1.) /nessaḇ/ ﬂãsđ  : /nsaḇ/ sđã 
Pe. to go out (a-o) (→ 11. 1.) /neppoq/ ÖþìTÐﬂã : /np̄aq/ ÕđÀ	Ðã 
Pe. to go  (→ 14. 2.) /nẹ̄ʾzal/ Þb‹bĆã : /ʾezal/ Þb‹Ba 
Pe. to make (a-e) /neʽbeḏ/ ﬂğjÈﬂãŁ†  : /ʽḇaḏ/ đÀrÇŁ†  
Pe. to hear (a-a) /nešmaʽ/ Éđà’ﬂã : /šmaʽ/ Éđ 
Pe. to deny (a-o) /neḵpor/ ‰þìTÐ	Øﬂã : /kp̄ar/ ŠđÀÀ	Ð× 
Pe. to bury (a-o) /neṭmor/ ‰þìàİﬂã : /ṭmar/ Šđà 
Pe. to love (e-a) 
Pe. to flee (a-o) 
 /nerḥam/ Šﬂãáđy   : /rḥem/ ﬂy‰á  
/ne‛roq/ þëŠÈﬂãÖ   : /‛raq/ ÖŠÇ 
Pe. to take away (a-o) /nešqol/ ’ﬂãþìÔÞ   : /šqal/ ÝđÔ‘ 
Pe. to know (→ 11. 3.) /nedda‛/ Êđğ†ﬂã : /īḏa‛/ b†mÊ  





Pe. to worship (e-o) /nesgoḏ/ þìğèﬂãŁ…   : /sḡeḏ/ Ł†ﬂÀČè 
Pe. to serve, to work (a-o) /nep̄loḥ/ !ÐﬂãÜþì   : /plaḥ/ |đÜÏ 
Pe. to be, to happen (→ 14. 2.) /nehwȩ̄/ cĆìôﬂã : /hwå/ cìô 
Pe. to write (a-o) /neḵtoḇ/ tþëTò‚ﬂã : /kṯaḇ Čđò×t  
Pe. to answer (→ 13. 2.) /ne‛nȩ̄/ ÈﬂãĆäd   : /‛nå/ čäÇd  
  
 
8. 7.  Exercises 
A. Translate the following: 
1 òma@bčrčë@NhčÜîđy@oği@TòîđÛğ…@Ýİﬂß2Nðđ(AMS 434) 
2 @NóĆäﬂß@æþëTòrđã@dčÐB×@ZdčãþìàÌĆô@æþìôÛ@ŠđÀÀğßča@Ndč’ni@ëča@ìžô@dč‘Šđy@ìčÛ@aŠrđç@dčäô(AMS 448) 
3 Ndčîđà’đÀqğ…@ïqča@âčŁ†Ó@dčãBa@ČÒča@óĆği@‰þìTÐBa@Ndč’čäşîđäği@âčŁ†Ó@oği@‰þìTÐ‚ﬂãğ…@åíĆğ…@åđß(Mt 10,33)  
4 @Tòžãđa@ZdčÀÀTØÜđß@ó"Û@ŠđßBaòma@dčîÜđ2ñ@hčÛ@ZTÙíđ2NdŽôčİy@ƒčÛ@Ł†ﬂğjČÇﬂ(AMS 437) 
5 åđß@@NÉđà’ﬂã@Éđà’ﬂãŁ…@dŽãŁ…Ba@ó"Û@	òmağ…(Mt 11,15) 
6 dčãoa@ÉđÀÀğàč‘@hčÛ@dčãBaŁ…@Zdč’mŁ†đÓ@dčàčß@ðŠčß@ó"Û@ŠđÀğßča Ndčäčİč@ÚŁìqđü@hčÛë@ZTÙşîđÜB½@hčÛë@ZƒčÛ(AMS 438)  
7 @åíĆğ…@ÕđÀ	Ðãñ@ŠđàÈB½@ó"Û@dčrËë@æþìôÜm…@cČčòžäíŁ†ß@åČß@Ł†đy@dčßìčí…@dčy‰Łëa@ČÞ‹BaëğđNåčß(MJ 7)  
8 NŁ†đrÈB½@cČčñŁëđy@a†ô@òžãa@|đØ’ﬂß@òžãaë@(VA 12) 
B. Add vowels and translate the following: 
1 NÖëŠÈã@åäy@däØía(Heb 2,3) 
2 @ÝîØô@æañČè@…ì@NóÜ×@cìôã@ïÜí…@ïß†Ó@ÙôÛa@díŠ½…@ìžô@kíò×@µ@Šßaë@Êì’í@dČčäÇ
NìÜÏñ@ïžôë…ìzÜi@µë@…ìèñ(Lk 4,7-8) 
3 …@ìäßa†jÇ@µ@òía…@æìØäß@åíN@(Lk 17,7) 
4 …yëŠÛd@Nğµ@òîÛ@dßˆçë@aŠi(Lk 24,39)  
5 †ô@dÏb×@ìÛìÔ‘@Êì’í@ŠßaëaN(Jn 11,39) 
6 @ d’ãŠi@ dîy@ …ìzÜi@ dàzÜi@ cìžô@ ⁄…@ ìžô@ kíò×@µ@ ŠČßaë@ Êì’í@ dČäÇ@áçòÏ@ ÝØi@ ⁄a
NdôÛa…(Lk 4,4)  
7 @NaˆÈ@åß@dİy@³Ç†í@⁄ë@dÇ‰bi@æˆnà…@aˆÈë@dİy@Ùía(KD 7)@ @
 
C. Write out the following until familiar: 
1 dĆÀÀTØrﬂã@hčÛğ…@ĆÀË@Łìäđß@ @
2 ³Èğàč‘@hčÜ	Ïčaë@³ÜÜđ¾@hčÛŁ…@dĆ‘ đˆy@d|½bČČûÛ@ëČìžô@æŁëŁ†ğèﬂãŁ…ë  (AMS 431) @ @
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Lesson 9 
9. 1. The Verb Stem System: Introduction 
All of the verb forms discussed in previous chapters, including participles and infinitives, use the ground stem. In 
addition to this stem, Syriac has several derived patterns. The various verb patterns serve to distinguish between 
kinds of verbal action (intensive/factitive., causative) and between grammatical voices (active, passive/reflexive). 
Syriac has a system of six productive patterns. The morphological means of building and differentiating these 
patterns are: 
a) consonantal prefixes (/ʾ/ and /t-/),  
b) the lengthing of the central radical and  
c) a combination of (a) and (b).  
 
The system of verb stems can be combined with other morphological verb categories: on the one hand with the finite 
verb forms (perfect, imperfect, imperative.), and on the other, the nominal categories of the participle and the 
infinitive. Every stem can be used to build a perfect, an imperfect, an imperative and an infinitive. For 
passive/reflexive stems, there is only a passive participle; all other stems have both an active and a passive participle.  
 In theory, each verb stem can be build using each verb root. Generally speaking, however, only certain stems are 
customary and attested in extant texts. Since there is no pattern as to which roots build which stems, this can only be 
determined by consulting a lexicon.  
 The six Syriac verb stems have names which are formed on the basis of the root p-‛-l »to work, to do« (which is itself 




Transitive Verb Intransitive Verb 
Pcal ÝđÈÏ ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ áﬂy‰ /rḥem/ 
Pa‛‛el ÝﬂÈđÏ òđ×ﬂğt  /katteḇ/ áﬂy‰ /raḥḥem/ 
ʾAp̄‛el ÝﬂÈ	Ïđa òđaﬂğt  /ʾaḵteḇ/ áﬂy‰đa /ʾarḥem/ 
ʾEṯp‛el. ÝﬂÈTÏ	ñBa òT×	ñBaČtﬂ  /ʾeṯkṯeḇ/ 	ñBaáﬂy‰  /ʾeṯrḥem/ 
ʾEṯpa‛‛al. ÝđÈđÀÀTÏ	ñBa òđÀÀT×	ñBağđt  /ʾeṯkattaḇ/ 	ñBa‰đyá  /ʾeṯraḥḥam/ 
ʾEttap̄‛al ñTñBağđÝđÈ	Ï  ñTñBağđòğđt  /ʾettaḵtaḇ/ ñTñBağđ‰đyá  /ʾettarḥam 
 
In this book, we will use the following abbreviations: Pe. = Pcal ÝđÈÏ; Pa. = Pa‛‛el ÝﬂÈđÏ; ʾAp̄. = ʾAp̄‛el ÝﬂÈ	Ïđa; ʾEṯpe. = 
ʾEṯp‛el. ÝﬂÈTÏ	ñBa; ʾEṯpa. = ʾEṯpa‛‛al. ÝđÈđÀÀTÏ	ñBa and ʾEttap̄. = ʾEttap̄‛al ñTñBağđÝđÈ	Ï . 
The schema can be understood as follows:  there are three basic patterns, each of which also has a corresponding so-
called T-variant, i.e. a variant preceded by a 	ñBa /ʾeṯ/-element, with slightly varying vowel patterns. The somewhat 
unusual construction ʾEttap̄‛al can be traced back to *ʾEtʾap̄‛al, and corresponds directly to ʾAp̄‛el. The base of Pa‛‛el 





characterised by a prefigured đa /ʾa/- element in the perfect. (On the P‛al base, see → 7. 1.; ʾEṯp‛el corresponds to its T-
stem).  
The basic functions of the verb stems listed above can be described as follows: 
• P‛al serves to express the basic lexical meaning of a verb.  
• For verbs of action, Pa‛‛el often has an intensive or iterative meaning, whereas for state verbs, it has a 
factitive meaning. Examples: 
đÀrÓÝ  /qḇal/ »to accuse« : ÝğﬂjđÓ /qabbel/ »to receive« 
 áﬂi /bsem/ »to enjoy onself« : áﬂđi  /bassem/ »to delight« 
ÝBİi /bṭel/ »to cease« : ÝBİđi /baṭṭel/ »to abolish« 
ƒﬂzç /gḥeḵ/ »to laugh« : ƒﬂzđç /gaḥḥeḵ/ »to mock« 
• ʾAº‛el serves to express a causative action, e.g. 
ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ »to write« : tﬂTòđa /ʾaḵteḇ/ »to compose« 
• ʾEṯp‛el, ʾEṯpa‛‛al and ʾEttap̄‛al are the passive or (more rarely) reflexive. forms of the basic verb stems. 
Examples: 
Šđİã /nṭar/ »to guard« : Šđİã	ñBa /ʾeṯnṭar/ »to be preserved«  
(passive) and »to keep onself« (reflexive.) 
ÝﬂğjđÓ /qabbel/ »to receive« : ÝđÀÀğjđÓ	ñBa /ʾeṯqabbal/ »to be receive«. 
In the case of action verbs, Pa‛‛el can sometimes scarcely be distinguished from  P‛al; on the other hand, for state 
verbs, Pa‛‛el and ʾAp̄‛el often serve to express similar meanings, e.g. Pa. oÜđß /mallī/ and ʾAp̄. oÜßđa /ʾamlī/, 
respectively »to fill out«; and Pe. hčÜß /mlå/ »to be full«.  
The precise meaning of the verb stems of concrete verbs can only be determined by consulting a dictionary.  
The first three Syriac verb stems correspond to the following Hebrew and Arabic stems: 
 
Syriac Hebrew Arabic 
P‛al ÝđÈÏ  
Pa‛‛el ÝﬂÈđÏ  
ʾAp̄‛el ÝﬂÈ	Ïđa 
Qal לַָפ 
Pi‛el על •פÄ  
Hif ‛il ליע Äפ Ôה ÄÄ  
fa‛ala  َﻝََﻌﻓ 
fa‛‛ala  َﻞﱠَﻌﻓ 
ʾaf ‛ala  ََﻞﻌَﻓﺍ. 
 
The remaining Syriac verb stems correspond to the following Hebrew and Arabic stems: 
 
Syriac Hebrew Arabic 
ʾEṯp‛el. ÝﬂÈTÏ	ñBa  
ʾEṯpa‛‛al ÝđÈđÀÀTÏ	ñBa  
ʾEttap̄‛al ñTñBağđÝđÈ	Ï  
(Nif ‛al לַֽפִנ)11 
Hiṯpa‛‛el  ַפּֽתה ֵל Ä  
— 
ifta‛ala12  َﻞََﻌﺘﻓﺍ 
tafa‛‛ala  َﻞﱠَﻌَﻔﺗ 
—13 
                                                                   
11 This form is in fact not attested, but its function corresponds to that of Nif ‛al  ִנלַֽפ . 
12 In Arabic, this is stem form VIII (with an infixed /t/). 





9. 2. The Paradigm of the Verb Stems 
The following is the complete paradigm of the six productive verb stems taking the example verb ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ (√ktb) 
»to write«. This example was chosen since all three radicals can be spirantized:  
The perfect P‘al, Pa‘‘el and ʾAp̄‛el: 
 















































































































                                                                   
14 In WS  

] ] c.  /kṯaḇy/ is also attested. 
15 In WS   ]
 Z
  c. /katteḇy/ is also attested. 









The perfect ʾEṯp‛el, ʾEṯpa‛‛al and ʾEttap̄‛al: 
 

















































































































                                                                   





Z ] c.  /ʾeṯkṯeḇy/ is also attested. 





 Z c.  /ʾeṯkattaḇy/ is also attested. 













The imperfect P‘al, Pa‘‘el, ʾAp̄‛el: 
 



























































































                                                                   




D c.  /teḵtoḇ y/ is also attested. 
21 In WS  ]"
 Z
  D c.  /tḵatteḇy/ is also attested. 









The Imperfect ʾEṯp‛el, ʾEṯpa‛‛al and ʾEttap̄‛al: 
 


































































































                                                                   





Z ] c.  /teṯkṯeḇ y/ is also attested. 





 Z c.  /teṯkattaḇ y/ is also attested. 











The imperative P‘al, Pa‘‘el, ʾAp̄‛el: 
 
















































The imperative ʾEṯp‛el, ʾEṯpa‛‛al and ʾEttap̄‛al: 
 

































































The active participle P‘al, Pa‘‘el, ʾAp̄‛el: 
 


































The passive participle P‘al, Pa‘‘el, ʾAp̄‛el: 
 




































The active participle ʾEṯp‛el, ʾEṯpa‛‛al and ʾEttap̄‛al: 
 
























The infinitives for all stems: 
 














9. 3. Remarks on Some Forms in the Paradigms 
• Paʽʽel, impf. 1.c.sg.: on the basis of tradition, the form is pronounced tﬂTòđÀÀT×Ba /ʾekkatteḇ/ (however, the 
gemination of the 1st radical is secondary). 
• ʾEṯpʽel: Two morpheme variants can be observed, /ʾeṯ-kṯeḇ-/ and /ʾeṯ-kaṯb-/, which are used for different forms: 
/ʾeṯ-kaṯb-/ is used: 
a. for the pf. 3.f.sg. and 1.sg., e.g. 	òđÀği	òđÀT×	ñBa /ʾeṯkaṯbaṯ/; 	òﬂği	òđÀT×	ñBa /ʾeṯkaṯbeṯ/ 
b. as well as for all impf. and particple forms which take endings, e.g. 2.f.sg. (Impf.) ³ği	òđÀÀT×	ñBñ /teṯkaṯbīn/;  
dčÀÀği	òđÀÀT×	òﬂß /meṯkaṯbå/ (part. act, f.sg.)  
c. and all imp. forms (most likely modelled on the impf. form with endings), e.g. ğl	òđÀÀT×	ñBa /ʾeṯkaṯb/ (m.sg.); 
ïği	òđÀÀT×	ñBa /ʾeṯkaṯby/ (f.sg.). 
d. For all other forms, the morpheme variant /ʾeṯ-kṯeḇ-/ is used. 
• Concerning the distinction between ʾEṯpaʽʽal and ʾEṯpʽel: the forms listed in the last section have the same 
vowel sequence in ʾEṯpʽel and in ʾEṯpaʽʽal. Nonetheless, the ʾEṯpaʽʽal-forms are characterised by the gemination 
of the middle radical, e.g. pf. 3.m.sg.:  
đòđÀÀT×	ñBağČl  /ʾeṯkattaḇ/ (ʾEṯpa.) : "òT×	ñBaČt  /ʾeṯkṯeḇ/ (ʾEṯpe.) 
Part. m.sg.: 
đòđÀÀT×	òﬂßğČl  /meṯkattaḇ/ (ʾEṯpa.) : "òT×	òﬂßČt  /meṯkṯeḇ/ (ʾEṯpe.). 
• Imp. ʾEṯpaʽʽal: In later WS,   i
Z
  _ ]D

 /ʾeṯkatḇ/ is usually used instead of  i `
Z
  _ ]D

 /ʾeṯkattaḇ/. In contrast to the 
imp. ʾEṯpʽel ( òđÀÀT×	ñBaČğl  /ʾeṯkaṯb/), the third radical is always pronounced as spirant. 
 
Note:  in the ʾEttap̄ʿal-verb stem (and only here) the geminate /tt/ (originating in  /t/ + /ʾ/) is always written doubled, e.g. 
  TñBaTñđÖŠß /ʾettamraq/ »be cleansed« (√mrq) 
 TñBaTñđ…ëğđÊ  /ʾettawdaʿ/ »be recognised« (√ydʿ ). 
In the T-stems (ʾEṯp‛el, ʾEṯpa‛‛al, ʾEttap̄‛al), the presence of adjacent dentals results in partial assimilation. The direction 
of assimilation is usually regressive (→ 3. 1. 1.). These assimilations are not expressed in the consonantal orthography. 
Examples: 
  TñBao’đ  /ʾeṭṭaššī/ < */ʾeṯṭaššī/ »to be hidden« (√ṭšy) 
  Šđßđğ…TñBa /ʾeddammar/ < */ʾeṯdammar/ »to be amazed« (√dmr) 
  …TñBağđ|đã  /ʾeddannaḥ/ < */ʾeṯdannaḥ/ »to appear« (√dnḥ) 






However, the sequence /t/ + vowelless /d/ is assimilated to /tt/ (progessive assimilation), e.g.   
   ŠđÀğ…TñBa /ʾettḵar/ < */ʾeṯd(e)ḵar/ «»to remember«» (√dkr). 
 
In verbs in which the first radical is a sibilant, the stem marker /t/ of the T-stem is partially assimilated, e.g. preceding 
/z/ it is assimilated to /d/, and preceding /ṣ/ it is assimilated to /ṭ/; at the same time, the sequence dental (= /t/) – 
sibilant is always transposed to sibilant – dental (metathesis) e.g.  
  Ćqğ…‹Baå  /ʾezdḇen/ < /ʾezdben/ < */ʾetz( e)ḇen/ »to be sold« (√zbn) 
  ÉđÀrúBa /ʾeṣṭḇa‛/ < /ʾeṭṣḇa‛/ < */ʾetṣ( e)ḇa‛/ »to be immersed« (√ṣb‛). 
 
9. 4. Other (unproductive) Verb Stems: Šap̄ʽel, ʾEštap̄ʽal 
Alongside the six productive verb stems given above, Syriac also contains the remnants of verb stems with different 
formations. They are only attested for a few particular verb roots, which are however common.  
The stems Šap̄. = Šap̄ʽel ÝﬂÈ	Ðđ‘ (with the rarer phonetic variant Sap̄. = Sap̄ʽel ÝﬂÈ	Ðđ) and ʾEštap̄. = ʾEštap̄ʽal Tò‘BađÝđÈ	Ï  
(with the rarer variant ʾEstap̄ = ʾEstap̄ʽal TòBađÝđÈ	Ï ) are relatively common. They are known to have been used with 
more than twenty roots, in particular those with a weak 1st radical and a double weak root. 
 Šap̄ʽel (and Sap̄ʽel) is morphologically and semantically comparable with ʾAp̄ʽel; like the latter, it usually has a causative 
meaning. ʾEštap̄ʽal and ʾEstap̄ʽal are the passive-reflexive counterparts to Šap̄ʽel and Sap̄ʽel, and are thus comparable with 
ʾEttap̄ʽal. There are verbs which, build ʾAp̄ʽel and Šap̄ʽel (with similar meanings), e.g.  √ydʽ »to know« for 
 ʾAp̄. þ…ëčađÊ  /ʾåwdaʽ/ (WS   Z"

B  /ʾawdaʽ/) »to inform«  
 Šap̄. þ…ìč‘đÊ  /šåwdaʽ/ (WS   Z! RB  /šawdaʽ/) »to make clear«  




B  /ʾeštawdaʽ/) »to recognize«.   
The forms are built analogously to ʾAp̄ʽel/Paʽʽel and ʾEṯpaʽʽal/ʾEttap̄ʽal; compare the following (simplified) paradigm for 
Šap̄ʽel/ʾEštap̄ʽal-verbs (example verb ČÑBÜzđ‘ /šaḥlep̄/ »to change«, Tò‘BađČÑđÜy  /ʾeštaḥlap̄/ »to be changed«; 
Sap̄ʽel/ʾEstap̄ʽel-verbs follow the same inflection pattern): 
 









Tò‘BađČÑđÜy  /ʾeštaḥlap̄/ 
Tò’ﬂãđČÑđÜy  /neštaḥlap̄/ 
Tò‘BađČÑđÜy  /ʾeštaḥlap̄/ 












Here are some common Šap̄ʽel/ʾEštap̄ʽal-verbs: 
 
Šap̄ʽel ʾEštap̄ʽal 
Ł†ﬂğjÈđ‘ /šaʽbeḏ/ »to enslave« (√ʽbd) 
oÜÈđ‘ /šaʽlī/ »to exalt« (√ʽly) 
ÝğﬂiŠđ‘ /šarbel/ »to dirty« (√rbl) 
ÝﬂğçŠđ‘ /šargel/ »to impede« (√rgl) 
sﬂôÜđ‘ /šalheḇ/ »to inflame« (√lhb) 
oÜàđ‘ /šamlī/ »to accomplish« (√mly) 
ÝBÜTØđ‘ /šaklel/ »to finish« (√kll) 
Ýﬂ‘Šđ‘ /šaršel/ »to drag (of clothing)« (√ršl) 
Éđ‘Šđ‘ /šaršaʽ/ »to conceal wickedness« (√ršʽ) 
TñŠđ‘đ  /šartaḥ/ »to supply abundantly« (√rtḥ) 
č‘ŠđÀÀğçì  /šåwgar/ »to hurl« (√ygr) 
č‘ğ…ìđÊ  /šåwdaʽ/ »to recognize« (√ydʽ) 
č‘tﬂ‹ì  /šåwzeḇ/ »to deliver« (< akkad.) (√šwzb) 
č‘Šđyì  /šåwḥar/ »to hinder« (√ʾḥr) 
č‘Áﬂ‘ì  /šåwšeṭ/ »to cause to advance« (√yšṭ) 
Tò‘BađđÀÀğjÇŁ†  /ʾeštaʽbaḏ/ 
Tò‘BađoÜÇ  /ʾeštaʽlī/ 
Tò‘BađđÀÀği‰Ý  /ʾeštarbal/ 
Tò‘BađđÀÀğç‰Ý  /ʾeštargal/ 
Tò‘BađôÛs  /ʾeštalhaḇ/ 
Tò‘BađoÜß  /ʾeštamlī/ 
Tò‘BađđÜT×Ý  /ʾeštaklal/ 
Tò‘Bađđ‘‰Ý  /ʾeštaršal/ 
Tò‘BađÉđ‘‰  /ʾeštaršaʽ/ 
Tò‘BađTñ‰đ  /ʾeštartaḥ/ 
Baò‘ğčŠđÀÀğçë  /ʾeštåwgar/ 
ò‘Bağčğ…ëđÊ  /ʾeštåwdaʽ/ 
Baò‘ğčë‹t  /ʾeštåwzaḇ/ 
Baò‘ğčŠđyë  /ʾeštåwḥar/ 
Baò‘ğčëđ‘Á  /ʾeštåwšaṭ/ 
 
Here are some common Sap̄ʽel/ʾEstap̄ʽal-verbs: 
 
Sap̄ʽel ʾEstap̄ʽal 
čoì  /såwsī/ »to heal« (√ʾsʾ) 
sﬂôŠđ /sarheḇ/ »to hasten« (√rhb) 
ÝﬂğjÔđ /saqbel/ »to accuse« (√qbl) 
BaTòčoë  /ʾeståwsī/ 
BaTòđô‰s  /ʾestarhaḇ/ 
BaTòđđÀÀğjÓÝ  /ʾestaqbal/ 
 
9. 5. Vocabulary  
A. sacrifice /qurbånå/ dčäčÀÀği‰ŁìÓ  barrel /ḥezbå/ dčÀÀğiŒﬂy 
 people /ʽammå/ čàđÇd   creation /brīṯå/ mŠicČčò  
    (pl. /ʽammȩ̄/ dŽààđÇ)    (Pl. /beryåṯå/ cČčòčí ﬂˆi) 
 gloom /ʽamṭånå/ àđÇdčäčİ   quality /dīlåytå/ …mčÜòîğčc  
 blood /dmå/ dčß…  to have mercy /ʾeṯraḥḥam/ áđy‰	ñBa 
 foreign /nuḵråyå/ dčíŠŁìã B. land, place /ʾaṯrå/ a‰	ñđa@
 he rejoices /ḥåḏȩ̄/ †čy2aĆ   face, countenance (< gr.) /parṣōpå/ TÏþëúŠđÏdčÀÀ  
 Sun /šemšå ﬂ‘àdč’   to have mercy /ʾeṯraḥḥam/ áđy‰	ñBa 
 lie /kaddåḇūṯå/ ğ†đ×čcČčñŁìq   glance /ḥyårå/ yčîŠa  





 secret  (< pers.) /ʾråzå/ cõ‹‰oa  wise /ḥakkīmå/ dčànTØđy 
 petition /båʽūṯå/ cČčñŁìÈčÀÀği  sort, kind (< pers.) /znå/ čã‹d  
 
Verb Forms 
Pe. to love (e-a) /nerḥam/ áđyŠﬂã : /rḥem/ áﬂy‰ 
ʾAp̄. to find, to attain26 /neškaḥ/ ﬂã|đÀÀØ’   : /ʾeškaḥ/ |đÀÀØ‘0a 
ʾEṯpe. to be loved /neṯrḥam/ ﬂãﬂy‰	òá  : /ʾeṯrḥem/ ‰	ñBaáﬂy   
Pe. to turn back (a-o) /nehpoḵ/ þìTÐôﬂã„  : /hp̄aḵ/ đÀ	Ðôƒ  
ʾEṯpe. to turn  /neṯhp̄eḵ/ ﬂÀÀ	Ðô	òﬂãƒ  : /ʾeṯhp̄eḵ/ ﬂÀÀ	Ðô	ñBaƒ  
ʾEṯpe. to forgive, to be left /neštḇeq/ ﬂÀqTòÀ’ﬂãÕ  : /ʾeštḇeq/ ﬂÀqTòÀ‘BaÕ  
Pa. to receive /nqabbel/ đÔãÝﬂğj  : /qabbel/ ÝﬂğjđÓ 
Pa. to exchange /nḥallep̄/ đ−ČÑBÜ  : /ḥallep̄/ ČÑBÜđy 
ʾEṯpa. to be exchange /neṯḥallap̄/ ČÑđÜđy	òﬂã : /ʾeṯḥallap̄/ ČÑđÜđy	ñBa 
Pe. to work (a-o) /nep̄loḥ/ þìÜ	Ðﬂã  : /plaḥ/ |đÜÏ 
Šap̄. to change /nšaḥlep̄/ ČÑBÜzđ’ã : /šaḥlep̄/ ČÑBÜzđ‘ 
ʾEštap̄. to recognize  /neštåwdaʽ/ Tò’ﬂãčğ…ëđÊ  : /ʾeštåwdaʽ/ Tò‘Bačğ…ëđÊ  
Pe. to wish (→ 13. 1.) /neṣḇå/ dĆğiûﬂã : /ṣḇå/ dčqú 
Pa. to serve /nšammeš/ đ’ãﬂà“  : /šammeš/ đ‘ﬂà“  
Pe. to sleep (e-a) /neḏmaḵ/ Ł†ﬂãƒđß  : /dmeḵ/ ﬂß…ƒ  
Pa. to sanctify /nqaddeš/ ”ﬂğ†đÔã : /qaddeš/ ”ﬂğ†đÓ 
ʾEṯpa. to be broken /nettabbar/ TñTòﬂãđŠđÀÀği  : /ʾettabbar/ TñTñBađŠđÀÀği  
ʾEṯpa. to be protected /nestattar/ ﬂã‰đñđò   : /ʾestattar/ 0a‰đñđò  
Pa. to answer  (→ 13. 1.) /np̄annȩ/̄ đÀÀ	ÐãĆäd  : /pannī/ oäđÏ 
ʾAp̄. to feel  /nargeš/ đãŠﬂğç“  : /ʾargeš/ ‰đaﬂğç“  
Pe. to laugh (a-a) /neḡḥaḵ/ đzČèﬂãƒ  : /gḥaḵ/ đzçƒ  
Pa. to praise /nšabbaḥ/ đ’ãğjđÀÀ|  : /šabbaḥ/ ğjđ‘đÀÀ|  
ʾEṯpe. to be said  /neṯȩ̄ʾmar/ òﬂãČĆŠđßa   : /ʾeṯȩ̄ʾ mar/ ñ0aČaĆŠđß  
  
9. 6. Exercises 
A. Translate the following: 
1 Nïqča@åČß@áﬂy‰	òﬂã@oÛ@áﬂy‰ğ…@åíĆğ…@ìô(Jn 14,21) 
2 đ’ß@hčÛë@Zð	ñđòžãđa@hčÛë@dčãoa@ƒĆTÐô@dčãBa@hčÛ…@Z÷þìþëŁ…þëa"ñ@ó"Û@ŠđÀÀğßčazNdčzn’àđÀČiğ…@æđñŁìäčàîô@åđänÐÜ 
(AMS 432f.)  
3 ô8ñŁìğjîđİği@ĆÀČç@ë2NæþìôîđÜÇ@áđy‰	ñBaë@æþìô	ñŁìÈčÀÀği@ČÝﬂğjđÓ@ïžôìč»đˆqë@ôĆ(MJ 4)  
4 …@ôĆ‰Š‘@ì	ÐBÜđyëğ†đÀÀ‚q@dôčÛađğNcČčòčí ﬂˆrÛ@ì’ﬂàđ‘ë@ìÜﬂyŁ…ë@NcČčñŁìqđ(Rm 1,25)   
5 ƒđßŁ†ﬂã@åđÜT×@ìčÛ@Ncõ‹‰oa@æþì¨@dčãoa@Šđßča@dô܆@NČÑđÜđy	òﬂã@åíĆğ…@åđÜT×(1. Cor 15,51)   
                                                                   






ğ†đÔßë@ÝﬂğjđÔß@dŽààđÇŁ…đNdč‘Ł…ŁìÓŁ…@dčyŁëŠği@” (Rm 15,16)@ @
7 @dčäčİàđÈği@ČÑđÜđy	òﬂã@dč’àﬂ‘NdčßŁ†đÀq@aŠôđë (Ac 2,20)  
 8†čyë@cìžô@ƒﬂğzčËŁ…@hčÛBa@âﬂğ†ﬂàği@“ﬂğç‰đa@hčÛë2NdôčÛđü@|đÀÀğjđ’ßë@aĆ(AMS 442)  
 
B. Add vowels and translate the following: 
1 @diŒy@æa…@oä	Ï@ìČôë@†jÇñ@däß@òãa@‰ñòß@ói…@diŒy@däô@Šiñòã@æa…@µ@ŠČßa@åíŠyaë
@a‰ña@ŠiñòãŠiñòã@⁄@ói…܀(BH, KdT 7) 
 2 @l‰…@däíü@æì»Šã@⁄…@dØÜß…@ïô@còîÜí……@oä	Ï@ìČôë@dØÜß@ÙÛ@áğy‰@⁄@däß@ÝÇ…@Šđßa	ñBa
æìôäß (→ 15. 3.)܀(BH, KdT 9) 
3 @ åßë@ ïôşìã‹@ åßë@ óÏëúŠÏ@ åß@ dànØy@“ãa…@Ýİßôy@@ däîÇ‰@Ê…ëò’ß@“ãa…åğßë@@diğú…
N†jÈã…   (KD 5) 
 
C. Write out the following until familiar: 
 
1  †čyë@cìžô@ƒﬂğzčËŁ…@hčÛBa@âﬂğ†ﬂàği@“ﬂğç‰đa@hčÛë2NdôčÛđü@|đÀÀğjđ’ßë@aĆ(AMS 442)  
2 Nïqča@åČß@áﬂy‰	òﬂã@oÛ@áﬂy‰ğ…@åíĆğ…@ìô(Joh 14,21)@ @
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10. 1. Distinctive Characteristics of Verbs with a Pharyngal or an /r/ as 3rd Radical 
For verbs with a pharyngal /ḥ/ or /‛/ as 3rd radical, /e/ becomes /a/ – i.e. the verbs in question always exhibit an a-
vocalism before the 3rd radical instead of an /e/. For example, the Pf. Pa. of √šdr is þ†đ‘đ‰  /šaddar/ < */šadder/ »he 
sent«. The ʾAp̄. of √dkr is ŠđÀÀT×Ł…đa /ʾaḏkar/ < */ʾaḏker/ »he mentioned«. 
Further examples: 
  Šđßča /ʾåmar/ < */ʾåmer/ »saying«  
  đ‘ğjđÀÀ|  /šabbaḥ/ < */šabbeḥ/ »he praised«  
  †čí2đÊ  /yåḏa‛/ < */yåḏe‛/ »knowing«  
 
10. 2. Distinctive Characteristics of Verbs with a Sibilant as 1st Radical 
For verbs with a sibilant as 1st radical, the forms of the verb stems ʾEṯp‛el and ʾEṯpa‛‛al are irregular. The sequence 
dental – sibilant is reversed to sibilant – dental (i.e. ʾEºt‛el and ʾEºta‛‛al instead of ʾEṯp‛el and ʾEṯpa‛‛al). If the sibilant in 
question is /z/ or /ṣ/, there is also a partial assimilation of the stem marker /t/, which is also expressed in the 
orthography. 
 Examples:  
‘Baòğ“đßđ  /ʾeštammaš/ < */ʾeṯšammaš/ »he was served« (√šmš) 
BaòğđÝđÀÀT×  /ʾestakkal/ < */ʾeṯsakkal/ »he understood« (√skl) 
åﬂÀqğ…‹Ba /ʾezdḇen/ < /ʾedzḇen/ < */ʾeṯzḇen/ »he/it was bought« (√zbn) 
ÉđÀÀğjđúBa /ʾeṣṭabba‛/ < /ʾeṭṣabba‛/ < */ʾeṯṣabba‛/ »he was immersed (in water)/ he was made wet« (√ṣb‛) 
 
By contrast, the formation of ʾEttaº‛al is regular. 
 
10. 3. Verbs with Object Suffixes: Introduction 
The perfect, imperfect, imperative and infinitive – but not the participle – can have directly attached pronominal 
suffixes (object suffixes) (→ 6. 1.). There are no object suffixes for 3.m./f.pl.; instead, the enclitic personal pronouns 
are used (.e.g. ×òČđæþìãBa@t  /kṯaḇ-ʾennon/ »he wrote to them (m.pl.)«, not: kṯaḇ-hon). Verb forms of the 1.c.sg. cannot 
be attached to the 1.sg. suffix (»I wrote to myself«), nor can forms of the 1.c.pl. be attached to 1.c.pl. suffixes,  or 
forms in the 2nd person sg. or pl. to the  2nd person. sg. or pl suffixes. 
 Verb forms with object suffixes are generally speaking not formally identical to the corresponding non-suffixed 
forms. They often have a different syllable structure as well as old endings which are not (or no longer) present in 








The object suffixes in the perfect are as follows:  
 















čÀÀƒ  /-åḵ/ 
ÀÀ‚ĆÀï  /-ȩ̄ḵy/ 
ÀÀ‚ĆÀï  /-ȩ̄ḵy/ 
— 
— 






čÀÀf  /-åh/ 
čÀÀf  /-åh/ 
čÀÀf  /-åh/ 
ğô /-h/ 
čÀÀf  /–åh/ 
ÀđđÀÀå  /-an/@
ÀđđÀÀå  /-an/ 






















čÀÀƒ  /-åḵ/ 
ï /-ḵy/@
ĆÀÀşï‚  /-ȩ̄ḵy/ 
— 
— 






















With regard to the form of the object suffixes, the following must be emphasized:  
• The 1.c.sg. suffix has a basic form, đÀÀ /-(a)ny/ < */-(a)nni/, i.e. following on from the consonant ending  
/–any/, e.g. 
 ×òČđq	òđïã  /kṯaḇṯany/ < */katabat-anni/ »she wrote to me«, otherwise /–ny/ in 
 ×òČđqTòm  /kṯaḇtīny/ »you (f.) wrote to me«. 
• The 2.m./f.sg. suffixes čÀÀƒ  /-åḵ/ and ÀÀï‚ĆÀ  /-ȩ̄ḵy/ when following forms ending on a vowel become „ /-ḵ/ and 
ï /-ḵy/, e.g.  
 	òđ×ği„Łì  /kaṯbūḵ/ »they (m.) wrote to you (m.)« 
 ği	òđ×ïŁì  /kaṯbūḵy/ »they (m.) wrote to you (f.)«. 
• The 3.m.sg. suffix has both a short form, ÀÀóĆÀ  /-ȩ̄h/, and several long form variants: ïžôí /-yhy/, ïžôë /-why/ 
and ïžô /-hy/ (the consonant sequence <hy> is never pronounced!). The short form ÀÀóĆÀ  /-ȩ̄h/ usually follows 
forms which end on a consonant,27 including  
 đ×	òóĆği  /kaṯbȩ̄h/ »he wrote to him« (Pf. Pe.),  
 ×òČđqòČôĆ  /kṯaḇṯȩ̄h/ »she wrote to him« (Pf. Pe.), 
 ×òČđqğ"òô  /kṯaḇtȩ̄h/ »I wrote to him« (Pf. Pe.) and 
 ‚ﬂßTòóĆq  /meḵtḇȩ̄h/ »his writing« (Inf. Pe.).  
 The long form variants often follow forms which end on a vowel, including the 2.f.sg. and 1.-3. pl. perfect, as 
well as all forms of the imperative. By contrast, both suffix forms (the short form and the long form variants) can 
be used with all imperfect forms (see also → 10. 3.).  
 
 
                                                                   
27 These endings can most likely be explained historically as follows: /-ȩ̄h/ < /-Vhī/; /-åy/ < /-åhi/; /-īw/ < /-īhū/; /-ū/ < /-ūhū/ (/-hū/ and /-hī/ as 





Further rules can be specified for the long form variants ïžôë /-why/ and ïžô /-hy/: 
 - the ïžôë /-why/ variant mostly occurs following the feminine ending /- y/ (full vowel /–ī-/)  
 e.g.  
 ×òČđïžôìmTòq  /kṯaḇtīwhy/ »you (f.) wrote to him« (Pf. Pe.),  
 ×	òïžôìnqþë  /kṯoḇīwhy/ »write (f.) to him!« (Imp. Pe.). 
 - the /-hy/ variant occurs only after the masculine ending /-w/ (full vowel /–ū-/)  
 e.g. in  
 đ×	òğiïžôŁì  /kaṯbūhy/ »they (m.) wrote to him« [read: kaṯḇūy] (Pf. Pe.) and  
 Łì×	ñğiïžôŁì  /kuṯbūhy/ »write (m.) to him!« [read: kuṯbūy] (Imp. Pe.). 
 Further examples:  
 ò×ČđïžôìmTòq  /kṯaḇtīwhy/ »she wrote to him« (Pf., Pe.) 
 ‚ﬂãTòîčãŁìqïžô  /neḵtḇūnåyhy/ »they (m.) shall write to him« (Impf., Pe.) 
 ‚ﬂãTòóĆãŁìq  /neḵtḇūnȩ̄h/ »they (m.) shall write to him« (Impf., Pe.) 
 ×òČþëîčqïžô  /kṯoḇåyhy/ »write to him!« (Imp., Pe.) 
• The 3.f.sg. suffix is čÀÀf  /-åh/ (following a final consonant) or e /-h/ (following a final vowel in the verb 
form., e.g. ×òČđòqğčğô  /kṯaḇtåh/ < */katabt-h(å) / »you (m.) wrote to her«). 
• The. 1.c.pl. suffix is ÀđđÀÀå  /–an/, ÀčÀÀå  /-ån/ (following a final consonant) or åÀ /-n/ (following a final vowel in the 
verb form, e.g. ×òČđqTòåm  /kṯaḇtīn/ < */katabtī-n(a)/ »you (f.) wrote to us«). 
 
Wih regard to personal endings preceding .suffixes, the following must be emphasized: 
• The 2.m.sg. form in the imperfect and imperative takes the (secondary) ending /–ay-/ when followed by the 
1.c.sg. suffix, e.g. îđÀÀqþëTòBñ /teḵtoḇayny/ »you (m.) shall write to me«; ×	òîđÀÀqþë  /kṯoḇayny/ »write to 
me!«. 
• The 3.m.sg. form in the imperfect takes the ending /–ī-/ (full vowel) when followed by the 3.m.sg. suffix, 
analogous to the feminine form, e.g. ïžôìnÀqTò‚ﬂã /neḵtḇīwhy/ »he shall write to him«. 
• The m.pl. form in the imperative. takes one of two endings, either /–ū-/ or (in parallel to the 2.m.pl. 
preceding suffixes.) /–ūnå-/ e.g. ïãŁìği	ñŁì× /kuṯbūny/ »write (m.) to me!« or čãŁìği	ñŁì× /kuṯbūnåny/ 
»write (m.) to me!«. 
• The f.pl. form takes one of two endings, either /–å-/ or /–ȩ̄nå-/, e.g. ïşäčqþë	ò× /kṯoḇåny/ »write (f.) to me!« 
or čäîĆÀqþë	ò× /kṯoḇȩ̄nåny/ »write (f.) to me!« 
 
10. 4. The Perfect with Object Suffixes 
When it precedes object suffixes (with the exception of 2.pl.), the base of the perfect in several forms is đ×	òğl  /kaṯb-/ 
< */katab-/ (in contrast to ×òČđt  /kṯaḇ-/ for corresponding forms without suffixes.); otherwise, it is ×òČđt  /kṯaḇ-/ 
(also in the 3.f.sg. and 1.c.sg., in contrast to the base áyﬂ‰ /reḥm-/ for corresponding forms without suffixes). Verbs 






The following is the paradigm for the perfect P‛al with object suffixes, taking ×òČđt  /kṯaḇ/ »to write« as an example: 
 






























































































































































































































































10. 5. The Imperfect with Object Suffixes 
The paradigm of the imperfect with object suffixes is as follows: 
 



































































































































































































































10. 6. The Imperative with Object Suffixes 
Imperatives only take 1st and 3rd person suffixes. With the exception of the 2.m.pl, the base is 	ò×þët  /kṯoḇ-/, and is 
thus the same as the forms without suffixes (with the thematic vowel a e.g. áđy‰ /rḥam-/ »love!«, and with the 










The paradigm of the imperative with object suffixes is as follows: 
 


































































































































10. 7. The Infinitive with Object Suffixes 
Infinitives can have nominal or verbal rection. As such, they can take possessive suffixes or object suffixes, according 
to syntax: e.g. ò‚ﬂßğđïq  /meḵtaḇy/ »my writing«; but also: Tò‚B½qđÀ  /l-meḵtḇany/ »to write to me/in order to 







For the infinitive of the basic stem, the a-vowel of the second syllable is reduced to schwa when preceding a suffix, 
except for the 2.pl. The forms (of ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/ are: 
 


















The infinitives of derived stems take the ending /-ūṯ-/ (in place of /–ū/) when followed by a suffix.  
The syllable structure does not change. The forms of ʾAº‛el are as follows (the forms of the remaining stems are built 
analogously): 
 


















10. 8. Vocabulary  
A. blasphemy /guddåp̄å/ çğ…ŁìčdČčÏ   assembly /knūštå/ ò‘Łìä×ğčc  
 judge /dayyånå/ dčäčíđ…@  pain /ḥaššå/ dč’đy 
 pain /kẹ̄ʾḇå/ dčqb"×  bosom /‛ubbå/ ğiŁìÇčÀÀd  
 single, hermit /īḥīḏåyå/ dčíčŁ†n¤  profit /yuṯrånå/ íìdčã‰	ñŁ  
 prison /bȩ̄ṯ ’assīrȩ̄ / aĆˆnđa@	òîĆi B. foolish /saḵlå/ hčÜ‚đ 
 peace /šlåmå/ dčàčÜ‘  person, self /qnōmå/ ìäÓþčßd  
    festering /‛ubyånåyå/ dčîčäčîğiŁìÇ  
Verb Forms  
ʾEṯpa. to be apportioned /neṯpallaḡ/ ﬂãČéđÜđÀÀTÏ	ò  : /ʾeṯpallaḡ/ ČéđÜđÀÀTÏ	ñBa  
ʾEṯpe. to be crucified /nezḏqep̄/ 0ÓŁ…ŒﬂãČÑ  : /ʾezḏqep̄/ 0ÓŁ…‹0aČÑ  
Pe. to be baptized (a-a) /ne‛maḏ/ ÈﬂãđàŁ†  : /‛maḏ/ đàÇŁ†  
ʾEṯpa. to be justified  /nezdaddaq/ Œﬂã…ğđ…ğđÖ  : /ʾezdaddaq/ ‹Ba…ğđ…ğđÖ  
Pe. to accompany  /neqqap̄/ ﬂãđÔČÑ  : /nqep̄/ ČÑBÔã 
Pe. to kill (a-o) /neqṭol/ ÔﬂãİþìÞ  : /qṭal/ đİÓÝ  
Pe. to kill by stoning (a-o) /nerḡom/ þìČçŠﬂãâ  : /rḡam/ ‰đÀÀČçá  
ʾEṯpa. to provoke  (→ 12. 3.) /neṯḥammaṯ/ ﬂã	òđàđy	ò  : /’eṯḥammaṯ/ 	òđàđy	ñBa 
ʾEṯpa. to have mercy  /neṯraḥḥam/ ﬂãđy‰	òá  : /ʾeṯraḥḥam/ đy‰	ñBaá   
ʾAp̄. to hand over /našlem/ ’đãBÜá  : /’ašlem/ ‘đaBÜá  
ʾEṯpe. to become separated  /neṯpreš/ ﬂŠTÏ	òﬂã”  : / ʾeṯpreš/ ﬂŠTÏ	ñBa”  
Pe. to injure /nsaggep̄/ đãﬂğèČÑ  : /saggep̄/ đﬂğèČÑ  





ʾAp̄. to be aware of /narḡeš/ Šđã“ﬂÀÀČç  : /’arḡeš/ ‰đa“ﬂÀÀČç  
  
10. 9.  Exercises 
A. Translate the following: 
1 …@ Ł†đ×2†ôi@ ïôşìôčqđa@ ìČ’ﬂç‰đa@ åíĆ2@ZæþìôÛ@ ČÑBÔã@ dčîčäčîğiŁìÇ@ dčqbĆÀÀ×ë@ ZæþìãBa@ „ﬂ‰Ł…đa@ dčÀÀi‰@ dč’đy@ ZaĆ
Næþìôäﬂß@”ﬂŠÏ	òﬂß@æþìôŁ†n¤… (MJ 6) 
2 …đ@ óĆà’đÀği@ ëča@ NæþìTØşîđÀÀTÏđa@ ÝđÇ@ ČÑBÓğ…‹Ba@÷ìčÛìčÀÀTÏ@ dč½@ ëča@ Ndčzn’ß@ ó"Û@ ČéđÜđÀÀTÏ	ñBa@ dč½÷þìÛìčÀÀTÏğ…@
NæþëTñğ†đàÇ (1. Cor 1,13) 
3 …‹aﬂğ…@Ýİßğđ…ğđ@åÓÝîĆ‚ô@@Ndčzn’ß@Êþì’m@æŠčàği@NdôčÛđa@	ñìÛ@dčàčÜ‘@åđÛ@cĆìôﬂã@cČčñŁìäčàîôği(Rm 5,1)  
4 @dŽãþìàÌĆôë@dŽÀÀTØÜđß@âčŁ†Ó@æþì‚čãŁìqŠđÔãë@aĆˆnđa@	òîĆrÛë@cČčòč‘Łìä‚đÛ@æþì‚čãŁìàÜ’đãë@æþì‚čãŁì	Ïğ…Šﬂãë
Nïàﬂ‘@Ýİﬂß(Lk 21,12)   
5 …ŁìËë@ åşnôčİy@Ýğ…@æþì¨@ dčãoa@ Šđßča@ dčäô@Ýİßğčò’ﬂã@ Nåşn	Ïğđ…Łìğç@ Ndč’čäşîđärđÛ@æŁìÔqğđ…@ dČčÏ2Ć@ÝđÇğ…@ åí
@ÕﬂqTò’ﬂã@hčÛ@dčyŁë‰Ndč’čäşîđärđÛ (Mt 12,31) 
6 NæþìôÛ@Šđßaë@…2đ†şmbği@áBÛTò’ﬂß@dč’čãoağ…@ôĆŠq2đNdč’čãoa@ðïžôîčãŁìÜİÔﬂãëN (Mk 9,31) 
7 @Ł†đÔ	Ïë@Zdčäčíđ…@	òđàđy	ñBa@åíĆ†îôdč’mğ†đÔÛ@ïôîčãŁìàğçŠﬂãğ…N (AMS 438)   
 
B. Add vowels and translate the following: 
1 i@cìôîßşìò@ôþëŠﬂô……2ﬂ÷@@†y@däô×NačŁ…ŁìômŁ…@dØÜßcò’ñ@åß@NdčíŠđÀÀ	×‹@cìžô@ó…@@dđîqđa@òîi…
òžãaëñşäi@åß@ôòô@ÉđÀÀČj’nÛBa@cìžô@ğó@æþëŠôađ…N@(Lk 1,5) 
2 @áôŠqđa@Nïia@Šßaë@dß‰@ﬁÔi@aŠÓëñaáy‰@N‰ŒÈčÜÛ@‰†‘ë@NïÜÇ (Lk 16,24)  
3 ìžô@ﬁØ@ôy…@â†ß@dã‰ñìí@Ýİß@óßìäÓ@Ñèß…@åğß…@ŠČßa@îŠÓìÏa܀(BH, KdT 15) 
 
C. Write out the following until familiar: 
 
1  dč’mğ†đÔÛ@ïôîčãŁìàğçŠﬂãğ…@Ł†đÔ	Ïë@Zdčäčíđ…@	òđàđy	ñBa@åíĆ†îôN (AMS 438)  
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11. 1. Weak Verbs: I-n Verbs 
Verbs with three or (more rarely) four consonantal radicals which do not exhibit any changes (in the sense of 
assimilations or similar phenomena) in the different verb forms are known as strong verbs. By contrast, weak verbs 
are verbs which contain at least one variable radical. This inclues the semivowels /w/ and /y/, as well as /ʾ/, and also 
/n/ when it occupies the first position in the root. Traditionally, the mediae geminatae verbs with identical 2nd and 3rd 
radicals are also considered to be weak verbs (e.g. Œđi /baz/ »to plunder « √bzz).  
 I-n verbs (also known as primae Nun verbs) have a distinctive characteristic, namely, that the initial n, when non-
vocalized, is assimilated to the consonant which follows it (with the exception of h) (→ 3. 1.). For example, the p‛al of 
ÕđÀ	Ðã /np̄aq/ is: ÖþìTÐﬂã /neppoq/ < */nenpoq/ »to go out« (by contrast, there is no assimilation in Šôã /nhar/ : Šôäﬂã 
/nenhar/ »to be lit«). Analogous assimilations also occur in ʾAº‛el and ʾEttaº‛al, e.g. ÕﬂTÏđa /ʾappeq/ < */ʾanpeq/ »he 
brought out«, ñTñBağđÕđÀÀTÏ  /ʾettappaq/ < */ʾettanpaq/ »he was driven out«. 
 
For most I-n verbs, the imperative. P‛al is built without the 1 st radical, e.g.  
 ÖþìÏ /poq/ »go out!« 
 ÝBÏ /pel/ »fall down!« 
 sđ /saḇ/ »take!«.  
 








The following is the paradigm for I-n verbs, taking ÕđÀÀ	Ðã /np̄aq/ »to go out«, ÝđÀÀ	Ðã /np̄al/ »to fall down«, sđã 





















































































        Perfect:       Imperfect:  

















































































































































































































P‛al ʾAp̄‛el ʾEttaº‛al 
Part. Act. m. 
 





















Part. Pass. m. 
 

































11. 2. I-ʾÅlap̄ Verbs 
The following rules apply to the paradigm for I-ʾÅlap̄ verbs:  
1. In forms where a strong verb would take a schwa-vowel after the 1st radical., I-ʾÅlap̄ verbs take a full vowel. 
It is usually /e/, or more rarely /a/ (when preceding an /o/-vowel or an /i/-vowel), e.g.  
 Pe. Pf. 3.m.sg. ÝđÀBa /ʾeḵal/ »he ate« (cf. Pe. Pf. 3.m.sg. ò×Čđt  /kṯaḇ/)  
  Pe. Imp. m.sg. Þþìđa /ʾaḵol/ »eat!« (cf. Pe. Imp. m.sg. 	ò×þët  /kṯoḇ/) 
Pe. Imp. m.sg. ŠđßBa /ʾemar/ »say!« (cf. Pe. Imp. m.sg. áđy‰ /rḥam/) 
Pe. Part. Pass. Ýnđa /ʾaḵīl/ »eaten«; ßđa /ʾamīr/ »said« 
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ʾEṯpe. Pf. 3.m.sg. ñBaČÝﬂÀÀa 28 /ʾeṯʾḵel/ < */ʾeṯʾeḵel/ »he was eaten« (cf. ʾEṯpe. Pf. 3.m.sg. òT×	ñBa2tﬂ  /ʾeṯkṯeḇ/) 
ʾEṯpe. Impf. 3.m.sg. òﬂãČÝﬂÀÀa 29 /neṯʾḵel/ < */neṯʾeḵel/ »he will be eaten« (cf. ʾEṯpe. Pf. 3.m.sg. òT×	òﬂã2tﬂ   
/neṯkṯeḇ/) 
ʾEṯpe. Part. òﬂßČÝﬂÀÀa 30 /meṯʾḵel/ < */meṯʾeḵel/ »eaten« (cf. ʾEṯpe. Part. òﬂßČòT×2tﬂ  /meṯkṯeḇ/), etc. 
2. In verb forms of the verb stems (ʾEṯp‛el, ʾEṯpa‛‛al), ʾÅlap̄ is sometimes assimilated to a preceding vowelless /t/, 
e.g. Ł†ﬂyTñTñBa /ʾettḥeḏ/ < */ʾeṯʾeḥeḏ/ »he was taken/seized« (from Ł†đyBa /ʾeḥaḏ/ »to take, to lay hold of«). 
3. The stems ʾAº‛el and ʾEttaº‛al are built analogously to I-y verbs (= former I-w verbs). The forms in question 
take a /w/ in place of /ʾ/, and follow the strong conjugation:  
  ʾAp̄. Pf. ÝﬂT×ëča /ʾåwkel/ (WS  _W"

 /ʾawkel/); ʾEttap̄. BaTññğčđÀÀT×ëÝ  /ʾettåwkal/ (WS  _`" _D` _D

 /ʾettawkal/). 
The impf. pe. must be singled out for particular attention, since here ES and WS differ significantly. ES always has an 
/e/ vocalization in the prefix, whereas WS has an /e/ for verbs with an /o/ thematic vowel (= transitive type), but an 
/i/ for verbs with an /a/ thematic vowel (intransitive type). These difference have an historical basis:  
 
ES WS 
ÞþìbĆã /nȩ̄ʾḵol/ (< */naʾḵol/)  U 0!5  /nȩ̄ʾḵul/ »he shall eat« 
ŠđßbĆã /nẹ̄ʾmar/ (< */niʾmar/) N 7U9 /nī ʾmar/ »he shall say« 
 
Additionally, the inf. pe. is formed as follows: 
 
ES WS 
ÝđÀÀbĆß /mȩ̄ʾḵal/   U 7  /mȩ̄ʾḵal/ »eating« 
ŠđßbĆß /mẹ̄ʾmar/  97N 7U  /mīʾmar/ »saying« 
 
The impf. pe. 1.sg. – with the dropping of the 1st radical (also in the orthography!) – is Þþì"a /ʾȩ̄ḵol/ < */ʾeʾḵol/ (WS 
5 0! 

 /ʾȩ̄ḵul/) »I shall eat«; Šđß"a /ʾẹ̄mar/ < */ʾiʾmar/ (WS N 7Q /ʾīmar/) »I shall say«. The corresponding form in the 
otherwise regular stem Pa‛‛el stem is ÝﬂT×đa /ʾakkel/ (instead of: */ʾ eʾakkel/). 
 It is important to note that. the verbs BacČčñ  /ʾeṯå/ »to come«, BaÞb‹  /ʾezal/ »to go« and đaČÑBÛ  /ʾallep̄/ »to teach« (Pa.) 






                                                                   
28 WS  W W ]D
   /ʾeṯeʾḵel/. 
29 WS  W
 W ]
   /neṯeʾḵel/. 
30 WS  W ]





The paradigm for I-ʾÅlap̄ verbs is as follows, taking ÝđÀBa /ʾeḵal/ »to eat« and ŠđßBa /ʾemar/ »to say« (without regular 
forms) as examples: 
Perfect:  



















































































































































                                                                   
31 In WS  c.4  W /ʾeḵaly/ is also attested. 
32 In WS /b 7W /ʾemary/ is also attested. 
33 In WS  c.4 W
Z` /ʾakkely/ is also attested. 
34 In WS  c.4
 Z

DW /ʾeṯȩ̄ʾḵely/ is also attested. 
35 In WS  `]DW c.4`
Z  /ʾeṯaʾkkaly/ is also attested. 
























































































































































































  P‛al Pa‛‛el ʾEṯp‛el ʾEṯpa‛‛al 
Part. Act. m. 
 





















Part. Pass. m. 
 

































11. 3. I-y Verbs 
This group also includes verbs which originally had /w/ as their 1st radical (generally speaking, in North-West Semitic 
languages, /w/ at the onset of a word has come to be replaced by /y/). 
The most important characteristic of this group of verbs is that initial /y/ appears as /ī/. Examples: 
 †m2đÊ  /īḏa‛/ [not yiḏa‛] »he knew« (Pf. Pe.), 
TñŁ†BÜm /īlet/ (*/īlett/ < */īleḏt/) [not yilet] »he begot« (Pf. Pe.), 
 Ł†BÜm	ñBa /ʾeṯīleḏ/ < */ʾeṯyeleḏ/ »he was born« ( Pf. ʾEṯpe.) but  
 †ﬂí2đ	òÇ  /yeḏa‛ṯ/ »she knew« (Pf. Pe.) and 
 ³ÇŁ†čí /yåḏ‛īn/ »knowing« (Part. Act. Pe. St. abs. pl. m.) 
 òmČﬂt  /īṯeḇ/ »he sat« [not yiṯeḇ] (Pf. Pe.) etc. 
 
The formation of the impf. and inf. pe. of almost all verbs in this group corresponds to that of the I-ʾÅlap̄ group, e.g. 
Impf. ES ČÒb‹bĆã /nẹ̄ʾzap̄/ (WS  F$U9 /nī ʾzap̄/) »he shall borrow«, Inf. ES ČÒb‹bĆß /mẹ̄ʾzap̄/ (WS  F$U 97 /mī ʾzap̄/).  
Exceptions are †m2đÊ  /īḏa‛/ »to know« and òmČﬂt  /īṯeḇ/ »to sit«. Instead, their formation corresponds to that of the I-
n group:  
Impf. †ﬂãğđÊ  /nedda‛/ »he shall know«; tﬂTòﬂã /netteḇ/ »he shall sit« 
Inf. †ﬂßğđÊ@  /medda‛/ »knowledge«; đòﬂßğt  /mettaḇ/ »sitting« 
The inf. of the irregular verb sžôđí /yahḇ/ [read: yaḇ] »to give« (→ 14. 2.) is also formed in this way: sôﬂß /mehhaḇ/ 
»giving«. 
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The formation of the imp. pe. Corresponds to that of the pf., e.g. ČÒbŒm /īzap̄/ »borrow!« (m.). Only the following verbs 
build the imp. without the 1st radical.:  
†m2đÊ  /īḏa‛/ »to know« (Pf.)  :  đ…Ê  /da‛/ »know!« (Imp.) 
òmČﬂt  /īṯeḇ/ »to sit« (Pf.)  :  tBñ /teḇ/ »sit!« (Imp.) 
sžôđí /yahḇ/ »to give« (Pf.)  :  sô /haḇ/ »give!« (Imp.) 
The ʾAp̄‛el-forms are the same as if they were built on the base I-w: 




 /ʾawleḏ/) »he begot« 
Impf. ʾAp̄. Ł†BÛìčã /nåwleḏ/ »he shall beget« 
Imp. ʾAp̄. Ł†BÛëča /ʾåwleḏ/ »beget!« 
Inf. ʾAp̄. čÛìčßŁ†Łë  /måwlåḏū/ »to beget« 
Part. Act. BÛìčßŁ†  /måwleḏ/ »begetting«.  
Exceptions are the ʾAp̄‛el-forms of Õﬂäíđa /ʾayneq/ »to suckle« and ÝBÜíđa /ʾaylel/ »to wail« (built in the same way as 


















































































































































































































































































































































P‛al ʾAº‛el ʾEṯp‛el ʾEttaº‛al 
Part. Act. m. 
 





















Part. Pass. m. 
 



































11. 4. The Tense System: Perfect, Active Participle, Imperfect 
In terms of function, the Syriac verb system combines a (relative) tense system with an aspect system. In terms of tense, 
Syriac differentiates between posteriority (generally a state or condition in the past) : contemporaneity (generally a 
state or condition in the present) : anteriority (generally a state or condition in the future). In terms of aspect, Syriac 
distinguishes according to the opposition »perfective« (viewing a state or condition as a whole from without): 
imperfective (viewing a state or condition from within; an ongoing state or condition). Tense always stands in the 
foreground.  
 In order to differentiate between tenses and aspects, Syriac makes use of three central morphological categories: 
the perfect, the imperfect and the active participle. Their use can be summarised as follows: 
 
The Perfect: 
• The perfect is used to denote anterior and, in most cases, perfective events in both main and subordinate 
clauses. As such, it is the most common tense for accounts of simple past events, as well as for narration, 
.e.g. @ 	òîĆği@ ”Š	Ïë@ dčÈnÓ‰@ dôčÛđa@ Ł†đÀrÇëdşÀÀčîđß@…ŁđđòÛČåČß@ 	òy@…@ dşÀčîđß@ 	òîĆÀqë@ dčÈnÓ‰Łđ@ åČß@ ÝﬂÈÛ
NdčÈnÓ‰ /wa-ʽḇaḏ ʾalåhå rqī ʽå wa- p̄raš bȩ̄ṯ mayyå ḏa-l-taḥṯ men rqī ʽå w-ḇȩ̄ṯ mayyå ḏa-l-ʽel men rqī ʽå/ » And God 
made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which were 
above the firmament« (Gn 1,7).  
For verbs pertaining to thought or feeling, the perfect denotes ongoing states, and as such should be 
translated in the present. Examples: 
	òB»ﬂ‰ /reḥmeṯ/ »I love« (< »I have taken pleasure«) 





• The perfect is also used in unreal (hypothetical) or optative conditional clauses, e.g. 
 Tò‘Ba@hčÛ@ŁìÛBađå‚đÀÀ	Ðô@åíĆğ…@ŠđÀrT×@æŠđyë  /ʾellū lå ʾeštåwḥarn kḇar dȩ̄n hp̄aḵn/ 
 »if we had not delayed, we should already have returned« (Gn 43,10) 
 dČčÏbĆT×@åđÛ@ÝﬂğèđÇ@åíĆğ…@åđß /man dȩ̄n ‛aggel lan kẹ̄ʾp̄å/ »O, that one would roll away the stone!« (Mk 16,3). 
• In the apodosis of temporal or conditional clauses, the perfect relates to the future, e.g. 
 @æþìôÛ@ƒđÀÀ	Ðô@ìàčÓŁ…@dčßÞþìî’đÛ  /må ḏ-qåmw hp̄aḵ-lhōn la-šyōl/ »as soon as you have arisen, you will  
 return to sh’eol«.  
• The perfect of cìô /hwå/ »to be« also has special functions. It is used to form various compound tenses 
(see below). Its absolute usage should be translated in the present, e.g. 
  @cìžô@hčÛdčßþìÜč  dôčÛđa /’alåhå lå-hwå ṭålōmå/ »God is not unjust«.  
 The 2nd person forms can also function as a jussive, e.g. @ 
 ánÜy@Tòíìô /hwayt ḥlīm/ »be well!« 
 Ł†ﬂÀrčÇ@Tòíìô dčäđÀÀ	Øô /håḵannå hwayt ‛åḇeḏ/ »do thou likewise!« (Lk 10,37). 
 
The Active Participle: 
The following (marginal) functions should also be noted: 
• For verbs pertaining to thought or feeling, the participle, like the perfect, denotes ongoing states, and as 
such should be translated in the present. (see above). Examples: 
 †čí2đdčãoa@Ê  /yåḏa‛-ʾnå/ »I know (Pres. Part.)« 
 †číŁ…@dčäđÀÀTØíđa2đ†čí@dčãaĆë@ïqča@oÛ@Ê2đïqhčÛ@dčãoa@Ê  /ʾaykannå ḏ-yåḏa-‛lī ʾåḇy w-ʾenå yåḏa‛-ʾnå l-ʾåḇy/ »even as  
 the Father knows me, and I know the Father« (Jn 10,15) 
 oÛ@áﬂy‰@ïqča /ʾåḇy råḥem-lī/ »the Father loves me« (Jn 10,17). 
The active participle denotes contemporaneous, and often also imperfective, events. As such, it is primarily used to 
denote the actual present, but can also be used to express the general present. Examples: 
óĆäčîT×@åČß@ÝﬂÀča@aŠﬂği@ĆÀÀČç@dčí‰đa /ʾaryå ḡȩ̄r besrå ʾåḵel men kyånȩh̄/ »the lion eats meat by its nature«. 
 
The following further functions must also be noted:  
• The participle is also used to express imminent future events. Examples:  
 ﬂß…@âﬂğ†ğčÇdčãoa@Ł†ﬂÀr  /meddem d-‛åḇeḏ-ʾnå/ »that which I am about to do« 
 ﬂß@ačŁ†črÇ@dčäíđa@Ýİ@æþìôäﬂßoÛ@æþëTòžãđa@³àË‰  /meṭṭol ʾaynå ‛ḇåḏå mennhōn råḡmīn-ʾanttōnlī/ »for  
 which of those works do you stone me?« (Jn 10,32) 
óĆàđÇ@åđämTòîčß@åđäy@ČÒča /ʾåp̄ ḥnan måytīn-an ‛ammȩh̄/ »that we may die with him« (Jn 11,16) 
 ﬂzğjđ‘@ dşÀÀčîđ@ åČß@ ÉđßTò‘Ba@ hčÜčÓë	ñë@ 	òdčãoa@ |đÀÀğjđ’ß@tŁë  /w-qålå ʾeštma‛ men šmayyå šabbḥeṯ w-ṯuḇ  
 mšabbaḥ-ʾnå/ »Then there came a voice out of the sky, saying, "I have both glorified it, and will glorify it  
 again« (Jn 12,28) 
• When used to introduce speech, the active participle of. √ʾmr »to say« should be translated in the simple 
past, e.g. Šđßča /ʾåmar/ »he said«, e.g. 
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 åmŠßaë@ìčäÇ /‛nåw wå-ʾmrīn/ »they answered (Pf.) and said (Part. Act.)«. 
• The participle is frequently used in adverbial clauses in the past, usually following the conjunction Ł†đ× /kaḏ/ 
»as«, e.g. 
 ñča@Ł†đÀ	×@dĆíč‡ûB½@ëŒyČåíĆ  /ḥzåw l-meṣråyȩ̄ ḵaḏ ʾåṯȩn̄/ »and behold, the Egyptians were marching« (Ex 14,10) 
 ëa‰Łì@åČß@åmTòzčã@Ł†đÀ	×܆ Êþì’m@æþìãBa@Ł†BÔđÀÀTÏ  /w-ḵaḏ nåḥtīn men ṭūrå paqqeḏ-ʾennon Īšō‛/ »And as they 
 descended from the mountain, Jesus charged them« (Mt 17,9) 
  
The Imperfect 
The imperfect is only rarely used in main clauses. It is used to express anteriority or modal verbs such as should, 
must, can etc. Examples:  
 
  dčäčÀÀTÏìč@tŁë	ñ@cĆìôﬂã@hčÛ /lå nehwȩ̄ ṯuḇ ṭåwpånå/ »there will never again be a flood« (Gn 9,11) 
  dčî‚ﬂi@cĆìôﬂã@åčßđñ /tammån nehwȩ̄ beḵyå/ »In that place there will be weeping« (Mt 22,13) 
  	ònßTñ@şïđäği@åíĆ‰	òđÛ /la-ṯrȩ̄n bnay tmīṯ/ »Thou shalt slay my two sons« (Gn 42,37). 
 
• The imperfect is frequently used in subordinate clauses (relative clauses) to express finality or 
consecutiveness.  Examples: 
@pŠđ‘…2đÝBÜđ¸  /šarrī ḏa-nmallel/ »he began to speak« (Mk 12,1) 
 ïžôîčãŁìÜİÔﬂãğ…@æþìôÛ@Ł†đÔÏ /pqaḏ-lhōn d-neqṭlūnåyhy/ »he ordered them to kill him« 
• You will also sometimes encounter corresponding constructions without relative pronouns, e.g. ﬂTÏđa@Õ
	ñŁì¸@„Šği /ʾappeq bråḵ nmūṯ/ »bring out thy son, that he may die«. 
• The imperfect is also used in temporal clauses which are introduced with ğ…@âčŁ†Ó /qḏåm d-/ or hčÛŁ†đÇ /‛aḏ-
lå/, »before«. In such cases, the imperfect should be translated either in the present or the past, depending 
on context, e.g.: 
 @aĆŠÔﬂãğ…@âčŁ†ÓñČđhčÜÌčã‰  /qḏåm d-neqrȩ̄ ṯarnåḡlå/ »before the rooster crows« (Mt 26,34). 
 
In the case of the modal verb must, the periphrase construction in Syriac  oÛ@h"Ûë /wålȩ̄-lī/ + Inf. »I should/I ought 
to« iis often used, e.g. oÛ@ h"Ûë@òîđ½ğčæþìãBa@ Łìí  /wålȩ̄-lī l-maytåyū ʾennōn/ »I must bring them« (Jn 10,16). The 
Syriac òîđ½ğčŁìí  contains an infinitive form of cČčñBa /ʾeṯå/ »to come« (→ 14. 2.). 
 
hčÛ /lå/ + 2nd person imperfect is used to negate imperatives (→ 8. 2.), e.g. 
  ñ@hčÛČﬂÖþëTò‘  /lå ṯeštōq/ »Donʾt be silent!«. 
 
11. 5. The Passive Participle 
The passive participle generally has a resultative -passive meaning when used as a predicate in a nominal clause, e.g. 
 Ł†nrÇ /‛ḇīḏ/ »done« 





The passive participle has a verbal function in the special construction Ł†nrÇ@oÛ  /‛ḇīḏ-lī/ »I have done«. In this case, 
it is used like the perfect, examples: 
 …@dčäđÀÀTØíđa2đåđÛ@Én  /ʾaykannå ḏa-šmī ‛-lan/ »as we have heard« 
 dŽÀČiČčòT×@ƒčÛ@åíĆŠÓ /qrȩn̄-låḵ kṯåḇȩ/̄ »have you read the books?« 
For some verbs, the perfective participle has an active, and sometimes also a transitive meaning, e.g. 
 ÝnÔ‘ /šqīl/ »taking« 
 “nrÛ /lḇīš/ »wearing (clothes)« 
 dĆäÓ /qnȩ/̄ »owing«. 
Such participles are used in the same way as the active participle, e.g. 
 @d|Ômğ…b‹@fčÛ@³ÜnÔ‘dčÇ‰bđÛ  /šqīlīn-låh zaddīqȩ̄ l-ʾar‛å/ »the righteous bear the earth«. 
 
11. 6. Composite Constructions with /hwå/ 
Syria uses the verb of being cìô /hwå/ »to be, to happen« – (→ 7. 3.) mostly in the enclitic perfect form  žôcì /hwå/ 
– in combination with the perfect, participle or imperfect of another verb to construct a range of composite tense 
structures. Of the three constructions considered here, ò×Čđt@žôcì  /kṯaḇ-hwå/ and, in particular, òč×Č@tﬂžôcì  /kåṯeḇ-
hwå/ are common, whereas žô@tþëTò‚ﬂãcì  /neḵtoḇ-hwå/ is rare. 
Perfect + cìžô /hwå/ 
• The construction ò×Čđt@žôcì  /kṯaḇ-hwå/ (Perfect + žôcì  /hwå/) has the same function as the simple 
perfect. It is used as a stylistic variant, and is often used at the beginning of narrative blocks. It is only very 
rarely to be translated with the pluperfect, e.g. 
 žô@Ł†BÜm	ñBa@Ł†đ×cì  /kaḏ ʾeṯīleḏ-hwå/ »when/after he was born/had been born« 
 @ĆÀË@Łìô…þëŠĆô2ﬂ÷@†đ‘ğđåčäđyŁìîÛ@ôĆğ†yđa@cìžô@‰  /hū ḡȩ̄r Hȩ̄rōḏes šaddar-hwå ʾaḥdȩ̄h l-Yōḥannån/ »for Herod 
himself had sent forth and laid hold upon John« (Mk 6,17). 
 
Active Participle + cìžô /hwå/ 
• The construction @òč×Č@tﬂžôcì /kåṯeḇ-hwå/ (active participle + žôcì  /hwå/) is used to express duration, habit 
or repetition in the past. The general translation »he is wont to« or »he constantly did« can often be used, 
e.g. @dĆÀ‚čižôcì  /båḵȩ-̄hwå/ »he constantly cried«. 
• In conditional clauses, and also sometimes in other contexts, the construction is used to express a 
hypothetical or unreal state of affairs, e.g. 
 @dôčÛđa@cìžô@dĆÀqú@ŁìÛBa…2đòn¸Čđæ  /ʾellū ṣåḇȩ-̄hwå ʾalåhå ḏa-nmīṯan/ »if God wanted to kill us« 
 cìžô@ÖﬂŠčÇ@æþì½ /lmōn ‛åreq-hwå/ »why should he flee?« (a construction with the perfect is also  
 known to have be used : cìžô@ÖþëŠÈﬂã@æþì½ /l-mōn ne‛roq-hwå/ »why should he flee / should he  
 have fled?«). 
• Where several participles with the same function occur together, cìžô /hwå/ need only occur once: 
 †čyë@cìžô@ƒﬂğzčËŁ…@hčÛBa@âﬂğ†ﬂàği@Č“ğﬂç‰đa@hčÛë2aĆ@dôčÛđü@|đÀÀğjđ’ßë  /w-lå ʾargeš b-meddem ʾellå  ḏ-ḡåḥeḵ-hwå  
 w-ḥåḏȩ̄ wa-mšabbaḥ l-ʾalåhå/ »he felt nothing, but laughed, was joyful and praised God « (AMS  442). 




Imperfect + cìžô /hwå/ 
• The construction žô@tþëTò‚ﬂãcì  /neḵtoḇ-hwå/ (imperfect + žôcì  /hwå/) is used in a similar way to the 
simple imperfect, and is most commonly found in a past or hypothetical context. Examples:  
 žô@ÖþìTÐﬂãğ…@âčŁ†Ócì  /qḏåm d-neppoq-hwå/ »before he emerged« 
 cìžô@ÖþëŠÈﬂã@æþì½ /l-mōn ne‛roq-hwå/ »why should he flee/ should he have fled?«. 
 
11. 7.  Vocabulary 
A. voice, sound /qålå/ hčÜčÓ  youth, boy /ṭalyå/ dčîÜđ 
 Christ  @(< gr.) /kresṭyånå/ ﬂŠ×čäčîİd   election /gaḇyūṯå/ cČčñŁìîrđç 
 gladness /ḥaḏūṯå/ cČčñŁëŁ†đy@  until now /‛ḏakkẹ̄l/ ÝîĆT×đ†Ç 
 idol  (< pers.) /pṯaḵrå/ òÏ2đŠa   justice /kẹ̄ʾnūṯå/ cČčñŁìãb"× 
 hard /qšȩ/̄ ÓĆ’d   again /men d-rẹ̄š/ “m‰ğ…@åČß 
 strong /‛aššīn/ ³’đÇ  judge /dayyånå/ dčäčíđ… 
 to remember /dḵar/ ŠđÀ…  kind, sort /’åḏšå/ čač‘…d  
 revelation /gelyånå/ dčäčîÜﬂÀÀç  outward /barråyå/ điŠčíd  
 inner /gawwåyå/ Łdčíìđç  a staff /šabuqtå/ cčòÓŁìğjđ‘ 
 crown /klīlå/ hčÜnÜ× B. not at all /la såḵ/ 	Ùč@hčÛ 
 dates /tamrȩ/̄ aĆˆßđñ  walnut  /gåwzå/ cõ‹ìčç 
 I ought to /wålȩ̄-lī/ oÛ@h"Ûë  left hand  /semålå/ hčÜčàﬂ 
 earnest (< gr.) /rahḇōnå/ ‰čãŁìrôd   right hand /yammīnå/ dčänàđí 





Pe. to keep /neṭṭar/ ﬂãŠđİ  : /nṭar/ Šđİã 
ʾEṯpe. to be kept /neṯnṭar/ ã	òﬂãŠđİ  : /ʾeṯnṭar/ ã	ñBaŠđİ  
Pe. to worship (e-o) /nesgoḏ/ ğèﬂãþìŁ…   : /sḡeḏ/ ﬂÌŁ†  
Pa. to speak, to talk /nmallel/ đ¸ÝBÜ  : /mallel/ ÝBÜđß 
Pe. to profit by /nẹ̄ʾṯar/ ñbĆãČ‰đ  : /īṯar/ òmČđ‰  
ʾAº. to do harm  /naḥsar/ zđãđŠ   : /ʾaḥsar/ yđađŠ  
Pe. to give  (→ 14. 2.) /nettel/ ÞﬂTòﬂã : /yahḇ/ đížôs  
Pe. to know /nedda‛/ Êđğ†ﬂã : /īḏa‛/ Čđ†mÊ  
Payel to believe  
ʾEṯpa. to be amazed 
(→ 15. 1.) /nhaymen/ ôãﬂàîå   : /haymen/ ôﬂàîå  
/neddammar/ ﬂﬂãòđğ…đßŠ   : /’eddammar / 0añđğ…đßŠ  
ʾEtpe. to be begotten /neṯīleḏ/ BÜm	òﬂã†Ł  : /’eṯīleḏ/ m!ñ0a0ÜŁ†  
ʾEṯpe. to be thrown away  (→ 13. 1.) /nestlȩ̄/ ﬂãòAÛd   : /’estlī/ 0aòoÛ  
ʾAº. to love /naḥḥeḇ/ đãČkﬂz   : /ʾaḥḥeḇ/ đaČkﬂy  
Pa. to go /nhalleḵ/ BÜôã	Ù  : /halleḵ/ ôBÜ	Ù  
Pe. to eat /nȩ̄ʾḵol/ bĆãþìÞ   : /ʾeḵal/ 0ađÀÝ  
ʾEṯpe. to be eaten  /neṯȩ̄ʾḵel/ ÝﬂÀÀaòﬂã : /ʾeṯȩ̄ʾḵel/ ÝﬂÀÀañBa 
Pa. to prepare /n‛atteḏ/ đÈãﬂòŁ…   : /‛atteḏ/ đÇﬂòŁ…  
ʾEṯpe. to be created (→ 13. 1.) /neṯbrȩ̄/ ĆŠği	òﬂãa  : /ʾeṯbrå/ BaaŠği	ñ  
Pe. to reward (a-o) /nep̄ro‛/ 	ÐﬂãŠþëÊ  : /pra‛/ ÏŠÊ  
 
11. 8.  Exercises 
A. Translate the following: 
1 ìô@hčÜčÓë8cč@†ô@ÞþìÔ‘@Zó"Û@ŠđÀğßča…@dčîđ@åČß2Ća@ñ…@ZcčòÓŁìğjđ‘2…@ƒíđa@ZƒčÛ@aŠTİčã@cĆìôﬂğđñŠđİã2@ôĆ
@cČčñŁëŁ†đ¡@dčàčß@ğóčjČđãë@NdĆ‘Łì½NcČčòği‰ (AMS 440)  
2 ò	ÐđÛ@cČìžô@Ł†ﬂÌğÀÀčë2…‰ë@aĆˆđ2@d|½bûÛ@ëČìžô@æŁëŁ†ğèﬂãŁ…ë@Zdčän’đÇë@dčî’đÓ@dčî	ÏŁëŁ…‰@dĆäčîİﬂˆ‚đÛ@cČìžô@ČÒﬂ
@N³Èğàč‘@hčÜ	Ïčaë@³ÜÜđ¾@hčÛŁ…@dĆ‘ đˆy (AMS 431) 
 3 @ZdčÇëõ‹@dčÛŁ…ë@dčÜyﬂ…@dčÛ…@Zdčßbčß@ó"Û@ŠđßBaòma@dčîÜđ@åBÏčaëğđ†čí@Zð2@æþìßë@oÛ@‰đñìčß@æþìß@dčãoa@ğÊđ
†číë@ZoÛ@Šđzđß2Ndčzn’àđÀČi@dčãoa@åﬂàîôß@hčÛBa@ZTÙşîôčÛđbi@dčã‰	ñŁìí@TòîđÛŁ…@dčãoa@ğÊđ (AMS 437) 
4 …ë2đ†ôÛ@ğóčÛ@åđÛ@Ł…ﬂTòđÈß2Ć@åđÛ@sžôđíğ…@ìô@Nìžô@dôčÛđa@adčãþìrô‰@óĆyŁë‰Ł…N (2. Cor 5,5)  
5 …TñBñ@hčÛğ…@ŠđßđğN“m‰ğ…@åČß@ŁëŁ†čÜm	òB½@æþì¨@h"Ûëğ…@ƒčÛ@	ñﬂŠßaﬂ (Jn 3,7) 
6 dčàÜčÇ@åČß@oÛ@Tòržôđíğ…@æþìäô@dč’čãoa@şïđärđÛ@ƒč@	òﬂÇğ…ëča܆@@ëŠđİãë@NæþìãBa@ Tòržôđí@oÛë@Nëìžô@ƒčÜmğ…
žôđíŁ…@dčß@Ýğ…@	òﬂÇŁ†ﬂí@dč’ô@„ČčòÜﬂßNŁìžô@„ČčñìÛ@åČß@oÛ@Tòr (Jn 17,6-7)  
7 Č…@ŁìíŁìôŁ…@ìô@dčßìčîği@NðŠčß@oÛ@ïžôìnÇŠ	Ðﬂãğ…@NcČčñŁìãbĆÀÀ	×Ł…@hčÜnÜ	×@oÛ@İã@dč’ô@åČßëđ@dčãbĆÀÀ	×@dčäčí
…@hčÛ2íĆ…@´"ÜíhđÛ@ČÒča@hčÛBa@oÛ@Ł…þìzÜđÀÀği@åğđNóĆäčîÜﬂÀÀÌÛ@ìrﬂya (2. Tm 4,8)   
8 åğß@ dĆ‘Łì½@ñBaa@NdčÇğ…ìčß@ óĆäčîqﬂŞú@ 	ñŁìrč@ Ýİﬂß@ Zô"ñŁìîrđç@ NæþìÇŠBÐÛ@ dôčÛđa@ „čòđjČžôđí@ dô@ ZŠđß
No	ÛTòBa@ìžČô@dčî’đÓ…@ÉmŁ†m@ZÝîĆT×đ†Ç@cĆìôﬂã@hčÛ@Ł†đ×Ł…ë@ZæþìÇŠBÏ…@óĆğjBÛ@	ñŁìî’đÓë(MJ 8-9)  
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B. Add vowels and translate the following: 
1 @ Šğßa@ åíŠya@⁄@ åí…@ﬁØ@ Ncìžô@ﬁØ@áí†Ó@ åß@ ìČô@Òa…@ïğôi@ﬁØÛ@Ê…ëò’ß@ dàîØy…
dàîØy@µ@cìČô@Ù@⁄@†×@dàîØ§@Ê…ëò’ß܀(BH, KdT 11) 
2 @ôñìÜîİi…@	Ï@ ìČôë@ Nóíìç@ c‹ìèië@ Ý×aòß@ óíŠi@ aŠßòi@ däß@ ÝÇ…@ Šßaña@ åíŠy⁄
åØía…@ïğô@ÝÇ@ìÛ@díëŠi…@@däØía…@⁄a@Nğóíòía@aŠiòß…@dß@ìğô@Ý×aòã@NáÜÈÛ@ó‘…a@Šİãòã
@⁄@ åí…@ ìğô@ Nìô@ däÜ×aòß@ åğß@ ìğô@ åÏaë@ Næìôí‰òi@ díìç@ Šİãòß@ ói…@ ìğô@ däØôë
däÜ×aòß܀(BH, KdT 9f.)  
 3NìØÜô½@óàÇ@Ö…ğ‹@⁄@ğÊ†í@⁄@óÜ@åß@dän¹…@ìô…@aßaë (KD 8)  
 
C. Write out the following until familiar: 
 
1  @NaˆÈ@åß@dİy@³Ç†í@⁄ë@dÇ‰bi@æˆnà…@aˆÈë@dİy@Ùía(KD 7) 
2 @⁄@åí…@ﬁØ@Ncìžô@ﬁØ@áí†Ó@åß@ìČô@Òa…@ïğôi@ﬁØÛ@Ê…ëò’ß@dàîØy…@Šğßa@åíŠya
dàîØy@µ@cìČô@Ù@⁄@†×@dàîØ§@Ê…ëò’ß܀(BH, KdT 11)@ @
 
1 Ib@= 7 
c
+( A% V" AOU b, Ib@=" 
c
+( 1% .(KD 7) 
2 k B"S7 V % g2= . " a g2= 8%L 7 "  F /
Z g2< B"S7 2( N Z7 %N(
2(   "  1= V  2'܀(BH, KdT 11) 
 
1 .:HAG  1̈; (39* ܘ 3ܪE) *H&=ܕ :HAGܘ 1̈; *ܐ (KD 7)  
2  Q G *9@  ܘܼܗ ܦܐܕ ܝKܿ) Q 0% ܥܕܘ'? &( ;ܕ ,ܿܐ *,;ܐ *ܕ Q G ."ܘ̄ܗ






12. 1. II-ʾÅlap̄ Verbs 
The paradigm for II-ʾÅlap̄ verbs is governed by a rule which states that the middle radical (glottal stop ʾÅlap̄) is always 
silent (e.g. pf. pe. ÞbĆ‘ /š ʾȩ̄l/ [read: šȩ̄l] »to ask«), except in the act. part. m.sg., St. abs. ÞBbč‘ /šåʾel/; and in the case of 
gemination, i.e. in the Pa‛‛el-stem and the ʾEṯpa‛‛al-stem, e.g. pf. pa. ÞBbđ‘ /šaʾʾel/ and pf. ʾEṯpa. Tò‘BađÞđa  /ʾeštaʾʾal/ 
Although the 2nd radical is not pronounced, it is nonetheless still written. Only verbs which take the /e-a/- conjugation 
belong to the II-ʾÅlap̄ class of verbs, (pf. With the thematic vowel /e/, impf. with /a/). Examples: 
 Pe. Pf. 3.m.sg. ÞbĆ‘ /š ʾȩ̄l/ [read: šȩ̄l] »he asked« 
 Pe. Impf. 3.m.sg. Þbđ’ﬂã /neš ʾal/ [read: nešal] »he shall ask« (cf. Pe. Impf. 3.m.sg. tþëTò‚ﬂã /neḵtoḇ/) 
 Pe. Imp. m.sg. Þbđ‘ /š ʾal/ [read: šal] »ask!« (cf. Pe. Imp. m.sg. áđy‰ /rḥam/). 
 
The 3.f.sg. and 1.c.sg. perfect forms of the ʾEṯp‛el-stem require particular attention, since they differ substantially in ES 
and WS:  
 ÞaĆTò‘Ba /ʾeštʾȩ̄l/ [read: ʾeštȩ̄l] »to decline«   
 ES, pf. 3.f.sg. Tò‘Bađ	òđÛa  /ʾeštaʾlaṯ/ [read: ʾeštalaṯ]; ES, pf. 1.c.sg. Tò‘Bađ	òBÛa  /ʾeštaʾleṯ/ [read: ʾeštaleṯ] 
 (cf. pf. 3.f.sg. 	òđÀÀği	òđÀÀT×	ñBa /ʾeṯkaṯbaṯ/; Pf. 1.c.sg. 	òﬂÀği	òđÀÀT×	ñBa /ʾeṯkaṯbeṯ/) 
 (/a/-vocalism, as in strong verbs). 











 /ʾeštʾȩ̄ʾleṯ/ [read: ʾeštȩ̄leṯ]))  
 (/e/-vocalism, as in the other persons of strong verbs.).  
 
The corresponding forms of the ʾEttap̄‛al-stem are accordingly: 
 Pf. 3.f.sg. BaTñTñđ	òđÛbĆ‘  /ʾettaš ʾȩ̄laṯ/ [read: ʾettašȩ̄laṯ] (cf. Pf. 3.f.sg. BaTñTñđ	òđÀqTò  /ʾettaḵtḇaṯ/) 



















The Paradigm of II-ʾÅlap̄ verbs is as follows, taking ÞbĆ‘ /š ʾȩ̄l/ [read: šȩ̄l etc.] »to ask« (with the metathesis /tš/ > /št/ in 
ʾEṯpe. and ʾEṯpa.) as an example: 
Perfect: 































































































































                                                                   





















































































































































































P‛al ʾAº‛el ʾEṯp‛el ʾEttaº‛al 
Part. Act. m. 
 

















Part. Pass. m. 
 





























12. 2. II-w and II-y Verbs 
Verbs of this class have a semivowel as the 2nd radical. The paradigm is shaped by the following factors:  
1. The distinction between verbs with a etymological /w/ and those with a /y/ is largely dropped. Almost all 
verbs form the derived verb stems according to the same pattern as the II-y class (e.g. Pa‛‛el áﬂîđÓ /qayyem/ 
»he erected«).  
2. The ʾEṯp‛el. and ʾEttaº‛al stems are amalgamated. They build forms of the kind 	ñBaTñánÓ  /ʾettqīm/ (pf.), 
	òﬂãTñánÓ  /nettqīm/ (Impf.). 
 
Remark: 
• With the exception of 	ònß /mīṯ/ »he died« (√myt), all verbs always exhibit /a/ vocalism in pf. pe. The forms 
of √qwm »to stand up« are as follows: 
áčÓ /qåm/ (< */qawam/) »he stood up« 
čÓ	òđà  /qåmaṯ/ »she stood up« 
čÓTòà  /qåmt/ »you stood up«, etc.  
• By contrast, the root √myt »to die« generally builds the perfect with /ī/-vocalism: 
	ònß /mīṯ/ »he died« 
ònß2	ñđ  /mīṯaṯ/ »she died« 
Tñ	ònß /mīt/ (*/mītt/ < */mīṯt/) »you died« etc. 
However, forms with /å/ are also known to have been used (	òčß /måṯ/, òčß2	ñđ  /måṯaṯ/, etc.). 
• With the exception of áč /såm/ »to put«, all verbs have /u/-vocalism in the impf. and imp. (they have been 





âŁìÔã /nqūm/ (< */neqwum/) »he shall stand up« 
âŁìÓBa /ʾeqūm/ »I shall stand up« 
âŁìÓ /qūm/ »stand up!« 
The verb áč /såm/ (√sym) »he put« forms the impf. and imp. with /ī/: 
ánã /nsīm/ (< */nesyīm/) »he shall put« 
án /sīm/ »put!«.  
• The basic form of the act. part. (m.sg., St. abs.) is built according to the type čÓâBb  /qåʾem/ »standing«, i.e. in 
the same way as the II-ʾÅlap̄ class (secondary glottal stop ʾÅlap̄ instead of a semivowel). Nonetheless, the 
forms with endings are čÓdčàî  /qåymå/, čÓ³àî  /qåymīn/, etc.  
The infinitive is áčÔß /mqåm/ »standing up«, áčß /msåm/ »putting«. 
• The pf. ʾAp̄‛el is built according to the type @ánÓđa /ʾaqīm/ »he rose up«; the corresponding impf. is ánÔã 
/nqīm/ »he shall rise up « (in contrast to tﬂTò‚đã /naḵteḇ/ for strong verbs!), and the imp. is ánÓđa /ʾaqīm/ 
»arise!«. 
• Instead of distinguishing between ʾEṯp‛el and ʾEttap̄‛al, only a single, uniformly built T-stem is attested: 
ánÓTñ	ñBa /ʾettqīm/ (< */ʾeṯtqīm/) [read: ʾetqīm] »he was constituted« (Pf.) 
ánÓTñ	òﬂã /nettqīm/ [read: netqīm] »he/it shall be constituted« (Impf.) 
ánÓTñ	òﬂß /mettqīm/ [read: mettqīm] »constituted« (Part.) and 
ŁìàčÓTñ	òﬂß /mettqåmū/ [read: metqåmū] »constituting« (Inf.).  
• Pa‛‛el and ʾEṯpa‛‛al take the strong forms. Most verbs always have a geminate /yy/, e.g. áﬂîđÓ /qayyem/, 
ñBa2áđîđÓ  /ʾeṯqayyam/. Nonetheless, some verbs have in WS a geminate /ww/, e.g. T!, /ṭawweš/ (ES ”ﬂìč 
/ṭåweš/) »he dirtied«. 
• In most lexicons, II-w/y verbs are listed together under K1-w-K3 (K1/3 = 1st/ 3rd root consonant). (Only 
Brockelmann (1928) distinguishes between II-w and II-y according to the form of the imp. pe., and lists verbs 
of this class under either K1-w-K3 or K1-y-K3. However, he presents them orthographically according to the 


















The paradigm for II-w/y verbs is as follows, taking áčÓ /qåm/ »to stand up« and 	ònß /mīṯ/ »to die« as examples: 
 
Perfect: 



























































































































































































/nqūmån/   
ŁìÓñßæŁì  








/nsīmån/   
æŁìànñ 
/tsīmūn/   
åşÀÀčànñ 






/nqīmån/   
æŁìànÓñ 
/tqīmūn/   
åşÀÀčànÓñ 
































































 P‛al  ʾAº‛el ʾEṯp‛el = ʾEttaº‛al 
Part. Act. m. 
 

















Part. Pass. m. 
 





























12. 3.  II=III Verbs (mediae geminatae) 
In verbs of this class, the 2nd and 3rd radicals are identical. Put otherwise: they have a geminate 2nd radical.; e.g. √bzz »to 
plunder« (structure: K1-K2-K2). The paradigm of these verbs exhibits several peculiarities. The three most important 
rules are as follows: 
1. The gemination of the 2nd = 3rd radical which one would normally expect only occurs in the perfect (1.c.sg. and 
3.f.sg.) and the act. part. P‛al, and is in these cases only partially implemented (e.g. ﬂi	ñﬂŒ  /bezzeṯ/ »I plundered«). 
At the beginning of syllables and words, gemination is simplified, e.g. Œđi /baz/ < */bazz/ »he plundered«, điŒTñ  
/bazt/ »you plundered «. 
 
2. Following preformatives (impf. inf. pe, ʾAp̄., ʾEttap̄.), the 1st radical is geminate instead of the 2nd. The forms are 
exactly the same as they would be if formed from the I-n root, e.g. impf. pe. impf. ‹þìğjﬂã /nebboz/ (accordingly, 
the imp. is ‹þìi /boz/); ʾAp̄. Pf. Œﬂğiđa /ʾabbez/, impf. Œﬂğjđã /nabbez/, imp. Œﬂğiđa /ʾabbez/. 
 
3. The Part. Pass. Pe. as well as ʾEṯp‛el, Pa‛‛el and ʾEṯpa‛‛al are built regularly ("strong"): ŒmŒi /bzīz/, ‹ﬂŒği	ñBa 
/ʾeṯbzez/, ‹ﬂŒđi /bazzez/, ‹ﬂŒđÀÀği	ñBa /ʾeṯbazzaz/. 
Remarks: 
• The impf. pe. conforms – depending on the thematic vowel – to the types ‹þìğjﬂã /nebboz/ »he shall plunder« 
(or ČêŠﬂã /nerraḡ/ »he shall desire«), with the gemination of the 1st radical as in the class I-n. Analagously, the 
imp. pe. is : 
‹þìi /boz/ »plunder!« 





• The basic form of the part. act. pe. is built according to the type či‹Bb  /båʾez/ »plundering«, i.e. analogously to 
the classa II-ʾÅlap̄ or II-w/y. However, the forms with endings are as follows: 
čiŒcõ  /båzå/ 
čiŒåm  /båzīn/, etc. 
 
The paradigm of II=III verbs is as follows, taking Œđi /baz/ »to plunder« and Čê‰ /raḡ/ »to desire« as examples: 
 







































































































































































































































































P‛al  ʾAº‛el ʾEṯp‛el  
Part. Act. m. 
 

















Part. Pass. m. 
 





























12. 4. II-h Verbs 
Verbs with /h/ as their 2nd radical build regular forms. Forms with an /h/ which is not pronounced are also attested, 
though they are rare, e.g. 
 Imp. ʾEṯpe. m.sg. …‹BağđŠžô  /ʾezdahr/ (instead of: */ʾezdahr/) »Beware!« (√zhr) 
 Imp. ʾEṯpe. m.pl. …‹BağđëŠžô  /ʾezdahrw/ »Beware!« (Mk 8,15); cf. by contrast the regularly built pf. ʾEṯpe. …‹BaŁŠô   
 /ʾezḏahr/. 
 
12. 5. Vocabulary  
A. then /håydȩ̄n/ åíĆğ†îô  openly /barrånå’īṯ/ 	òmbčãŠđi 
 simply /pšīqå’īṯ/ Ï	òmbčÔn’   shout /g‛åṯå/ cČčòčÈç 
 sweet /ḥalyå/ đyčîÜh   sadness /‛åqṯå/ cČčòÔčÇ 
 
What is this? 
as soon as 
/månåw/ ččßìčä  
/må ḏ-/ …@dčß  
tear 
  (pl. 
/dem‛ṯå/ ČčòÈßﬂ…c  
/dem‛ȩ̄/ dĆÈşßﬂ…) 
 Speech /swådå/ ač…ì  sorrow /’eḇlå/ hčÜqBa 
 between /baynåṯ/ 	òčäîđi  possessions /qenyånå/ čäčîäBÓd  
 promise /šūwdåyå/ …ëŁì‘ğčdčí   fishing /ṣåyyaḏå/ ačŁ†číú 
 revered /yåqqīrå/ aÔđí  outward /barråyå/ điŠčíd  
 departure  /puršånå/ dčäč‘‰ŁìÏ  snare /paḥḥå/ dčzđÏ 
 impiety /ruš‛å/ dčÈ‘Łë‰  bait /leqṭå/ dčİÔBÛ 







Pe. to die /nmūṯ/ ¸Łì!ñ   : /mīṯ/ !ònß 
Pa. to dwell /nḏayyar/ đŁ†ãđíŠ   : /dayyar/ đ…đíŠ  
ʾAº. to give permission /nappes/ đãﬂÐ   : /’appes / đaﬂÏ  
Pe. to think (→ 13. 2.) /nernȩ/̄ ŠﬂãĆãd   : /rnå/ čã‰d  
ʾAp̄. to annoy /n‛īq/ ãÕnÈ   : /’a‛īq/ đaÕnÇ  
ʾEṯpa. to pray  /neṯkaššåp̄/ ﬂã!òđ×đ’ČÑ   : /’eṯkaššåp̄/ 0a!ñđ×đ’ČÑ  
Pe. to judge /nḏūn/ ŁëŁ†ãæ   : /dån/ č…æ  
Pe. to be moved  /nzū‛/ ŁëŒãÊ   : /zå‛/ ‹õÊ  
Pe. to look  /nḥūr/ Łì−‰   : /ḥår/ čyŠ  
Pe. to hunt /nṣūḏ/ Łëûã…Ł   : /ṣåḏ/ úõŁ…  
ʾEṯpe.  to rest  /nettnīḥ/ |nãTñTòﬂã : /ʾettnīḥ/ |nãTñTñBa 
Pe. to ask /nešʾal/ Þbđ’ﬂã : /š ʾȩ̄l/ Ć‘Þb  
Pe. to help (a-o) /ne‛dor/ Èﬂãğ†þë‰   : /‛ḏar/ Q†Ç‰  
Pe. to remain /np̄ūš/ Łì!Ðã”   : /påš/ čÏ“  
Pe. to stand up /nqūm/ ŁìÔãâ   : /qåm/ čÓá  
Pe. to see (→ 13. 2.) /neḥzȩ̄/ ĆŒzﬂãc   : /ḥzå/ Œyõc  
Pe. to desire /nerraḡ/ ČêŠﬂã : /raḡ/ Čê‰ 
Pe. to scatter (a-o) /neḇdor/ ‰þëğ†Čjﬂã : /bḏar/ i†Łđ‰  
 
12. 6. Exercises 
A. Translate the following: 
1 Nó"Û@	ònß@‰ŒčÈčÛ@	òmbčÔn’TÏ@Êþì’m@æþìôÛ@ŠđßBa@åíĆğ†îô(Jn 11,14) 
2 NnÇđ…ëča@ŁìÛčbđ’½@ðòđîÈči…@ëe@ìäßë@Nï‚äîÇ‰@oÛ@Šđßa"ñ…@⁄ğë@ğµ@ŠČßaë (VA 9-10) 
3 ñõŒy@åíĆ…@ Ł†đ×8@ñđ†Üﬂí…@aŠqë@Z	ònČß…@ ğôŠrđç8òčäÇ@Z8@ñŠßBaë8Nï’	ÐđäÛ@fîĆjđ@ZdôčÛđa…@ôĆŠi@dčzn’ß@ZNNN@
ñŠßBa…@dčßë8@òđznãTñTñBa@Z´"Üô8@òđàÜ‘đaë8@@Næþìô	òčäîđi@ač…ŁìÜđí@“čÏë@NfčyŁë‰(AMS 434)@  
4 @æŠi@áđÛ@ dčäč½@ Nó"Û@ ìqﬂŠđÓ@ dŽîčäčàÜčÇ@ dĆíč…şëŁì‘ë@ Zó"Û@ ì	Ðđ’đ×	ñBaë@ dčÔnz‘@ dčjBÜi@Ćç@ ëČìžô@ ìČàčÓ
Ôđí@oã‰@ _åđÜqBa@ÙîđÜÇ@ h"Üy@ åíĆ…@ dčäč½@_æđòÔčÈÛ@ Tòžãđa@ÍnË‰@ dčäđØíđa@ _åđäč‘‰ŁìÏ@ÙîđÜÇ@ány‰@ Za
@dŽîčîßč…@ aĆ…ìşđi@ æþìô	òčÈÌđië@ ZïôŁìČnÏđa@ ´"Üô@ ƒíađ†i@ dĆÈşßﬂ†i@ Ł†đ×ë@ NNN@ _åđäčîäBÓ@ ”BbčÏ@ åđ½đ…
þìôàđÇ@Šđíđ…ë@Z	òmbčãŠđi@æþìôÛ@ČÉđßTò‘Ba@ZïôŁì	ÔnÇđa@N	òmbčäčîqﬂú@åíĆ…@hčÛ@Z	òmbčãŠÌđÏ@æ(MJ 6)  
5 Nşðđ†ma@åČß@æþì¨@ÖﬂŠčÏë@Zæþì¨@‰đ†đÈß@dčzn’ß@cĆTñča…@dčßđ†Ç@Zæþì¨@dčãoa@æĆTač…@dô@dč’ôë (AMS 432)  
6 @Šğßa@âìÓ@dj@µ@ŠČßa@òÜTÐã…@bia@òãa@†ğjÇ@däß@µ@ŠČßaë@íbì@diü@dşya@åß@†y@Þb‘
´şäi‹@dya@µ@@âbÓë@dãa@ÝTÐã@ðòßü@åí…@dß†Ç@òàTÓë@òÜTÐã@æbîèdãa@@dß†Ç@dj@µ@Šğßa
còÛìÐ¶ë@dãa@Šğßa@dßìÔi@æìôäß@†¡@cñìß@Ù×‰†ã…܀ (BH, KdT 37)  







B. Write out the following until familiar: 
 
1  NìØÜô½@óàÇ@Ö…ğ‹@⁄@ğÊ†í@⁄@óÜ@åß@dän¹…@ìô…@aßaë (KD 8) 
2 a†íú@…ağú…@a†ğíú܆dÈ‘ë‰…@còÜ¶@däİë@dİÔÛ@‰†ği@ózÏ@ÝÇ܆ NdşîÈİi@hşÀÀÜØ@…ağú (EA, KdD 5)@ @
 
1 .!2 A M Z$ V ZB% V g= 7 :% " IN7" (KD 8) 
2 k@R"O  4 :+=" +K O Z 'E A I%H  ZH I Z%H܆  .c@+ 
c
g2R  ZH(EA, KdD 5) 
 
1 .2 %K&% K&3 ܩܕܿܙ  ܿܥ9*  Q&G  (&*ܕ ܘܗܕ :,(ܐܘ (KD 8)  
2 ܆Aܘܪܕ "'!&) 1Gܘ 1B% ܪ9)ܿ K/> +3 :9*ܨ ܕܐܿܨܕ :9*ܿܨ  
̈
Q G ܕܐܿܨ




13. 1. III-y Verbs (including III-w and III-ʾÅlap̄) 
In Syriac, verbs with an etymological /w/ or /ʾ/ as 3rd radical have fallen together with class III-y verbs. (Only very few 
III-ʾÅlap̄ verbs moved into the tertiae infirmae class of verbs; these are built as strong verbs, like √byʾ with: Pa. Pf. dđîđi 
/bayya/ »he consoled«, 	ñbđîđi /bayyaʾṯ/ »she consoled«, etc. and Pa. Impf. dđîđÀÀČjã /nḇayya/ »he shall console« (with 
final /a/ sound). 
The Perfect: 
• Almost all III-y verbs in the pf. pe. have the thematic vowel /å/, e.g. hčÜç /glå/ < */galay(a) / »he revealed« 
and dčß‰ /rmå/ »he threw« (transitive form); only a handful of verbs take /ī/, e.g. pŁ†y /ḥḏī/ < */ḥaḏiy/ »he 
rejoiced« (intransitive form), and in these cases, the form with /å/ is also attested, e.g. ačŁ†y /ḥḏå/ »he 
rejoiced«. 
• The 3.m.sg. perfect forms of all derived verb stems end in /-ī/, e.g. oÜđç /gallī/ (Pa. Pf. 3.m.sg.), oÜđç	ñBa 
/ʾeṯgallī/ »he revealed« (ʾEṯpa. Pf. 3.m.sg.). 
• The 3.m.pl. perfect forms of all derived verb stems end in /-īw/ < */iyū/ (e.g.. Pa. ìnÜđç /gallīw/).  
 
The Imperfect:  
• The Impf. Pe. of both transitive and intransitive verbs ends in /-ȩ̄/, e.g. 
 h"ÜÌﬂã /neḡlȩ̄/ »he shall reveal«  
 ĆßŠﬂãd  /nermȩ/̄ »he shall throw« 
 aĆğ†zﬂã /neḥdȩ̄/ »he shall rejoice«.  
• As such, the distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs no longer holds in the imperfect, or for the 
derived verb forms. For this reason, the tables below continue the paradigm for the imperfect and the derived 
stems with  h"ÜÌﬂã /neḡlȩ̄/ »he shall reveal«. 
 
The Imperative: 
• The imp. pe. m.sg. of almost all verbs ends in /-ī/, e.g. oÜç /glī/ »reveal!« (transitive) or pŁ†y /ḥḏī/ 
»rejoice!« (intransitive); only ïđ· /īmay/ »swear!« (as well as ·o  /īmī/ (√ymy), likewise I-y) and Tò‘Bađð  
/ʾeštay/ »drink!« (√šty) exhibit the /a/-vocalism typical of intransitive verbs. (√šty builds the perfect and 
imperative forms with a prosthetic vowel (→ 2. 3.): pf. p	ò‘Ba /ʾeštī/ < */štī/, Imp. Tò‘Bađð  /ʾeštay/ < */štay/). 
• In ES, the imp. ʾEṯpe. m.sg. sometimes takes the form ïîÜđç	ñBa /ʾeṯgalyy/ (sic!) (analogous to strong verbs (cf. 
tTòđÀÀT×	ñBa /ʾeṯkatḇ/); the 1st radical was vocalized, and a double Yōḏ written at the end). In WS, by contrast, it 
is usually .4 _ D

 /ʾeṯglay/ (though sometimes also .4  _ D

 /ʾeṯgaly/). 
• In all other derived stems (except ʾEtpe.), the imp. m.sg. ends in /-å/, e.g. Pa. hčÜđç /gallå/. 
• The f.sg., m.pl. and f.pl. imperative forms have the same ending in all stems:  
 f.sg. /-åy/ (< */-ayi/), e.g. Pe. ïčÜç /glåy/, etc.;  
 m.pl. /-åw/ (WS /-aw/), e.g. Pe. ìčÜç /glåw/, etc.; 






The paradigm of III-y verbs, e.g. hčÜç /glå/ (√gly) »to reveal« deviates significantly from the paradigm of strong verbs. 
The most important rules are: 
1. In a few cases, the 3rd radical in the paradigm takes the normal form of the consonant /y/, examples:  
Pe. Pf. 2.m.sg. TòîđÜç /glayt/ »you revealed« 
Pe. Pf. 3.f.pl. şïđÜç /glay/ »they revealed« 
Pe. Impf. 3.f.pl. åşÀÀčîÜÌﬂã /neḡlyån/ »they shall reveal«  
Pe. Imp. f.sg. ïčÜç /glåy/ »reveal!« 
Pa. Part. Pass. ïđÜđÌß /mḡallay/ »to be revealed« 
ʾAp̄. Part. Pass. d"ÜÌđß /maḡlȩ̄/ »to be revealed« 
2. In the majority of forms, however, there is only a vowel reflex of the 3rd radical. Examples:  
*/aya/ > /å/ in Pe. Pf. 3.m.sg. hčÜç glå < */galaya/  
*/ey/ > /ȩ̄/ (WS /-ī/) in Pe. Pf. 1.sg. 	òî"Üç /glẹ̄ṯ/ (WS  ]
94 /glīṯ/) 
in Pe. Impf. 3.m.sg. h"ÜÌﬂã /neḡlȩ/̄  
*/ayū/ > /åw/ in Pe. Pf. 3.m.pl. ìčÜç /glåw38 (WS ! 4 /glaw/) 
*/iyū/ > /īw/ in Pa. Pf. 3.m.pl. ìnÜđç/gallīw/  
*/ayūn/ > /ōn/ (WS /-ūn/) in Pe. Impf. 3.m.pl.  æþìÜÌﬂã /neḡlōn/ (WS  0!^4 
 /neḡlūn/) 
*/ayīn/ > /ȩ̄n/ in Pe. Part. Act. m.pl., St. abs. "´Üčç /gålȩn̄/ 
*/iy/ > /ī/ in Pa. Pf. oÜđç /gallī/ 
 
According to the developments of the Syriac language discussed above, the following rules of thumb can be applied: all 
forms which end in /-ūn/ or /-īn/ in the paradigm of strong verbs  take the ending /-ōn/ (WS /-ūn/) or /-ȩ̄n/ in class III-
y. In other words: the /ō/- or /ē/- vocalism of such word forms can be taken to indicate the presence of an III-y root.  












                                                                   
38 In addition to the type ìčÜç /glåw/ (WS ! 4 /glaw/) »they revealed«, the extended forms æŁëìčÜç /glåwūn/ and æŁëhčÜç /glåʾūn/ »they 





The paradigm for III-y verbs is as follows, taking hčÜç /glå/ »to reveal« and pŁ†y /ḥḏī/ »to rejoice« as examples: 
 
Perfect: 









































































































































































































































































































































                                                                   







P‛al  Pa‛‛el  ʾAº‛el ʾEṯp‛el  ʾEṯpa‛‛al 
Part. Act. m. 
 





















Part. Pass. m. 
 



































13. 2. III-y Verbs with Object Suffixes  
The attachment of object suffixes to weak verbs is straightforward, with the exception of the class III-y. For III-y verbs 
with suffixes, the following characteristics should be noted: 
 
1. Verb forms ending on a consonant are attached to suffixes in the same way as strong verbs, e.g. 
Pf. Pe. 3.f.sg. čß‰ò2Ćô  /rmåṯȩ̄h/ »she threw him / it« (cf. Pf. Pe. 3.f.sg. ò×2òqđ2ôĆ  /kṯaḇṯȩ̄h/).  
As a result, the Pf. Pa. / ʾAp̄. 3.f.sg. has the same form prior to a suffix as it has without a suffix, e.g. 
Pa. ‰òčîß2Ćô  /ramyåṯȩ̄h/ »she threw him« (in contrast to òqﬂTòđ×2ôĆ  /katteḇṯȩ̄h/). 
 
2. The following applies for verb forms ending with a vowel:  
• /-å/ remains unchanged, e.g. 
  Pf. Pe. čß‰  /rmåny/ »he threw me « 
  Inf. Pe. (vor /-ḵōn/, /-ḵȩ̄n/) æþì‚ččßŠﬂß mermåḵōn 
• The forms with /-y-/ , e.g. 
 Pf. Pa. 3.m.sg. đîß‰ /ramyany/ (except before /-ḵōn/, /-ḵȩ̄n/).  
 Inf. Pe., e.g. đîßŠﬂß /mermyany/. 
 
3. The following applies for verb forms ending with a diphthong: 
   /-åw/ [WS /-aw/] (Pf. Pe. 3.m.pl., Imp. m.pl.) > /-aʾū-/ (more rarely: /-awu-/) 





   /-īw/ (Pf. Pa. 3.m.pl.) > /-yū-/ 
  ‰îđßŁìãï  /ramyūny/ »they threw me«  
    /-ay/ (Pf. Pe. 3.f.pl.) > /-ayå-/ 
 čîđß‡ /rmayåny/ »they threw me « 
    /-åy/ (Imp. Pe. f.sg.) > /-åʾī-/ (more rarely: /-åyi-/) 
    mbčß‰f  /rmå’īh/ »throw her!«  
 
The paradigm fof III-y verbs with suffixes is as follows: 
 





















































































































































































































































































































































































13. 3. Cardinal Numbers 
The numbers 1 – 10 are formally nominals in the St. abs. They are for the most part the same as in other semitic 
languages: 
 
masc.  fem. 
1 Ł†đy  /ḥaḏ/ 
2  @åíĆ‡ñ /trȩ̄n/ 
3 cČčòčÛñ /tlåṯå/ 
4 dčÈği‰đa /ʼarb‛å/ 
5 dč’àđy /ḥamšå/ 
6 ò‘ğčc  /štå/, ò‘Bağčc  /ʼeštå/ 
7 dčÈrđ‘ /šaḇ‛å/   
8 dčîäčßñ /tmånyå/ 
9 dčÈ‘Bñ /teš‛å/   
10 aŠﬂÇ /‛esrå/ 
@aŁč†y /ḥḏå/ 










Notes on syntax: 
ačŁ†y/ @Ł†đy /ḥaḏ/, /ḥḏå/ »one« often precedes the counted object, e.g. dčÈč‘@ ačŁ†y /ḥḏå šå‛å/ »one hour«.  When 
following a noun, it can also function as an indefinite article, e.g. Ł†đy@aŠrđç /gaḇrå ḥaḏ/ »a man«. 
In conjunction with the numbers 2 – 10, the counted object is usually given in the St. abs.  
For the numbers 3 – 10, formally feminine numerals are usually used with masculine nouns, and masculine numerals 
with feminine nouns (so-called gender polarity, also encountered in most other semitic langauges), e.g.  
 åmˆrđç@cČčòčÛñ /tlåṯå gaḇrīn/ »three men«, ³ş’ﬂã@	òčÛñ /tlåṯ neššīn/ »three women«. 
 
The formation of the numbers 11-19 is non-uniform. The main forms are: 
 
 m.  f.  
11 †y2đđÇŠ  /ḥḏa‛sar/ @†y2đÇaĆˆ /ḥḏa‛srȩ̄/  
@†y2đaĆˆﬂÇ /ḥḏa‛esrȩ̄/     
12 ŠđÇĆ‰ñ /tre‛sar/@ Tñ‡đñđaĆˆÇ  /tarta‛srȩ̄/ 
Tñ‡đñđﬂÇaĆˆ  /tarta‛esrȩ̄/   @
13 òčÛñ2đŠđÇ  /tlåṯa‛sar/@ òčÛñ2đaĆˆÇ  /tlåṯa‛srȩ̄/ 
òčÛñ2đﬂÇaĆˆ  /tlåṯa‛esrȩ̄/   @
14 ŠđÈđÀÀği‰đa /’arba‛sar/ 
Èđi‰đaò2đŠđÇ  /’arba‛ṯa‛sar40/@
aĆˆÈđÀÀği‰đa /’arba‛srȩ/̄ 
ﬂÈği‰đaaĆˆ  /’arb‛esrȩ̄/  
                                                                   






Tò’ﬂàđyđŠđÇ  /ḥammešta‛sar/  @
aĆˆÈđ’àđy /ḥamša‛srȩ̄/ 
aĆˆﬂÈđ’àđy /ḥammeša‛esrȩ̄/  @
16 Tòﬂ‘TñđŠđÇ  /šetta‛sar/ ﬂ‘ñTò2đaĆˆÇ  /šetta‛srȩ̄/ 
ﬂ‘ñTò2đaĆˆﬂÇ  /šetta‛esrȩ̄/ @
17 ÈđÀr‘Šđ /šḇa‛sar/ 
ÈđÀr‘TòđÇŠđ  /šḇa‛ta‛sar / @
ÈđÀr‘aĆˆ  /šḇa‛srȩ̄/ 
ﬂÈđÀr‘aĆˆ  /šḇa‛esrȩ̄/   @
18 ŠđÈđäčßñ/tmåna‛sar/ 
TòäčßñđŠđÇ  /tmånta‛sar/  @
aĆˆÈđäčßñ /tmåna‛srȩ̄/ 
aĆˆﬂÈđäčßñ /tmåna‛esrȩ/̄  @
19 Èđđ‘ñŠđ  /tša‛sar/ 
đđ‘ñÈTòđÇŠđ  /tša‛ta‛sar/@
Èđđ‘ñaĆˆ  /tša‛srȩ̄/ 
ﬂÈđđ‘ñaĆˆ  /tša‛esrȩ/̄@
 
The multiples of ten between 20 - 90 take the ending /-īn/ (m.pl., St. abs.). 
 
20 åmŠﬂÇ /‛esrīn/ 
30  åm	òčÛñ@ /tlåṯīn/ 
40 @³Èği‰đa  /ʼarb‛īn/ 
50 ³’àđy  /ḥamšīn/  
60 åmTò‘ /štīn/, åmTò‘Ba /ʼeštīn/ 
70 ³Èrđ‘ /šaḇ‛īn/ 
80 ³äčßñ /tmånīn/ 
90 ³È‘ﬂ¡ñ /teš‛īn/ 
Higher numbers: 
 
100 cbčß  /måʾ/ 
200  ñbđßČåíĆ /måʾṯȩ̄n/ 
300 @cbčß	òčÛñ  /tlåṯmåʾ/ 
etc. 
1000  ČÑBÛča , dčÀÀTÐÛđa /ʼålep̄/,  /ʼalpå/  
2000 ³	ÐÛđa@åíĆ‡ñ /trȩ̄n ʼålp̄īn/ 
10000 Łìğiﬂ‰ /rebbū/, cČčñìğiﬂ‡ /rebwåṯå/ 
etc. 
 
In compound expressions of number, the higher unit precedes the lower unit; the units are joined with /w-/ »and«, e.g.  
ačŁ†yë@åmŠﬂÇë@cbčàÈđÀÀği‰đa /ʾarba‛måʾ w-‛esrīn wa-ḥḏå/ »421«. 
 
13. 4. Ordinal Numbers 
Syriac only has specific ordinal forms for  1st – 10th.  They all exhibit the nisbe-ending /-åyå/ (→ 4. 1. 4 (No. 3)). From 








dččäčí‰ñ /trayyånå/  
dčíČčònÛñ /tlīṯåyå/ 
dčîčÈnği‰đa /’arbī ‛åyå/ 
TòîčßŁ†đÓčc  /qaḏmåytå/ 
cČčònäčí‰ñ /trayyånīṯå/ 
TòíČčònÛñčc  /tlīṯåytå/ 












dčîčÈnği‰ /rbī ‛åyå/ 
dčîčč’n» /ḥmīšåyå/  
dčíČčòm	ò‘ /šṯīṯåyå/ 
dčîčÈnr‘ /šḇī ‛åyå/ 
dčîčänßñ /tmīnåyå/ 
dčîčÈn‘ñ /tšī ‛åyå/  
dčíÇ /‛sīråyå/  
TòîčÈnği‰čc  /rbī ‛åytå/ 
Tòîč’n»čc  /ḥmīšåytå/ 
TòíČčòm	ò‘čc  /šṯīṯåytå/ 
TòîčÈnr‘čc  /šḇī ‛åytå/ 
Tòîčänßñčc  /tmīnåytå/ 
TòîčÈn‘ñčc  /tšī ‛åytå/ 
TòíÇčc  /‛sīråytå/ 
 
For values higher than »10«, cardinal numbers are used instead of ordinals. Ordinal numbers are also commonly used in 
place of cardinal numbers for values lower than 10. To specify dates, /d-/ (determinative pronoun) + cardinal number is 
often used, e.g. …@dčßìčí2đåíĆ‡	ñ  /yawmå ḏa-ṯrȩ̄n/ (= @dčßìčídčäčí‰	ñ@  /yawmå ṯrayyånå/) »the second day«. 
 
13. 5. Other Expressions of Number 
• Fractions are built on the basis of the morpheme type */quṭlå/, e.g. yìč’ßŁd  /ḥumšå/ »one fifth«. 
• Distributive numerals are formed through the repetition of cardinal numbers, e.g. ÉđÀr’ÈđÀr‘ /šḇa‛-šḇa‛/ 
»seven by seven«. 
• Adverbial numerals (»x number of times«) are mostly expressed with the constructions dčäqb‹ /zaḇnå/ or 
TòÀžäđÀq‹čc  /zḇanttå/ »time«, e.g. åđÀqŒđi /ba-zḇan/ »Once«. »Once« or »twice« can also be expressed using the 
numeral adverbs together with »times«, but without dčäqb‹ /zaḇnå/ or TòÀžäđÀq‹čc  /zḇanttå/, e.g. ačŁ†y /ḥḏå/ 
»once«, ñ‡đñ2åíĆ  /tartȩ̄n/ »twice«. 









Ć‡ñ@åídčÀÀğjđ’ği  /trȩ̄n b-šabbå/ 
@	òčÛñdčÀÀğjđ’ği  /tlåṯ b-šabbå/ 
ÈđÀÀği‰đadčÀÀğjđ’ğj  /’arba‛ b-šabbå/ 
ččÀÀğjđ’ğj’ﬂàđyd  /ḥammeš b-šabbå/ 
TòqŁëŠÇčc  /‛rūḇtå/ 
Ččòğjđ‘c  /šabbṯå/ 
ččÀÀğjđ’ği@Ł†đyd  /ḥaḏ b-šabbå/ 
 
13. 6. Vocabulary  
A. woe! /wåy/ ðë  pure /daḵyå/ dčîđ…     
 thinking /ḥuššåḇå/ dčrč‘Łìy  light /nahhīrå/ aôđã 
 glittering /neṭḥå/ dčzİﬂã  skillful /mhīr/ ôß 
 study /yulpånå/ čÀÀTÐÛŁìídčä @  treatment /dūbbårå/ …aŠčÀÀğiŁë  
 belly /karså/ dčŠđ×  manner (from TØíđaåđÀÀ ) /’aykannåyūṯå/ cČčñŁìîčäđÀÀTØíđa 





 couple  (< gr.) /zåwgå/ ččÀÀğçëõ‹d   Paradise /pardayså/ ğ…ŠđÏđčíd  
 September /’īlōl/ aČíÞþìÜ   victory /zåḵūṯå/ cČčñŁì	×õ‹ 
 eminent /m‛alyå/ dčîÜđÈß  October /tešrīn qaddīm/ đÓ†  Š‘BñČíå  
 
Verb Forms 
Pe. to direct (a-o) /neṯroṣ/ !òﬂã‰þëú   : /traṣ/ ‰ñú  
ʾEṯpa. to be amazed  /neddammar/  Č…	òﬂãđŠđß : /ʾeddammar/ Č…	ñBađŠđß  
ʾAp̄. to admonish /nartȩ̄/ đãĆñŠc   : /’artī/ đañ‰p  
Pe. to build /neḇnȩ̄/ ĆäČjﬂãd  : /bnå/ dčäi 
Pe. to drive away (a-o) /neḏḥoq/ þìyŁ†ﬂãÖ  : /dḥaq/ Õđy…@
Pa. to show /nḥawwī/ đ−pì   : /ḥawwī/ đypì  
Pe. to rise (a-a) /neḏnaḥ/ Ł†ﬂãđã|   : /dnaḥ/ đã…|  
Pa. to be proved  /nšarrar/ đ’ãŠ‰   : /šarrar/ đ‘Š‰  
Pe. to grow up /nerbȩ̄/ dĆÀÀğiŠﬂã  : /rḇå/ čq‰d  
Pa. to kiss   /nnaššeq ãđäﬂ’Õ   : /naššeq/ đãﬂ’Õ  
ʾEṯpe. to be burnt /neštḡar/ đÀÀČçò’ﬂãŠ   : /ʾeštḡar/ ò‘0aČçđÀÀŠ  
ʾEṯpe. to be supposed /nestḇar/ òﬂãqđÀÀŠ   : /ʾestḇar/ ò0aqđÀÀŠ  
Pe. to fear (a-a) /neqnaṭ/ ÔﬂãđäÁ   : /qnaṭ/ đäÓÁ  
Pa. to be displaced /nšannī/ đ’ãoä   : /šannī/ đ‘oä  
Pe. to carry (a-o) /nesbol/ ﬂãğjþìÞ    /sḇal/ ČjđÀÀÝ  
  
 
13. 7.  Exercises 
A. Translate the following: 
1 …@aĆˆrđÓ@æþëTòãoa@´Ćäčqğ…@Næþì¨@ðë2đ…@NdŽÀnrãğđ@æþìTØşîôčqa@ìÜBİđÓ@NæþìãBa(Lk 11,47)@ @
 2 ìôë@dčq‰đ…@dčßë8@Zåşnä‘@	òčÛñ@Šđi@cNô"òÔﬂ’đãë@fşíĆ†ma@ÝđÇ@dčnßë"a@ô"òrđã  (AMS 435)  
3@Ndčän	ÏŁë‰@ğóč@ô"ñTòžãđaë@Z÷þìþë…þëa"ñ@ó"đ…@Ł†đy@aŠČjđç@cČìžô@òma (AMS 431) 
4 @NóĆi@ëČìžô@åmŠßđ…Tòﬂß@dşÀÀčîđä‘@“ﬂàđy@ó"Û@cČìžô@	òma…@ëe@ƒíđa@ZdčîÜđİÛ@ó"Û@ëČìžô@åíĆğŒčy…@´"Üíđaë(AMS 
435)@ @
 5 ìôđ…@dčßë8ìô@ZačŁ†y@čÅÀžäđ‘@dčßbčß@c8@NóĆàđÇ@ëČìžô@³ÐÜğÀÀčí…@´"Üíđa@æþìôÜ¨@ÑBÜđß…@dčßbčß@c(AMS 435)   
6 @Nåşnßìčí@łčÄÀčÛñ@dčãþëTñđa@ŠđçTò’ﬂã…@ZdčØÜđß@Ł†đÔČÀÀÏ@åíĆ†îô (AMS 443) 









…@ ZdčÏþëúŠđÏ@ ìČžô@ dčîrđç…@ Ýİﬂß@ Nôßđ…@ ZcČčòÜﬂß@ ïôìčÜÇđ	ñBa@ ZdčîÜđÈß@ aŠčiŁëŁ†Ûa@	ñŁìîčäđØíđa…@ æûBÛ
ô@dčàÜđ‘@dčäčîqﬂûÛđ…ë@ZŠđßbĆã@ô"ñŁìîrđç8N‰Šđ’ã@aĆ†ô@ð (MJ 9)  






B. Write out the following until familiar: 
1 	Ï@ ìČôë@ Nóíìç@ c‹ìèië@ Ý×aòß@ óíŠi@ aŠßòi@ däß@ ÝÇ…@ Šßaña@ åíŠy⁄@@ôñìÜîİi…
@NáÜÈÛ@ó‘…a@Šİãòã@däØía…@⁄a@Nğóíòía@aŠiòß…@dß@ìğô@Ý×aòã@åØía…@ïğô@ÝÇ@ìÛ@díëŠi…
@⁄@ åí…@ ìğô@ Nìô@ däÜ×aòß@ åğß@ ìğô@ åÏaë@ Næìôí‰òi@ díìç@ Šİãòß@ ói…@ ìğô@ däØôë
däÜ×aòß܀(BH, KdT 9f.)  
 
1 + .: ]E " ]" %!  $!" 7 %N IN7 :7 A N7D %N(V ! %"N D!4
  " Z :" .84@ R N+ :2% V . Z%% IN7 7 " Z  2% / Z A
:47 V % " Z " :47  Z7 " Z E" ."%O %! N+7܀ (BH, KdT 9f.)  
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14. 1. Verbs with Two Weak Radicals 
Some verbs have two weak radicals. The paradigm for these verbs combines the characteristics of two different classes 
of weak verb. The particular rules of both classes must be observed. The following in particular should be noted: 
a) Verbs II-ʾÅlap̄, which are at the same time III-y  
b) Verbs II-w, which are at the same time III-y. 
For II-ʾÅlap̄/III-y verbs, the basic form wird of the  pf. pe. is built according to the type cbč× /kåʾ/ (√kʾy »to reprove, to 
rebuke«), and the impf. according to the type cbĆ‚ﬂã /neḵȩ̄ʾ/ »he shall rebuke«. The imp. pe. is pb× /kʾī/ »rebuke!«, the 
inf. pe. cbč‚ﬂﬂß /meḵåʾ/ »to rebuke«. 
In II-w/III-y verbs, the middle radical /w/ is always treated as strong, and thus always appears as a consonant. 
Consequently, their paradigm follows the III-y verb forms, e.g. 
 cìÛ /lwå41/ : cĆìÜﬂã /nelwȩ̄/ »to accompany« 
 cì‘ /šwå/ : cĆì’ﬂã /nešwȩ̄/ »to be equal«, etc. 
 
14. 2. Irregular Verbs 
Additionally, there is a series of verbs whose flexion exhibits various irregularities. These include: 
• Þb‹Ba /ʾezal/ : Þb‹bĆã /nẹ̄zal/ (WS 5$U9 /nīzal/) (√ʾzl) »to go«, which has two specific characteristics:  
a) In all forms which feature adjacent vowelless /z/ and /l/, the /l/ is assimilated (→ 3. 1.). Examples:  
  Pf.  	òoÛb‹Ba /ʾezzalṯ/ < /ʾezlaṯ/ »she went«, 	òoÛﬂ‹Ba /ʾezzelṯ/ < /ʾezleṯ/ »I went« 
  Impf. æŁìoÛ‹bĆã /nezzlūn/ < */nezlūn/ »they shall go« 
  Part. Act. f.sg. doÛõ‹ča /ʾåzzlå/ < */ʾåzlå/, m.pl. ³oÛ‹ča /ʾåzzlīn/ < */ʾåzlīn/ (but: Þﬂ‹ča /ʾåzel/ m.sg.) 
 b) The Imp. is built without the first radical, and takes an /e/-vowel: Þﬂ‹ /zel/ »go!«. 
 
• cČčñBa /ʾeṯå/ (√ʾty) »to come«: The imp. is built without the first radical: 
cčñ /tå/ »come!« (f.sg. ðčñ /tåy/, m.pl. ëčñ /tåw/, f.pl. ´Ćíčñ /tåyȩ̄n/) 
 The conjugation of ʾAp̄‛el is also irregular: Pf. @pTòíđa /ʾaytī/ »he brought«; impf. cĆTòîđã /naytȩ̄/ »he shall  
 bring«, Part. cĆTòîđß /maytȩ̄/ »bringing «. 
 
• cìô /hwå/ (√hwy) »to be, to happen«: in addition to the regular impf. cĆìôﬂã /nehwȩ/̄ »he shall be« there are 
also forms without /w/, e.g. dĆôã /nhȩ̄/ (3.m.sg.), æþìôã /nhōn/ (3.m.pl.). Furthermore, as already noted 
above (→ 7. 3.), the pf. Is often entclitic; in this case, the first radical /h/ is not pronounced, e.g. @³ği	òč×
ëìžô /kåṯbīn-hwåw/ »they were writing«. 
 
                                                                   





• dčîy /ḥyå/ (√ḥyy) »to live«: Alongside the Impf. pe. dĆzﬂã /neḥḥȩ/̄ and the inf. pe. dčzﬂß /meḥḥå/, forms which 
conform to the class I-ʾÅlap̄ are also attested: impf. dĆzĆã or dĆybĆã /nẹ̄ḥȩ/̄ (WS  '9 or   (U9 /nīḥȩ/̄), inf. dčybĆß 
/mẹ̄ḥå/ (WS  (U 97 /mīḥō/). 
The paradigm for dčîy /ḥyå/ »to live« partly follows the class III-y, and partly the class mediae  
  geminatae.  
  a) Pf. imp. and part. des pe. are build according to III-y: 
  dčîy  /ḥyå/ »he lived«, oy /ḥyī/ »live!«, dĆîčy /ḥåyȩ/̄ »living«.  
  b) Forms with preformatives comply with the rules of the class mediae geminatae:  
  Impf. pe. dĆzﬂã /neḥḥȩ̄/ »he shall live«, inf. pe. dčzﬂß /meḥḥå/ »living« 
  Pf. ʾAp̄. oyđa /ʾaḥḥī/ »he gave life«, impf. ʾAp̄. dĆzđã /naḥḥȩ̄/ »he will give life «;  
  Pf. ʾEttap̄. TñTñBađoy  /ʾettaḥḥī/.  
  
• sžôđí /yahḇ/ (< */yehaḇ/, √yhb) »to give«: in the pf. pe., the /h/  is not pronounced, with the exception of the 
3.f.sg. 	òđÀÀğjôﬂí /yehbaṯ/ »she gave« and the 1.c.sg. 	òﬂğjôﬂí /yehbeṯ/ »I gave«: 
sžôđí /yahḇ/ »he gave« 
TòČjžôđí /yahḇt/ »you gave«, etc.  
The imp. is Čkô /haḇ/ »give!« (without the first radical).  
This verb never builds an imp., and only very rarely an inf. (Čkôß /mhaḇ/ »giving«). Instead, the 
corresponding forms of the verb with the same meaning, ÞﬂTòﬂã /nettel/ »he shall give« (√ntl < */ntn/), are 
used. This latter, in turn, does not build a pf.:  
Impf. ÞﬂTòﬂã /nettel/ »he shall give«, etc. 
Inf. đòﬂßğÞ  /mettal/ »giving «.  
The ʾEṯpe. sﬂôČí	ñBa /ʾeṯīheḇ/ »he/it was given« follows a regular conjugation. 
 
• ČÑBÜm /īlep̄/ (√ylp) or ČÑđÛbĆã /nẹ̄lap̄/ »to learn« : the Pa‛‛el ČÑBÛđa /ʾallep̄/ »to teach« is built according to the 
class I-ʾÅlap̄. In the Impf. and Part., ʾÅlap̄  is generally not written:  
  Pa. Impf. ČÑBÜđã /nallep̄/ »he will teach« 
  Pa. Part. ČÑBÜđß /mallep̄/ »teaching«.  
 
• ÕBÜ /sleq/ (√slq) »to go up«: in all forms in which /s/ and /l/ appear adjacent to one another, /l/ is 
(progressively) assimilated (→ 3. 1.). The forms (Pe., ʾAp̄., ʾEttap̄.) look the same as if they were formed from 
the class I-n, e.g. 
   Impf. Pe. Õđﬂã /nessaq/ < */neslaq/ »he shall go up« 
  Imp. Pe. Õđ /saq/ »go up!« 
 Inf. Pe. Õđﬂß /messaq/ < */meslaq/ »going up« 
  Pf. ʾAp̄. Õﬂđa /ʾasseq/ < */ʾasleq/ »to bring up« 





• Áﬂô‰ /rheṭ/ »to run«: The imp. is ÂŠô /harṭ/ »run!« (metathesis). Additionally, Áô /haṭ/ is also attested. 
 
• |đÀÀTØ‘Ba /ʾeškaḥ/ (√škḥ) »to find, to be able«: With the exception of the pass. part. |nTØ‘ /šḵīḥ/, this verb 
only builds ʾAp̄‛el-forms, which, possibly owing to the /š/, feature the unusual vowel sequence /e-a/:  
  Pf. ʾAp̄. |đÀÀTØ‘Ba /ʾeškaḥ/ »he found« 
  Impf. ʾAp̄. |đÀÀTØ’ﬂã /neškaḥ/ »he shall find« 
  Part. ʾAp̄. |đÀÀTØ’ﬂß /meškaḥ/ »found« 
  Inf. ʾAp̄. ŁìzčÀÀTØ’ﬂß /meškåḥū/ »finding «. 
  The ʾEṯp‛el functions as the T-passive: |đÀÀ	×Tò‘Ba /ʾeštḵaḥ/ »be found, exist«. 
 
14. 3. Note on Word Order in Verbal Clauses 
We have already seen the different possible word orderings for nominal clauses above (see → 5. 1. 2.) (this also includes 
sentences in which the part. act. functions as a predicate). The order of sentence elements is similarly free in verbal 
clauses, i.e. in clauses with a finite verb form as a predicate (Pf., Impf., Imp.). The sentence structures V-S-O and S-V-O 
(V = Verb, S = Subject, O = Object) are the most common. Examples:  
 †čyë2dôčÛđü@|đÀÀğjđ’ßë@aĆ  /w-ḥåḏȩ̄ wa-mšabbaḥ l-ʾalåhå/ »re rejoiced and praised God.« (AMS 442) 
 dčÇ‰bđÛ@d|Ômğ…b‹@fčÛ@³ÜnÔ‘ /šqīlīn-låh zaddīqȩ̄ l-ʾar‛å/ » the righteous bear the earth« 
  óĆäčîT×@åČß@ÝﬂÀča@aŠﬂği@ĆÀÀČç@dčí‰đa /ʾaryå ḡȩ̄r besrå ʾåḵel men kyånȩh̄/ » the lion eats meat by its  
 nature«. 
  
Where an object or an adverbial determiner occurs at the opening of a sentence, this usually indicates stress, e.g. 
 dĆzĆã@ÞþìÈﬂã@“čãoa@æBa@oi /bī ʾen ʾnåš ne‛ol nẹ̄ḥȩ̄/ »If anyone enters by me, he will be saved« (Jn 10,9).  
 
Certain logical sentence particles such as åíĆ… /dȩn̄/ »but« and Ćç /gȩ̄r/ »even« never occur at the beginning of a 
sentence,  instead often following the first element of the sentence, which can sometimes comprise two words. In this 
regard, they correspond to the Greek particles de (gr. δέ) and gar (gr. γάρ). In English translations, these particles, which 
are used very frequently, can simply be omitted. Examples:  
ČÑﬂìčîÛ@ŠđßBa@Ł†đy@åíğĆ…@aŠ	Ðđ /såp̄rå dȩ̄n ḥaḏ ʾemar l-Yåwsep̄/ »a scribe (but) said to Joseph« 
@Êþì’m@tŁëTñ@åíğĆ…@æþìôÛ@Šđßča /ʾåmar l-hōn dȩ̄n tūḇ Īšō‛/ »So Jesus again said to them« (Jn 10,7) 
dčäčîäﬂği@oÛ@dĆäği@ïđßìčí@ åČß@Ćğç@ hčÛ /lå ḡȩ̄r men yåwmay bnȩ̄lī benyånå/ » for I have never (yet) in my life 
constructed a building«. 
 
14. 4. Verbs with Proleptic Object Suffixes 
The phenomenon of the anticipation (prolepsis) of an object through an object suffixed attached to the verb is very 
common in Syriac, e.g. 
 aŠrđÛ@ôĆ‰ğ†đ‘ /šadrȩ̄h la-ḇrå/ »he sent his son«, literally.: »he sent him, (namely) the son« (rarely: aŠği@ôĆ‰ğ†đ‘  





 dčznÜ‘@ïžôŁìÜğjđÓ /qablūhy šlīḥå/ »they received the apostle«. 
 
14. 5. Question Clauses 
Polar questions are not marked in Syriac. There is no specific question particle. Whether a sentence is meant as an 
assertion or a question can only be decided on the basis of context, e.g.: 
 dčîÜđ@dčäôğ…@óĆßBa@ožô ðTòžãđa /ʾantty-hī ʾemmȩ̄h d-hånå ṭalyå/ »could mean either »you are the mother of this boy« 
or  
 »Are you the mother of this boy?«. 
 
Non-polar questions are marked using various interrogative pronouns or adverbs (→ 5. 3.). They usually come at the 
beginning of a sentence, although this is by no means always the case. Examples: 
 †íđağč@acČčòÜĞyﬂ…@aŠmŠđ‘  /ʾaydå deḥelṯå šarrīrå/ »which religion is true?« 
 	òma@dčäčß@dčîđ@åČß@ÝﬂÈÛ /l-‛el men šmayyå månå ʾīṯ/ »what is above the sky?« 
  	òma@ŁìäđßŁ…@dĆÀÀČşiČčòT×@´"Üôđæþìôí /hålȩn̄ kṯåḇȩ̄ ḏ-man-ū ʾiṯayhōn/ »whose books are these?« (literally:  
 these books, whose are they?) 
 
14. 6. Subordinate Clauses 
By far the most common form of subordinate clause in Syriac is the relative clause, introduced with ğ… /d-/ (relative 
pronoun), e.g. Tòîđič…@ó"ÜTØîô@ ŁìíŁìôğ…@„ğdôčÛađ  /baytåḵ d-hūyū hayklȩh̄ da-ʾlåhå/ »your house, which is the temple of 
God«. 
 
Relative clauses can also be used in place of non-verbal sentence elements such as an object or (less commonly) a 
subject. In these cases, constructions with ğ… /d-/ are often used, such as Ł…@dčqú /ṣḇå ḏ-/ »to be willing, that«; @dčÈiŁ…  
/b‛å ḏ-/ »to seek, that«, ğ…@ŠđßBa /ʾemar d-/ »to say, that«, e.g. ñõŒy2ğ…@óĆßBa@ôĆđóĆãìčç@ïđäđ’ß  /ḥzåṯȩ̄h ʾemmȩ̄h da-mšannay 
gåwnȩ̄h/ »his mother saw (him,) that his colour was altered«. 
 
For this reason, /d-/ (like the Greek ὃτι hoti) often precedes direct speech.  
 
Relative clauses can also function as adverbs,  in which case they are used in the same way as conjunctional clauses (i.e. 
subordinate clauses introduced with conjunctions). Relative clauses often have a final, causal or conditional meaning, or 
take the function of a that-clause. Examples:  
"bč×ížô@åTò’ﬂãğ…@óĆği@ëìÖþë  /kåʾȩ̄n-wåw bȩh̄ d-neštoq/ »(they) rebuked him, that he should be quiet« (Lk 18,39) 
čÇ@hčÛBačÓŠd@dčíŠŁìãğ…@ó"ÜčÓ@dčÇŁ†čí@hčÛğ…@óĆäﬂß  /ʾellå ‛årqå mennȩ̄h d-lå yåḏ‛å qålȩ̄h d-nuḵråyå/ »but (they) will flee 







However, such clauses are far more frequently introduced with a particle constructed from a preposition together with 
d-. These particles include: 
 Ł†đ× /kaḏ/ »at the time, when, whereas« (temporal and causal) 
 ğ…@åČß /men d-/  1. »since« 
    2. »(bigger) than« (comparative) 
 ğ… ÝđÇ  /‛al d-/  »then, that; because« 
 @åČßòčÀÀğiČđğ…@‰  /men båṯar d-/ »after« 
 ğ…@Ýİß /meṭṭol d-/ »because« (WS meṭṭul d-) 
 ğ…@Ł†đîi  /b-yaḏ d-/ »because« 
 ğ…@ƒíđa /ʾayḵ d-/ »just as« (comparative); »so that« (final und consecutive) 
 Ł…@dčäčÀÀTØíđa /ʾaykannå ḏ-/ »like« 
 †Ç2đŁ…@dčß  /‛ḏammå ḏ-/ »until« 
 
The following particles are also used as conjunctions without d-: 
Ł†đÇ /‛aḏ/ »until; as long as; (even) before; hčÛ@Ł†đÇ /‛aḏ lå/ »before« (to introduce temporal clauses) 
ƒíđa /ʾayḵ/ »(so) like« (comparative). 
 
14. 7. Conditional Clauses 
Conditional clauses can be distinguished according to whether the conditions they specify are real or unreal: real 
conditions (i.e. conditions presented as possible)  are introduced with æBa /ʾen/ »if, in the event that«, or when 
expressed negatively with hčÛ@ æBa /ʾen lå/ or (more often) hčÛBa /ʾellå/ »if not«. Unreal conditions (i.e. conditions 
presented as impossible) are introduced with ŁìÛBa /ʾellū/ (< /ʾen/ + /lū/; cf. arab. law, used to introduce unreal 
conditions.), or when expressed negatively with hčÛ@ŁìÛBa /ʾellū lå/. In general, conditional clauses (protasis) precede the 
corresponding main clause (apodosis). 
• Real conditions (conjunction æBa /ʾen/ »if, in the event that«) 
The use of tense in the protasis is variable. Most common is the part. act.; less common the impf.;  
  the pf. is used only to express the past. The use of tense in the apodosis is also variable (however, it often  
takes the same tense as the protasis). 
 
• Unreal conditions (conjunction ŁìÛBa /ʾellū/ »if«) 
The protasis usually employs the pf. or part. act. + cìô /hwå/. The apodosis usually employs the part. act.  
+ cìô /hwå/. 
Examples: 
Bña"ñğ…@ Tòžãđa@ dĆğÀÀČiõú@ æBaČåđÛ@ åđänoÛğ‹ča@ åđäy@ hčÛBaë@ cČčñ@ dčãþìàÌĆô@ 	ñìÛ@ åđàđÇ@ c  /ʾen ṣåḇȩ̄-ʾantt d-tẹ̄ʾṯȩ̄ ‛amman lwåṯ 
hẹ̄ḡmōnå ṯå w-ʾellå ḥnan ʾåzzlīnan-lan/ »if you want to come with us to the proconsul, then come with us; if not, we shall go 





@dĆğÀÀiõúŁ…@dčß@þìôi@åđÛ@ Ł†ﬂğèđã@sﬂôŠđ@Tòžãđa@ Ł†BÔğÀÀčÏ@æBaTòžãđa  /ʾen påqeḏ ʾantt sarheḇ naggeḏlan b-håw må ḏ-ṣåḇȩ̄-ʾantt/ »if 
you wish to give orders, then hurry, punish us as you wish« (AMS 433) 
Tò‘Ba@hčÛ@ŁìÛBađå‚đÀÀ	Ðô@åíĆğ…@ŠđÀrT×@æŠđyë  /ʾellū lå ʾeštåwḥarn kḇar dȩ̄n hp̄aḵn/ »If we had not delayed, surely we would 
have returned« (Gn 43,10). 
 
14. 8. Vocabulary  
A. afar /ruḥqå/ dčÔyŁë‰  struggle (< gr.) /ʾåḡōnå/ čaþìČçdčã  
 book /sep̄rå/ aŠ	Ðﬂ  patience /msaybrånūṯå/ cČčñŁìãŠğjîđß 
 trouble /ṭūrråp̄å/ ČčÏ‰Łìd   justice    /kẹ̄ʾnūṯå/ cČčñŁìãb"×  
 
Verb Forms@
Pe. to go up /nessaq/ đﬂãÕ  : /sleq/ ÕBÜ@
Pe. to take, to seize on /nȩ̄ʾḥoḏ/ Ł…þìybĆã : /ʾeḥaḏ/ Ł†đyBa  
Pe. to put /nsīm/ nãá   : /såm/ áč 
Pe. to run  /nerhaṭ/ ŠﬂãôÁ   : /rheṭ/ ﬂô‰Á  
Pe. to learn /nẹ̄ʾlap̄/ ČÑđÛbĆã : /īlep̄/ ČÑBÜm 
 
14. 9. Exercises 




2 TòîđÛ@dôčÛđa@Ł†đy@æBa@hčÛBa@dčrčl@(Mk 10,18) 
3 òđjôﬂíë@NaŠÐﬂ@ÑđÛbĆã…@ô"òržôđí@Zdčßbčß@dčq‰đ…@dčßë8@@Z÷þìbčànÜÓđa@aĆŠÓ	òﬂß…@ó"Û@“ﬂàđ’ßđ…@dčîÜđ
ìôđ…@ dčßë@ NóĆàđÇ@ cČìžô@ÑĆğÀÀÜčíë8@ ZaŁč†y@ cčòžäđ‘@ dčßbčß@ cčìô8cč@@³ÐğÀÀÀÜčíğ…@´"Üíđa@æþìôÜ¨@ÑBÜđßŁ…@ dčßbčß
@óĆäčÐÜđß@ğìôë@NóĆàđÇ@ëČìžôNâﬂ†ﬂàÜ×@cČìžô@ÑĆğÀÀÀÜčí…@ZóĆjBÜqë@óĆi@cìžô@Šđßđ…Tòﬂß (AMS 435) @@ @
4@@ïžôìnİôŠﬂã@cČčñŁìãŠğjîđàđÀČiëdčãþìČçčü@åđÛ@ánŁ…@dčäôl (Heb 12,1) 
  5@ åíĆğ…@ Tòžãđaþëa@Č…@dč’čãŠđÀÀğiđòčÀÀği@ÂŠôë@ÖþëŠÇ@´"Üô@O@dôčÛaČ@ cČčñŁìÔmŁ…‹@‰đòčÀÀČiëČ‰đ@@ cČčñŁìãbĆT×òčÀÀČiëČ‰đ@
@cČčñŁìäčàîôòčÀÀČiëČ‰đ@òđÀÀČië@dčÀÀğiŁìyČ@cČčñŁìãŠğjîđß@‰đòčÀÀČiëČ‰đ@NcČčñŁì	ØnTØđß (1. Tm 6,11)  
(Mk 6,17) @ĆÀË@Łìô…þëŠﬂô2ﬂ÷@†đ‘ğđåčäđyþìîÛ@ôĆğ†yđa@cìžô@‰l  6 
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Lesson 15  
15. 1. Verbs with Four Radicals and Related Matters  
Some Syriac verbs have four radicals. These are for the most part denominated verbs. Examples: 
 
Verb Related nominal form 
Ł†B½đñ /talmeḏ/»to teach« ačŁ†n½đñ /talmīḏå/ »disciple« 
áﬂğç‰đñ /targem/ »to translate« dčäčàğç‰đñ /targmånå/ »translator«  
pŠ‚đã /naḵrī/ »to estrange« dčíŠŁìã /nuḵråyå/ »foreign« 
ÝđÀÀTÏŠđÇ	ñBa /ʾeṯ‛arpal/ »to grow dark, to 
cloud over«  
hčÜﬂTÏŠđÇ /‛arpellå /»dark fog« 
 
Č	ñBa…ğæìíđ  /ʾeddaywan/ »to be possessed 
by a demon« 
cìíđ… daywå »devil« (< pers.) 
 
Ł†ﬂôÜđÏ /palheḏ/ »to drive away« 
 
 
There are only two verb stems for verbs with four radicals, an active stem of the type Ł†ﬂôÜđÏ /palheḏ/ »to drive away« 
and a passive stem of the type Ł†ôÜđÀÀTÏ	ñBa /ʾeṯpalhaḏ/ »to be disturbed«. The flexion is analagous to that of the Pa‛‛el- or 
ʾEṯpa‛‛al.-stem of verbs with three radicals (some verbs are only attested in the passive stem): 
 











Ł†ôÜđÀÀTÏ	ñBa /ʾeṯpalhaḏ/  
@Ł†ôÜđÀÀTÏ	òﬂã /neṯpalhaḏ/ 
Ł†ôÜđÀÀTÏ	òﬂß /meṯpalhaḏ/  
   
ŁëŁ†ôÜđÀÀTÏ	òﬂß /meṯpalhåḏū/ @
 
In addition to verbs with four radicals in the narrow sense, there is a series of verbs which formally have four radicals 
(or four consonants), but which can be traced back to a three-radical base. These verbs follow particular conjugation 
patterns. The most important conjugation types are (1 =  1st radical; 2 = 2nd radical;  3 = 3rd radical): 
 
• The Palpel type, i.e. reduplicated 1-2-1-2 structure (relatively common); examples: 
 ÝﬂğjÜđi /balbel/ »to confuse« (√bll »to confuse«) 
 ÊbŒÇb‹ /za‛za‛/ »to shake« (√zw‛ »to shake«) 
 ŠđÀÀğçŠđç /gargar/ »to drag« (√grr »to drag«) 
 ŠđßŠđß /marmar/ »to embitter« (√mrr »to be bitter«) 






• The Pa‛lel type, i.e. reduplicated 1-2-3-3 structure; examples: 
 Ł…ﬂğ†ČjđÇ /‛aḇdeḏ/ »to make a slave of« (derived from †ČjđÇğča  /‛aḇdå/ »slave«) 
 åﬂãìô /håwnen »to mind«; ʾEṯpalpal @åđãìô	ñBa /ʾeṯhåwnan/ »to be mindful« (dčãìô /håwnå/ »mind«) 
  
• The Pa‛pel type, i.e. reduplicated 1-2-1-3 structure; e.g. 
   “BŠđ /ṭarṭeš/ »to blot« (√ṭrš »to spot«) 
 
• The Pay‛el (also: Paylel) type, i.e. 1-y-2-3 structure (or 1-y-2-2); examples: 
ŠđÀÀğjîđ /saybar/ »to bear« (√sbr) 
ôﬂàîå  /haymen/ »to believe« (√ʾmn) 
 
• The Paw‛el (also: Pawlel) type, i.e. 1-w-2-3 structure (or 1-w-2-2); examples: 
‰đ‰ìđÀÀğç	ñBa /ʾeṯgawrar/ »to chew the cud« (√grr) 
‰đ‰ìđÀÀği	ñBa /ʾeṯbawrar/ »to be amazed« (√brr) 
 
Alternatively, these types can also be treated as (rare) stems of verbs with three radicals – like the Š/Saf‛el- and 
Eš/staf‛al-stem patterns given above in → 9. 4. In lexicons, they are listed together with the corresponding roots with 
three radicals. By contrast, the four radical verbs in the narrow sense discussed above are always listed as having four 
radicals.  
 
15. 2. Verbs with Five Radicals 
Verbs which formally have five radicals are very rare. For the most part, they exhibit the P‛al‛al structure, i.e. the 
reduplicated structure 1-2-3-2-3, examples: 
 áđÜàđÜy	ñBa /ʾeṯḥlamlam/ »to give forth seed of generation in sleep« (√ḥlm »to dream«) 
 p‹ëŒy	ñBa /ʾeṯḥzawzī/ »to make a show or spectacle of onerself« (√ḥzy »to see«) 
Stem formation and flexion are similar to that of the verbs with four radicals (the same vocalisation, plus a vowelless 
first radical): 
 







áBÜàđÜzﬂã /neḥlamlem/  
áBÜàđÜzﬂß /meḥlamlem/  
áBÜàđÜzﬂß /meḥlamlam/ 
ŁìàčÜàđÜzﬂß /meḥlamlåmū/@
áđÜàđÜy	ñBa /ʾeṯḥlamlam/  
@áđÜàđÜy	ñBa  /ʾeṯḥlamlam/  
áđÜàđÜy	òﬂß /meṯḥlamlam/ 







15. 3. Expressions of Comparison  
In Syriac, adjectives do not vary in degree, i.e. there are no comparatives or superlatives. Instead, an increase in the 
degree of an adjective is usually expressed with ŠmTòđí /yattīr/ »greater, more« or sč /ṭåḇ/ »very« (literally: »good«), 
e.g. 
 aĆˆmTòđí@cČčòčßşìčí /yåwmåṯå yattīrȩ/̄ »many days« 
 ŠmTòđí oğèđ /saggī yattīr/ »much more« 
 @sčŁ…@c|bnğèđ /saggī’ȩ̄ ḏ-ṭåḇ/ »very much«. 
 
For comparisons, the simple adjective is followed by an expression introduced with the preposition åČß /men/ or with 
åČß ŠmTòđí /yattīr men/ »much more than« or åČß@sč /ṭåḇ men/ »better than«. Examples: 
 @dč’àﬂ‘@åČß@ŠmTòđí@"Ë@cìžô /hwå ḡȩ̄r yattīr men šemšå/ »he was fairer (literally: »more«) than the sun« 
 @dčzqŁì‘@åČß@sčNNN@aŠčÔma@cìžô@áﬂy‰ë /w-råḥem-hwå ʾīqårå ... ṭåḇ men šuḇḥå/ »and he loved honour ... rather  
 than glory«. 
 
15. 5. Pendens Constructions 
Pendens constructions are syntactic constructions in which an isolated nominal or pronominal element precedes a 
syntactially complete sentence. The prefixed element (pendens) correlates with a snytactic constitutuent of the clause 
which follows it. The isolation of the pendens from the clause can be expressed in two ways: it is either resumed in the 
clause by a pronoun or an adverb; or else a clear sentence break occurs between the pendens and the clause, e.g. using a 
conjunction such as “and”, or a question pronoun.. As a rule, the pendens is stressed. The basic English translation is »as 
regards/as to/as for …«. Examples: 
 @ánđÀÀČië@óĆyŁë‰@ïžô@ağèđã@dčÀÀğiŁìy /ḥubbå naggīrå-hy ruḥȩh̄ w-ḇassīm/ »Love is patient and kind« (1. Cor 13,4),  
 (literally:  »as regards love – its spirit is patient and (it is) kind«) 
 Tòžãđa@åđß@Tòžãđa /ʾantt man ʾantt/ »you – who are you?« (Jn 8,25) 
 †ô@dčãBa2ĆŠđßb"½@oÛ@	òma@a  /ʾenå håḏȩ̄ ʾīṯ-lī l-mẹ̄ʾmar/ »as for myself, I have the following to say«. 
 
15. 6. Vocabulary  
A. friend /råḥmå/ č»č‡d   dweller /‛åmōrå/ ‰þìàčÇa  
 small, junior /z‛ōrå/ a‰þìÇ‹@  hunger /kapnå/ dčäTÐđ× 
 four  /ʼarb‛å/ dčÈği‰đa  pure /daḵyå/ dčîđ…     
 ecclesiastical /‛ẹ̄ttånayå/ †ĆÇTñŁčdčîčã   light /nahhīrå/ aôđã 
 more than /yattīr men/ åČß@ŠmTòđí  humility /makkīḵūṯå/ cČčñŁì‚nTØđß 
 desert /maḏbrå/ cŠğiŁ†đß  already /men kaddū/ ëŁ†đÀÀT×@åČßŁ @
 desolate /šahyå/ dčîôđ‘  six  /štå/ ‘ÀcčTò  
 bitter /marrīr/ ŠmŠđß  thirteen  /tlåṯa‛srȩ̄/ òčÛñČđaĆˆÇ  
 enemy /bʿeldḇåḇå/ ğ†ÜﬂÈidčrčq   thousand /’alpå / čÀÀTÐÛđad  





 way /šḇīlå/ hčÜnr‘@  month /yarḥå/ dčyŠđí 
       (pl. /yarḥȩ̄/ đíĆyˆd ) 
Verb forms@
ʾEṯpa. to be disputed  /neddarraš/ ”‰đ…	òﬂã : /ʾeddarraš/ TñBa”‰đ… @
Pa. to scourge    /nnaggeḏ đäãŁ†ﬂğè  : /naggeḏ/ Ł†ﬂğèđã 
Sap̄. to hasten  /nsarheḇ/ đãsﬂôŠ  : /sarheḇ/ sﬂôŠđ 
ʾEṯpe. to be cut  /neṯpseq/ ÕﬂTÏ	òﬂã : /ʾeṯpseq/ ÕﬂTÏ	ñBa 
Pe. to happen (a-a) /neḡdaš/ Čèﬂãğ†đ”  : /gḏaš/ †çŁđ”  
Pe. to destroy (a-o) /neḥroḇ/ zﬂãŠþët  : /ḥraḇ/ Šyt  
Pe. to perish  /nẹ̄ʾḇaḏ/ bĆãqđÀÀŁ†  : /’eḇaḏ / 0aqđÀÀŁ†  
Pe. to enter  /ne‛ol/ ÞþìÈﬂã : /‛al/ ÝđÇ 
Pe. to sow (a-o) /nezro‛/ Êþë‰Œﬂã : /zra‛/ Ê‰‹ 
Pe. to carry (e-a) /neṭ‛an/ åđÈİﬂã : /ṭ‛an/ đÈå  
Pa. to arrive /nmanna‛/ Éđäđ¸ : /manna‛/ Éđäđß 
Pe. to take away (a-o) /neḡloz/ ‹þìÜČèﬂã : /glaz/ ŒđÜç 
ʾEṯpe. to be despoiled /neṯbzez/ ‹ﬂŒği	òﬂã : /’eṯbzez/ ‹ﬂŒği	ñBa 
 
15. 7. Exercises 
A. Translate the following: 
 
1 dčÀÀğiŁìy@@ğl‰Ł…@ánã@óĆ’	Ðđã@“čãoağ…@TòîđÛ@dčäô@åČßČÑčÜy@ïžôìč»č‡N (Jh 15,13)@ @
2 ìôë8@dčäčÐÛŁìîi@Č”‰đ…TñBa@dčäô@Z÷þìÓŠđß@cČìžô@aĆŠÓ	òﬂß@æþìôÜ×@åČß@a‰þìÇ‹@Nåşnäi@dčÈği‰đa@ó"Û@ë
@æþìôÜ×@åČß@Šmòđí@dčîčãčñ†ĆÇNïôşìčyđa (MJ 10) 
3 Tòžãđa@dĆğÀÀiõú…@dčß@þìôi@åđÛ@Ł†ﬂğèđã@sﬂôŠđ@Tòžãđa@Ł†BÔğÀÀčÏ@æBa  (AMS 433) . 
4 @TòîđÛñČđ†rđÇ@hčÛë@óĆğiŠÛ@åČß@ŠmTòđíŁ…@ačŁ†n½ğčNôĆŠčß@åČß@a(Mt 10,24)  
5 @ Z³y đˆí@ åíĆ‰	òđi@ a‰	ñđa@æþìþìÜÛ@ì	Û‹Ba@ åčßđñ@ åČßëdČčÏ‰Łìİi@@ŒnÜç@ Ndčîôđ‘@ cŠğiŁ†đß@ þìô…@ hčÜàđÈqë
@‰Łëa@Ý¢@åﬂzđ½ë@Zâﬂ†ﬂß@óĆi@Ê‰…Œﬂß@hčÛë@ZëČìžô@åmŠmŠđß@ïôşìčß…@Ýİﬂß@ZaĆ‡þìàčÇ@åČß@Ćç@cČìžô
čãŁìß…@ čłÄÀÀčßşìčîqë@ NdĆíþëŁ…č‡@ ŁìäčÈİđ½@dşÀÀčîđÜy@dşÀÀčîđß@óĆi@³zđò’ﬂß@åşnßìčí@dčîäčßñ@ZæþìþìÜÛ@æþìôÈ
@d|ÐÛđa@tŠyë@ Na‰	ñđü@ ČÝđÇë@óĆäﬂß@ ČÖŠÇë@ ZþìÓþëa@dčØÜđ½@æbč@d|ØÜđß@ƒBÜß@ 	òîĆi@dčäčíŠﬂy@cČìžô@ Č”đ†ç




@dîjç@ d»‰…@ cñìãŠi†¶@dØÜß@ÙÜß@ þëŠþì	×@³àÜÈÛ…@ dî×‹@æŠß@ dàÜÇ@´’ß@ dî@åČß…







B. Write out the following until familiar: 
1 dä»Šß…@ôñì×‹…@ aˆÇòÛñ@òä‘…@ÞþìÜČía@Šíbi@@d»ˆi@Šİãòßë@İã@ còşj@†ğjÇë
@dîjç@ d»‰…@ cñìãŠi†¶@dØÜß@ÙÜß@ þëŠþì	×@³àÜÈÛ…@ dî×‹@æŠß@ dàÜÇ@´’ß@ dî@åČß…
Nd×ß@æìia@dôÛa… (SN 51)  
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 ]7 (b N+7" N+  
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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c247 147 0"N=
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 (&!A%ܕ 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dčqđa /ʾaḇå/ father; čqđaŽôd  /’aḇåhȩ̄ / parents, and şÀÀčqđaČčòôc  /’aḇåhåṯå / forefathers (pl.) 
Ł†đÀÀqBa /’eḇaḏ / Pe. to perish; ʾAp̄. to destroy 
dčqŁìğiđa /’abbūḇå / flute 
hčÜqBa /’eḇlå / sarrow 
þìČçčadčã  /ʾåḡōnå/ struggle (< gr.)  
dčãŁ…Ba /ʾeḏnå/ ear  
ëča /’åw / or; ëča … ëča /’åw …’åw/ either ... or   
æþìnÜĆğèãëBa /ʾewangelīōn/ Gospel (< gr.) 
BaÞb‹  /ʾezal/ Pe. to go 
dčyđa /ʾaḥå/ brother 
đyBaŁ†  /ʾeḥaḏ/ Pe. to take; ʾEṯpe. Pass. 
åíĆŠyoa /’ḥrẹ̄n/, dčäíĆŠyoa /’ḥrẹ̄nå/ other, another  
dčäíđa /ʾaynå/ which? (m.sg.), †íđağča  /ʾaydå/ which? (f.sg.), ´"Üíđa /ʾaylȩ̄n/ which? (pl.c.); ŁìôŁ…@ dčäíđa /ʾaynå ḏ-hū/ 
whoever, a certain 
ƒíđa /’ayḵ / like, with … /d-/ just as 
dčÀÀTØíđa /ʾaykå/ where? 
åđÀÀTØíđa /ʾaykan /, @@dččäđÀÀTØíđa /ʾaykannå/ how?, with … /d-/ as, even as 
aČíÞþìÜ  /’ īlōl/ September 
	òma /ʾīṯ/ there is 
ÝđÀBa /ʾeḵal/ Pe. to eat; ʾEṯpe. Pass. 
 hčÜbĆß /mẹ̄’ḵlå / food 
dčàč×Łëa /ʾukkåmå/ black 
hčÛBa /ʾellå/ if not; æBa hčÛBa /ʾellå ʾen/ unless 
dôčÛđa /ʾalåhå/ God; 	òmbôčÛđa /ʾalåhåʾīṯ/ divinely 
ŁìÛBa /ʾellū/ if 
dčÀÀTÐÛđa /ʾalpå/ 1000 
ûđÛBa /’elaṣ / Pe. to be necessary 
dčßBa /ʾemmå/ mother; cČčòôşßBa /’emmhåṯå/ (pl.) 
ğ†nßđa /’Ammīd/ Amid 
čaĆß´  /ʾåmẹ̄n/ Amen 
ŠđßBa /ʾemar/ Pe. to say, to speak; ʾEṯpe. Pass. 
ð	òđßBa /ʾemmaṯy/ when? 
æBa /ʾen/ if  
dčãBa /’enå / I 





 č’čãoačîd  /’nåšåyå / human 
 ČčñŁì’čãoac  /’nåšūṯå/ manhood 
Tòžãđa /’a ntt/ you 
cČčñTòžãđa /’anttṯå/ woman, wife, dŽ’ﬂã /neššȩ̄/pl. women, wifes 
ođa /’assī / Pa. to heal; Eṯpa. Pass. 
BađŠ  /’esar / Pe. to bind; Part. Pass. prisoner 
 aĆˆnđa@	òîĆi /bȩ̄ṯ ’assīrȩ̄/ prison 
dčÀÀTÐÇđa /’a‛på/ double 
ČÒča /ʾåp̄/ also 
BaTÏþìÔîTÏčÀÀd  /ʾepīsqopå/ a bishop 
cõ‹‰oa /ʾråzå/ secret (< pers.) 
dčy‰Łëa /ʾurḥå/ way 
dčí‰đa /ʾaryå/ lion; cČčñìčí‡đa /’aryåwåṯå/ (pl.) 
dčÇ‰đa /ʾar‛å/ earth, land 
Baò‘ğčc  /ʾeštå/ bottom 
BacČčñ  /ʾeṯå/ Pe. to come; ʾAp̄. to make come 
dčãþëTñđa /ʾattōnå/ oven 
a‰	ñđa /ʾaṯrå/ place 
 
l 
ğl /b-/ in  
a‰bĆi /bẹ̄ ʾrå/ pit 
Ł†đi /baḏ/ because  æþìČçŁ†đi /baḏḡon/ therefore 
Œđi /baz/ Pe. to plunder; ʾEṯpe. Pass. 
 cČčñŒﬂi /bezṯå/ robbery 
ÝBİi /bṭel/ Pe. to cease; Pa. to cause to cease 
 cČčñŁìÜnİi /bṭīlūṯå/ care, forethought 
 Ýnİđi /baṭṭīl/ of no effect 
dđîđi /bayya/ Pa. to console 
	òčäîđi /baynåṯ/ between 
	òîĆi /bȩṯ̄/ between 
“ni /bīš/ bad 
 cČčñŁì’ni /bīšūṯå/ wickedness 
îđiTòčc  /baytå/ house, room, temple; cĆTòşÀÀči /båtȩ̄/ (pl.)  
@¢dčÀ /bḵå/ Pe. to weep; Pa. to greatly bewail 
ÝﬂğjÜđi /balbel/ to confuse 





åČß@Ł†čÈÜﬂi /bel‛åḏ men/ without 
dčäi /bnå/ Pe. to build; Eṯpe. Pass. 
 dčäčîäﬂi /benyånå/ building 
áﬂi /bsem/ Pe. to enjoy; Pa. to delight; ʾEṯpe. = Pe. 
 đindčà  /bassīmå/ pleasant 
ﬂiaŠ  /besrå/ flesh 
iđŠ  /bsar/ ʾEṯpe. to be despised 
òﬂiČ‰đ  /bestar/ back 
dčÈi /b‛å/ Pe. to seek 
điÈčÜh  /baʿlå/ lord, owner 
 ğ†ÜﬂÈidčrčq  /bʿeldḇåḇå/ enemy (< akkad.) 
aŠi /brå/ son; St. cs.; dşÀÀčîđäi /bnayyå/ (pl.)  
 dč’ččãoa@ŠđÀÀi /bar ʾnåšå/ man, people 
 cČčñŠđi /barṯå/ daughter; cČčòşÀÀčäi /bnåṯå/ (pl.) 
 	ñžŠđi@čàčîÓd  /barṯ qyåmå/ nun 
dčíŠđi /barråyå/ outward 
aŠi /brå/ Pe. to create, ʾEṯpe. 
 dčíþëŠči /bårōyå/ creator 
 cČčòmŠi /brīṯå/ creation 
Ši„  /braḵ/ Pe. to bend the knee, Part. Pass. blessed; Pa. to bless 
 cČčòT×‰Łìi /burkṯå/ blessing 
ë	òiÀÛŁTòčc  /bṯultå/ virgin 
òčiČ‰đ  /båṯar/ after 
 
ê 
dčrç /gḇå/ Pe. to choose 
dčzčrç /gḇåḥå/ bald  
Šrđça  /gaḇrå/ man 
 aŠčÀÀğjžäđç /ganbbårå/ hero 
 cČčñŁëŠčÀÀğjžäđç /ganbbårūṯå/ heroism 
hčÛþëŁ†ç /gḏōlå/ plaits of hair 
†çŁđ”  /gḏaš/ Pe. to happen  
ìčç /gåw/ inward; åČß@ìČč /l-ḡåw men/ within 
čçdčíì  /gåwåyå/ inner 
dčãìčç /gåwnå/ colour 
ƒﬂzç /gḥeḵ/ Pe. to laugh; Pa. to mock 





hčÜç /glå/ Pe. to reveal; ʾEṯpe.  
 dčíþìÜčç /gålōyå/ revealer 
 cČčñŁìäčîÜđÀğç	òﬂß /meṯgalyånūṯå/ revelation 
ŒđÜç /glaz/ Pe. to take away 
sđäç /gnaḇ/ Pe. to steal 
 dčrčäđç gannåḇå/ thief 
cČčòčÈç /g‛åṯå/ shout 
dčÀÀğiŠđç /garbå/ leper; dčqŠđç /garḇå/ leprosy 
ŠđÀÀğçŠđç /gargar/ Palpel to drag 
dčßŠđç /garmå/ bone 
çčŁìd  /gušmå/ body  
 
… 
ğ… /d-/ relative pronoun who?, which?, what?; he, she, they who, that, which 
a‰þìğiﬂ… /debbōrå/wasp 
dčrôđ… /dahḇå/ gold 
æč… /dån/ Pe. to judge 
 dčäm… /dīnå/ judgement 
Šđíđ… /dayyar/ to dwell 
 aŠččíŁ†ﬂß /meḏyårå/ dwelling 
ﬂy…Ý  /dḥel/ Pe. to fear 
 cČčòÜĞyﬂ… /deḥelṯå/ fear 
cìíđ… /daywå/ devil (< pers.); ʾEṯpe. to be possessed by a demon 
åíĆ… /dȩ̄n/ but, however 
d"Ó"òčí… /dyåtẹ̄qȩ̄/ testament (< gr.) 
cČčòT×Łë… /dukkṯå/ place, spot 
dčîđ… /daḵyå/ pure 
ŠđÀ… /dḵar/ Pe. to remember 
dčß… /dmå/ blood 
cČčñŁìß… /dmūṯå/ form, figure 
ƒﬂß… /dmeḵ/ Pe. to sleep 
cČčòÈßﬂ… /dem‛ṯå/ tear 
Šđß… /dmar/; ʾEṯpa. to wonder, to be amazed 
|đã… /dnaḥ/ Pe. to rise 
„ﬂ‰Ł…đa /’aḏreḵ/ ʾAº. to obtain 







dô /hå/ behold! 
a"Ł†ô /håḏȩ̄/ this 
Łìô /hū/ he, ôë  /håw/ that, ŁìíŁìô /hūyū/ it is he who … 
cìô /hwå/ Pe. to be, to happen 
oô /hī/ she, ïô /håy/ that 
åíĆğ†îô /håydȩ̄n/ then 
dčÜTØîô /hayklå/ temple (< akkad.) 
åﬂàîô /haymen/ Payel to believe 
 cČčñŁìäčàîô /haymånūṯå/ faith 
	ÙBÜô /halleḵ/ Pa. to go 
cČčòÜđÜôđñ /tahlalṯå/ mockery 
"´Üô /hålȩ̄n/ these 
dčäô /hånå/ this  
æþìäﬂô /hennōn/ they (3.m.pl.), Ć´äﬂô /hennȩ̄n/ they (3.f.pl.), æþìäô /hånōn/ those (m.pl.)  
 
ë 
ë /w-/, /wa/ and 
ðë /way/ Oh!, woe! 
ë"Ûh  /wålȩ̄/ it is fit, proper 
 
‹ 
‹åđÀÀČi  /zḇan/ Pe. to buy ; Pa. to sell 
dčäqb‹ /zaḇnå/ time; åđÀqŒđi /ba-zḇan/ once 
…õ‹2ﬂÖ  /zåḏeq/ it ought 
 cČčòÓŁ…ﬂ‹ /zeḏqṯå/ alms  
 dčÔmğ…b‹/zaddīqå/ upright 
dččÀÀğçëõ‹ /zåwgå/ couple (< gr.) 
b‹òíğčc  /zaytå/ olive tree 
Êõ‹ /zå‛/ Pe. Tottering (of the feet), an earthquake 
ÊbŒÇb‹ /za‛za‛/ Palpel to shake  
cČčñŁì	×õ‹ /zåḵūṯå/ victory 
 čÀÀT×b‹dčî  /zakkåyå/ victorious 
dčã‹ /znå/ sort, kind (< pers.); dşÀÀčîđã‹ (pl.)  
a‰þìÇ‹ /z‛ōrå/ small, junior 
Ê‰‹ /zra‛/ Pe. to sow 






cŠrđy /ḥaḇrå/ friend 
Ł†đy /ḥaḏ/ (m.), aŁč†y /ḥḏå/ one (f.) 
 †y2đŠđÇ  /ḥḏa‛sar/ 11 
 dččÀÀğjđ’ği@Ł†đy /ḥaḏ b-šabbå/ Sunday 
pŁ†y /ḥḏī/ Pe. to rejoice; Pa. to gladden 
 cČčñŁëŁ†đy /ḥaḏūṯå/ gladness 
ð‰čŁ†y /ḥḏåray/ round about 
Ł†yđTñčc  /ḥḏattå/ New (Testament) 
dčÀÀğiŁìy /ḥubbå/ love 
pìđy /ḥawwī/ Pa. to show  
Ščy /ḥår/ Pe. to look 
čîyaŠ  /ḥyårå/ glance 
cõŒy /ḥzå/ Pe. to see; ʾEṯpe. to appear 
 cëŒﬂy /ḥezwå/ appearance  
Ččòİﬂyc  /ḥeṭṭṯå/, d|İﬂy /ḥeṭṭȩ̄/ wheat (pl.) 
dôčİy /ḥṭåhå/ sin 
dčîy /ḥyå/ to live; ʾAp̄. to give life 
 dčîđy /ḥayyå/ alive; dşĆîđy /ḥayyȩ̄/ life (pl.) 
hčÜîđy /ḥaylå/ strength 
dčànTØđy /ḥakkīmå/ wise 
hčîÜđy /ḥalyå/ sweet 
dčàÜﬂy /ḥelmå/ dream; ʾEṯpalal to give forth seed of generation in sleep 
dčànÜy /ḥlīmå/ healthy  
ČÑčÜy /ḥlåp̄/ instead of 
 ČÑBÜđy /ḥallep̄/ Pa. to exchange; Šap̄., ʾEštap̄. to changed 
dč» /ḥmå/ father-in-law; dŽôč» /ḥmåhȩ̄/ (pl.) 
	òđàđy	ñBa /’eṯḥammaṯ /; denominative ʾEṯpa. to provoke 
dč’àđy /ḥamšå/ five 
 ŠđÈđ’àđy /ḥamša‛sar/ 15  
 yìč’ßŁd  /ḥumšå/ one fifth 
åđäy /ḥnan/ we 
Šđy /ḥsar/ Pe. to be insufficient 
 cČčñŁëđy /ḥassīrūṯå/ defectiveness 
a‰bĆy /ḥẹ̄’rå/ free, nobel  
tŠy /ḥraḇ/ Pe. to destroy 





“đy /ḥaš/ to suffer 
 dč’đy /ḥaššå/ pain  
dčrč‘Łìy  /ḥūššåḇå/ thought 
dčþì’ﬂy /ḥeššōḵå/ darkness 
cČčòčy /ḥåṯå/ sister; cČčñìşyđa /’aḥwåṯå/ (pl.) 
dčß	òčy /ḥåṯmå/ seal 
 
Â 
ÉđÀÀČj /ṭḇå‛/ Pe. to sink; ʾEṯpe. 
dčrč /ṭåḇå/ good; Adv. very 
  cČčñŁìğjîđ /ṭaybūṯå/ goodness 
 dčäčqŁì /ṭūḇånå/ blessed  
dčàôþì /ṭohmå/ family (< pers.) 
a‰Łì /ṭūrå/ mountain 
hčÜčÜB /ṭellålå/ shadow 
dčîÜđ /ṭalyå/ boy, young 
ÕBÜ  /ṭleq/ Pe. to disappear 
cčbàđ /ṭamʾå/ unclean 
dčÈ /ṭ‛å/ Pe. to err  
đÈå  /ṭ‛an/ Pe. to carry 
dč’ /ṭšå/ to hide oneself; Pa. to hide; ʾEṯpa. Pass. 
 
ð 
ačŁ†ma /’ī4då / hand; bčíčŁ†şma /’ī4dayyå / (pl.) and a|Ł†ma /’ī4dȩ̄ / (pl.)  
 Ł†đîi /byaḏ/ through, ğ…@Ł†đîi  /b-yaḏ d-/ by means of  
†m2đÊ  /īḏa‛/ Pe. to know; ʾAp̄. to make known; ʾEštap̄. to recognise 
 dčÈmŁ†m /īḏī‛å/ noble   
 dčÇğ†đß /madd‛å/ knowledge 
sžôđí /yahḇ/ Pe. to give; Impf. Pe. ÞﬂTòﬂã /nettel/ 
dčßìčí /yåwmå/ day 
 dčàč·a /ʾīmåmå/ day   
dčíčŁ†n¤ /īḥīḏåyå/ singular, hermit 
ÝBÜíđa /ʾaylel/ ʾAp̄. to wail 
Ł†BÜm /īleḏ/ Pe. to beget; ʾEtpe. 
 ačŁ…ŁìÜđí /yallūḏå/ child 
 ačŁ…þìÜčí /yålōḏå/ parent  





 čÀÀTÐÛŁìídčä  /yulpånå/ study 
 dčäčÀÀ	ÐÜđß /mallp̄ånå/ teacher 
dčàđí /yammå/ sea 
dčàČí /īmå/ Pe. to swear 
dčänàđí /yammīnå/ right hand 
Õﬂäíđa /ʾayneq/ ʾAp̄. to suckle 
aŠčÔma /ʾīqårå/ honour 
dčyŠđí /yarḥå/ month 
Êþì’m /Īšō‛/ Jesus 
òmČﬂt  /īṯeḇ/ Pe. to sit  
 ñëđñğčdčq  /tawtåḇå/ settler 
òmČđ‰  /īṯar/ Pe. to profit 
 Tòđîßđ‰  /myattar/ excellent 
 ŠmTòđí /yattīr/ greater, overmuch 
 
Ú 
cbč× /kʾå/ Pe. to reprove, to rebuke 
dčqb"× /kẹ̄ʾḇå/ pain 
dčãb"× /kẹ̄ʾnå/ just 
 cČčñŁìãb"× /kẹ̄ʾnūṯå/ justice  
dČčÏb"× /kẹ̄ʾp̄å/ stone 
Ł†đ× /kaḏ/ when @ŁëŁ†đÀÀT×  åČß /men kaddū/ already 
†đ×ğčcČčñŁìq  /kaddåḇūṯå/ lie 
dčrT×ìđ× /kawkḇå/ star 
dčäčî× /kyånå/ nature 
Ý×, Þþì× /kol/ every, all 
hčÜnÜ× /klīlå/ crown 
 ÝBÜTØđ‘ /šaklel/ Šap̄. to finish; ʾEštap̄. Pass. (< akkad.) 
dčÀÀğjÜđ× /kalbå/ dog  
dččà× /kmå/ how much?, how many? 
dČčÐäB× /kenp̄å/ wing 
dč’äB× /kenšå/ multitude of people   
dčÐB× /kespå/ silver, money 
ŠđÀÀ	Ð× /kp̄ar/ Pe. to deny 
	òđíŠB×@oÛ  /keryaṯ-lī/ I am sad 
dčŠđ× /karḵå/ walled city 





dčŠđ× /karså/ belly 
ﬂŠ×čäčîİd  /kresṭyånå/ Christ (< gr.) 
ČÑđ’đ×	ñBa /’eṯkaššåp̄/ ʾEṯpa. to pray 
ò×2đt  /kṯaḇ/ Pe. to write; ’Ap̄. to compose 
 dčqČčò× /kṯåḇå/ book, handwriting 
 dčqþë	òč× /kåṯōḇå/ writer 
 cČčñŁìqþë	òč× /kåṯōḇūṯå/ art of writing 
 dčäčqTò‚đß /maḵtḇånå/ autor 
dč‘ŁëTòđñ /taḵtūšå/ conflict, fight 
 
Þ 
Þ /l-/ to, for 
hčÛ /lå/ not; hčÛ … /d-lå/ without 
dčÀÀğjBÛ /lebbå/ heart    
ﬂrÛ“  /lḇeš/ Pe. to put on 
 dč‘ŁìrÛ /lḇūšå/ clothings 
sﬂôÜđ‘ /šalheḇ/ Šap̄. to inflame 
ìčÛ /låw/ no, not 
cìÛ /lwå/ to accompany  
ÁčÛ /låṭ/ Pe. to curse 
	ñìÛ /lwåṯ/ with, near 
dčàzđÛ /laḥmå/ bread 
TòîđÛ /layt/ there is not 
	ñŁì	ÐÛ /lp̄uṯ/ according to, corresponding 
dčäč’BÛ /leššånå/ tongue, language 
 
â 
dčß /må/; dčäčß /månå/ what?  
 dčäčč½ /l-månå/ why? 
bčßc  /måʼ/ 100 
 ñbđßČĆåí  /ma’ṯȩn̄/ 200  
dčãbčß /må’nå/ vessel  
dčÇŁìğjđß /mabbū‛å/ spring 
ÀžämŁ†ßTòčc  /mḏī nttå/ city, town 
âﬂğ†ﬂß /meddem/ something 
ôß /mhīr/ skillful 





 Tñìčßčc  /måwtå/ death 
Ýİﬂß, Þþìİß /meṭṭol/ because of 
hčÛŁì’zđß /maḥšūlå/ storm 
dşÀÀčîđß /mayyå/ water 
ÝîĆTØﬂß /mekkẹ̄l/ from that time, thence; dčÀÀTØﬂß /mekkå/ from this place 
dč‚nTØđß /makkīḵå/ humble 
 cČčñŁì‚nTØđß /makkīḵūṯå/ humility 
hčÛŁì’‚đß /maḵšūlå/ offence 
dčbđÜđß /malaʾḵå/ angel 
cČčòÜﬂß /mellṯå/ word 
ÝBÜđß /mallel/ Pa. to speak, to talk 
 hčÜčÜđß /mallålå/ eloquent 
hčÜß /mlå/ Pe. to be full; Pa.; ʾAp̄.  
čÀÀTØÜđßd  /malkå/ king; @cČčòTØÜđß /malkṯå/ queen 
 cČčñŁìTØÜđß /malkūṯå/ kingdom 
O /men/ from 
åđÀğß /man/ who? 
dčß /må/, åğÀčß /mån/, dčäčß /månå/ what? 
dčäčč½ /l-månå/ why? 
Éđäđß /manna‛/ Pa. to arrive 
dčäčß /msånå/ shoe 
ŠđßŠđß /marmar/ Palpel to embitter 
aŠčß /mårå/, dčíŠčß /måryå/ Lord, God; dčíđ čˆß /mårayyå/ (pl.) and ëđ čˆßcČčñ  /mårawåṯå/ (pl.) 
 cčTñŠčß /mårtå/ Lady; cČčñč čˆß /måråṯå/ (pl.) 
ČččòyŁì’ßc  /mšuḥṯå/ measure 
dčzn’ß /mšīḥå/ Christ 
	òđßhčÛ  /maṯlå/ parable 
 
åã 
dĆã /nẹ/̄ I beg! 
dčÀnrã /nḇīyå/ prophet 
Ł†ﬂğèđã /naggeḏ/ Pa. to scourge 
ağèđã /naggīrå/ patient 
aôđã /nahhīrå/ light 
|čã /nåḥ/ Pe. to rest; ʾEṯpe.  
dčzİﬂã /neṭḥå/ glittering 





dč’nã /nīšå/ sign 
dčíŠŁìã /nuḵråyå/ foreign 
 pŠ‚đã /naḵrī/ to estrange 
dčþìàčã /nåmōså/ law (< gr.)   
sđã /nsaḇ/ Pe. to take  
dčãþìîﬂã /nesyōnå/ temptation 
ÝđÀÀ	Ðã /np̄al/ Pe. to fall down 
ÕđÀÀ	Ðã /np̄aq/ Pe. to go out; ʾAp̄. to bring forth 
dč’	Ðđã /nap̄šå/ soul 
ČÑBÔã /nqep̄/ Pe. to accompany   
Õđ’ã /nšaq/ Pe./Pa. to kiss  
 
÷ 
dčrč /såḇå/ old man/woman  
ÝđÀÀČj /sḇal/ Pe. to carry 
ÉđÀČj /sḇa‛/ Pe. to be satisfied 
ŠđÀÀr /sḇar/ Pe./Pa. to believe; ʾEṯpe. 
 aŠrđ /saḇrå /hope 
 cČčñŠđÀČj /sḇarṯå/ The Gospel 
 cČčñŁìãŠğjîđß /msaybrånūṯå/ patience 
cčbnğèđ /saggī ’å / much, many 
Ł†ﬂÀČè /sḡeḏ/ Pe. to bow oneself; ʾEṯpe. Pass. 
đﬂğèČÑ  /saggep̄/ Pe. to injure 
†2đ‰  /sḏar/ to set in order 
Ł†ﬂô  /sheḏ/ Pe. to witness 
áč /såm/ to put 
dčäčİč /såṭånå/ Satan 
hčÜ‚đ /saḵlå/ foolish 
đaÝBØ  /ʾskel/ ʾAp̄. to play the fool; ʾEṯpa.  
 hčÜčÀÀT×Łì /sukkålå/ meaning, sense 
dčänTØđ /sakkīnå/ knife 
oÛTòBa /’estlī / ʾEṯpe. to be thrown away 
ÕBÜ /sleq/ Pe. to go up; ʾAp̄.; ʾEṯpe.  
hčÜčàﬂ /semmålå/ left hand 
ŠđÈ  /s‛ar/ Pe. to do, to act 
òÀžän	Ðğčc  /sp̄ī nttå/ ship 





	ÐčaŠ  /såp̄rå/ scribe  
‰đTòđ /sattar/ Pa. to cover; ʾEṯpa.  
 Tòﬂča‰  /settårå/ protection 
 
Ê 
Ł†đÀČjÇ /‛ḇaḏ/ Pe. to make; Šap̄.  
 ÇčrčŁ†a  /‛ḇåḏå/ action, work 
 †ČjđÇğča  /‛aḇdå/ slave 
 ačŁ†čÀÀğjÈđß /ma‛båḏå/ sorcery 
TòİnğjđÇčc  /‛abbīttå/ thick, heavy 
†ÇŁđdčß  /‛ḏammå/ until  
†Ç2đ‰  /‛ḏar/ Pe. Pa. to help  
 a‰þëŁ†čÇ /‛åḏōrå/ helper 
 aŠmğ†Çđñ /ta‛dīrå/ help 
ñŁ†ĆÇğčdčîčã  /‛ẹ̄ttånåyå/ ecclesiastical 
dčÀÀğiŁìÇ /‛ubbå/ bosom 
ÕnÇđa /’a‛īq/ ʾAp̄. to annoy 
 cČčòÔčÇ /‛åqṯå/ sadness 
cõŒﬂÇ /‛ezzå/ goat 
čäîđÇd  /ʿaynå/ eye, fountain 
 ´ĆÈÛ /l‛ẹn̄/ before 
ÝđÇ /‛al/ on, because of 
 ÝﬂÈÛ /l-‛el /above 
ÝđÇ /‛al/ Pe. to enter   
dčîčÜﬂÇ /‛ellåyå/ upper 
dčàÜčÇ /‛ålmå/ eternity, world 
dčàîđÜÇ /‛laymå/ young man; cČčòàîđÜÇ /‛laymṯå/ young girl 
áđÇ /‛am/ with 
dčàđÇ /ʽammå/ people 
Ł†đàÇ /‛maḏ/ Pe. to be baptized 
ačŁ…ŁìàđÇ/‛ammūḏå/ pillar 
hčÜàđÇ /‛amlå/ labour, trouble 
čäčÇd  /‛ånå/ small cattle 
dčäÇ /‛nå/ Pe. to answer 
ﬂÇŠa  /‛esrå/ 10 
aŠ	ÐđÇ /‛ap̄rå/ dust 





aŠğjÓŁìÇ /‛uqbrå/ mouse 
aŠčÔﬂÇ /‛eqqårå/ root 
dčqŠđÔÇ /‛qarḇå/ scorpion 
TòqŁëŠÇčc  /‛rūḇtå/ Friday 
ÖŠÇ /‛raq/ Pe. to flee 
³’đÇ /‛aššīn/ strong 
Ł…ﬂTòđÇ /‛atteḏ/ Pa. to prepare 
aŠmTòđÇ /‛attīrå/ rich   
 
Ò  
a‰b"Ï  /pẹ̄ʾ rå/ fruit 
ŠÌđÏc  /paḡrå/ body 
“čÏ /påš/ Pe. to remain 
éđÜÏ /plaḡ/ Pe. to divide; ʾEṯpa.  
 dğÀèÜBÏ /pelgå/ half 
|đÜÏ /plaḥ/ Pe. to serve, to work 
dčäÏ /pnå/ Pe. to return; Pa. to answer  
đÔÏŁ†  /pqaḏ/ Pe. to order 
†ÓŁìÏğčdčã  /puqdånå/ command 
ÊŠÏ /pra‛/ Pe. to reward 
dčÀÀTÏþëúŠđÏ /parṣōpå/ face, countenance (< gr.)   
ÖŠÏ /praq/ Pe. and ʾAp̄. to save 
 dčÓþëŠčÏ /pårōqå/ saviour 
”ŠÏ /praš/ Pe. to separate   
Tòİn’Ïčc  /pšīṭtå/ the Pšīṭtå Version 
dčàČčç	òBÏ /peṯḡåmå/ word (< pers.)  
òÏ2đaŠ  /pṯaḵrå/ idol (< pers.)    
 
ú 
dčqú /ṣḇå/ Pe. to wish 
Ł…õú /ṣåḏ/ to hunt, to fish 
 ačŁ†číú /ṣåyyaḏå/ fisher 
Ł†í₣ú /ṣȩ̄ḏ/, …aĆú /ṣȩ̄’ḏ / beside, next to 
dč½bú /ṣalmå/ image 








ÝﬂğjđÓ /qabbel/ Pa. to receive 
âčŁ†Ó /qḏåm/ before 
 čTòîčßŁ†đÓc  /qaḏmåytå/ first 
”ﬂğ†đÓ /qaddeš/ Pa. to sanctify 
 ŁìÓdč‘Ł…  /quḏšå/ holy 
 dč’mğ†đÓ /qaddīšå/ holy  
áčÓ /qåm/ Pe. to stand up; ʾAp̄.; ʾEṯp.  
 čàčîÓd  /qyåmå/ standing 
ÝđİÓ /qṭal/ Pe. to kill 
dčàİBÓ /qeṭmå/ ashes 
hčÜčÓ /qålå/ voice 
ÝnÜđÓ /qallīl/ light, little 
ÝBÔÜđÓ /qalqel/ Palpel to throw into confusion 
dčäÓ /qnå/ Pe. to gain 
 dčäčîäBÓ /qenyånå/ possessions 
dčßþìäÓ /qnōmå/ substance, person 
ÁđäÓ /qnaṭ/ Pe. to fear 
aŠÓ /qrå/ Pe. to read 
tﬂŠÓ /qreḇ/ Pe. to come near 
cČčòmŠÓ /qrīṯå/ village, field; dčí‡ŁìÓ /quryå/ (pl.) 
dĆ’Ó /qšȩ̄/ hard 
 dčîč‘ŁìÓ /quššåyå/ hardening 
   
‰ 
dčÀÀği‰ /rabbå/ great 
dčq‰ /rḇå/ Pe. to grow up 
 ğl‰@‘ŁìäT×òğčc  /rab knūštå/ leader of the synagogue 
Čê‰ /raḡ/ Pe. to desire 
hčÜËﬂ‰ /reḡlå/ foot 
áđÀÀČç‰ /rḡam/ Pe. to kill by stoning 
đÀČç‰“  /rḡaš/ Pe./ ʾAp̄. to be aware of 
…‰2đČÒ  /rḏap̄/ Pe. to pursue  
‰þìrôčãd  /rahḇōnå/ earnest (< gr.)   
Áﬂô‰ /rheṭ/ Pe. to run 
dčyŁë‰ /ruḥå/ wind, spirit  





 dč»‰ /råḥmå/ friend  
 dčßŁìy‰ /rḥūmå/ beloved 
dčÔyŁë‰ /ruḥqå/ afar 
Ć‰ídč’  /rẹš̄å/ head 
T×‰ndč‚  /rakkīḵå/ soft 
 čÀÀT×Łë‰dč‚  /rukkåḵå/ softening 
dčß‰ /råmå/ high 
dčß‰ /rmå/ Pe. to put; ʾAp̄. to throw 
dčã‰ /rnå/ Pe. to think 
dčäčîÇﬂ‰ /re‛yånå/ mind, conscience 
dčÈ‘Łë‰ /ruš‛å/ impiety 
pTñ‰đa /’artī/ ʾAp̄. to admonish 
 
” 
ÞbĆ‘ /š ʾȩ̄l/ Pe., Pa. to ask; ʾEṯpe.  
 hčÛčaŁì‘ /šuʾʾålå/ question 
cČčòğjđ‘ /šabbṯå/ Saturday 
ğjđ‘đÀÀ|  /šabbaḥ/ Pa. to praise 
 ‘BñþìğjyÀTòčc  /tešboḥtå/ glory 
dčÈrđ‘ /šaḇ‛å/ seven 
đÀr‘Õ  /šḇaq/ Pe. to leave  
cì‘ /šwå/ Pe. to be equal 
č‘tﬂ‹ì  /šåwzeḇ/ Šap̄. to deliver; ʾEštap̄. Pass. (< akkad.)  
†yŁì‘ğča  /šuḥdå/ bribe 
dşÀÀčíì‘ /šwayyå/ Colon 
dčÓŁì‘ /šūqå/ street 
BađÀTØ‘|  /ʾeškaḥ/ ʾAp̄. to find, to be able 
dčäTØ’đß /mašknå/ place of dwelling 
dčİnÜđ‘ /šallīṭå/ ruler 
dčàčÜ‘ /šlåmå/ peace 
 dčàčÛŁì‘ /šullåmå/ completion 
dč /šmå/ name; cČčòôčàşÀÀ‘ /šmåhåṯå/ (pl.) and dŽôč /šmåhȩ̄/ (pl.) 
dčîđ /šmayyå/ heaven 
Éđ /šma‛/ Pe. to hear 
dč’àﬂ‘ /šemšå/ sun  
“ﬂàđ‘ /šammeš/ Pa. to serve 





žäđ‘ÀTòčc  /šanttå/ year; dşÀÀčîđä‘ /šnayyå/ (pl.) and ³şä‘ /šnīn/ (pl.) 
dčîčä‘ /šnåyå/ infatuation 
cČčòÈč‘ /šå‛ṯå/ hour 
hčÛþìÈ‘ /š‛ōlå/ coughing 
aTÐđ‘ /šappīrå/ beautiful 
ÝđÔ‘ /šqal/ Pe. to take 
‰Š‘a  /šrårå/ truth 
 aŠmŠđ‘ /šarrīrå/ true 
 ‰Šđ‘ /šarrar/ Pa. to assure 
cČčòğiŠđ‘ /šarbṯå/ family 
‘ÀTòčc  /štå/ six 
åmTò‘ /štīn/ 60   
p	ò‘Ba /ʾeštī/ Pe. to drink 
 dčíTò’đß /maštyå/ drink 
ò‘2ﬂÖ  /šṯeq/ Pe. to be still  
 
ñ 
ŠđÀÀqñ /tḇar/ Pe. to break; ʾEṯpa.  
	ñþìyñ /tḥoṯ/ under 
ačŁ†n½đñ /talmīḏå/ disciple 
 Ł†B½đñ /talmeḏ/ to teach 
	òčÛñ /tlåṯ/ three  
dônßñ /tmīhå/ amazed; ñcČčòôşnß  /tmīhåṯå/ (pl.)  
åčßđñ /tammån/ there  
hčÜčÓ	òđß /maṯqålå/ weight 
åíĆ‰ñ /trȩn̄/ two  
 dčäčí‰ñ /tråyyånå/ second   
ñđhčÜÌčã‰  /tarnåḡlå/ cock (< akkad.)  
dčÇ‰đñ /tar‛å/ door, gate 
ú‰ñ /traṣ/ Pe. to direct 




ʾAp̄.  ʾAp̄‛el 
Act.  active 
Adj.  adjective 
Adv.  adverb 
akkad.  Akkadian 
arab.  Arabic 
c.   (genus) communis  
C   consonant 
ʾEstap̄   ʾEstap̄ʽal 
ʾEštap̄.   ʾEštap̄ʽal  
ʾEṯpe.  ʾEṯp‛el 
ʾEṯpa.  ʾEṯpa‛‛al 
ʾEttap̄.  ʾEttap̄‛al 
emph.  emphatic 
ES   East Syriac 
f., fem.  feminine 
gr.   Greek 
hebr.  Hebrew 
Imp.  imperative 
Impf.  imperfect 
Inf.  infinitive 
m., masc. masculine 
No.  number 
O    object 
Pa.   Pa‛‛el 
Part.  participle 
Pass.  passive 
Pe.   P‛al  
pers.  Persian 
Pf.   perfect  
Pl., Pl.  plural 
Pron.suff.  pronominal suffix 




Sap̄.   Sap̄ʽel 
Šap̄.   Šap̄ʽel  
sg., Sg.  singular 
St. abs.   Status absolutus (= absolute state) 
St. cs.  Status constructus (= constructed state) 
St. emph. Status Emphaticus (= emphatic state) 
Suff.  Suffix 
trad.   traditional 
V    verb 
v    short vowel 
v̅   long vowel 
WS   West Syriac 
 
List of Symbols 
I, II, III  1., 2., 3. radical 
<   developed from 
>   developed into 
*   reconstructed form 
→   see cited section number (→ …)  
/ /   denotes phonemic vocalisations 
[  ]   denotes phonetical pronunciation 
-   denotes a naturally long vowel  




Abbreviations of biblical books 
Old Testament 
Gn  Genesis 
Ex    Exodus 
K   Kings  
 
New Testament 
Mt  Matthew 
Mk  Mark 
Lk   Luke 
Jn   John 
Ac   Acts  
Rm  Romans  
Cor  Corinthians  
Heb  Hebrews 
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